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Abstract
This research examined the training needs of theater-based contingency
contracting officers (CCOs) for a Power Projection Strategy (PPS). CCOs that
deployed to support Operation Desert Shield/Storm (ODS) were asked to
provide their perceptions of the training they received before ODS, their
perceptions of training and equipment needs as a result of lessons learned
from ODS, and determine whether current training meets those needs. The
results of the study show that CCOs believe there are many aspects of training
that can be improved to ensure that future participants in a PPS do not have
to relearn the lessons of ODS.

Xi

A STUDY OF AIR FORCE THEATER-BASED CONTINGENCY
CONTRACTING TRAINING REQUIREMENTS FOR A POWER
PROJECTION STRATEGY

1. Introduction
You can talk all you want about the air and ground campaigns,
and -- God bless them -- those warriors did a magnificent job. I'd
never begin to take anything away from them. Ten years from
now, however, when historians and strategists and tacticians
study the Gulf War -- what they will study most carefully will be
the logistics. This was a wor of logistics. (Kru!ak 17991:57)

Chapter Overview
The Persian Gulf War demonstrated the value of purchasing goods and
services in the theater of operation ¾y deployed contingency contracting
officers (CCOs). Not only did deployed CCOs drastically reduce the amount of
men and materials that needed to be brought into the theater, but they also
played a pivotal role in actual combat operations (Pagonis, i992:146). Since
the end of the Gulf War, many changes have been made in the guidance and
structure of Air Force contingency contracting. However, the decisionmakers making these changes have had limited data to work worth in
determining their actions. This thesis aims at providing future decisionmakers and trainers with a comprehensive analysis of Air Force contingency

contracting training requirements for a scenario similar to that of another
Operation Desert Shield/Storm (ODS).
This paper begins by familiarizing the reader with how the new Power
Projection Strategy (PPS) evolved, the importance of logistics in this strategy,
the logistics lessons learned regarding the U.S. PPS capabilities in ODS,
theater-based contracting's key role in ODS, and why the training and
equipping of contingency contracting for a PPS needs further study. This
introductory chapter also describes the scope and objectives of this research,
defines important terms, and gives the reader an overview of the rest of this
thesis.
Background
The end of the Cold War, reduced military budgets, and the resulting
withdrawal of U.S. troops from overseas, resulted in a new military strategy
that is commonly referred to as Power Projection (Karegeannes and
Martinous, 1992:18). This strategy dictates that the United States maintain
highly mobile forces to deploy overwhelming force quickly and to fight
decisively anywhere in the world. The success of this strategy depends greatly
on a solid logistics capability. Deployed contingency contracting officers play a
significant role in this new strategy.
ODS gave the U.S. military its first test of the PPS. One of the primary
logistics lessons of ODS involved the inadequacy of the United States'
strategic lift capabilities. Deployed CCOs demonstrated their value by
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decreasing the strains on U.S. strategic lift and directly supporting combat
operations. Although deployed CCOs performed well, current literature and
expert opinions indicate there are many aspects of contingency contracting
that can be improved. Specifically, many of the contingency contracting
officers who deployed during ODS lacked the training and equipment
necessary to be effective in a wartime environment.
Since America's political and military leaders believe that ODS is a
representative example of future conflicts, it is important to take a
comprehensive look at how the effectiveness of contingency contracting can
be improved. Therefore, this paper examines CCO training and equipping for
a PPS.
Problem Statement
The purpose of this study is to identify the training needs of
contingency contracting officers for a Power Projection Strategy. This will be
accomplished by: (1) determining the perceptions of CCOs regarding the
training they received prior to ODS, (2) determining the perceptions of CCOs
regarding training and equipment needs as a result of ODS, (3) identifying the
training initiatives implemented after ODS, and (4) determining if current
CCO training and equipping meets identified needs.

Investigative Questions
The following investigative questions will help answer the problem
statement:
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1. What level of experience did deployed CCOs possess with regard to
training received from formal academic courses, base exercises,
deployment exercises, and real world deployments?

2. How did deployed CCOs perceive the quality of the training they
received prior to ODS?

3. Did CCOs feel the training they received from formal academic
courses prior to ODS was worthwhile?

4. Do CCOs feel training from formal academic courses is necessary?

5. Did deployed CCOs feel that the training received from base
exercises, deployments, and on-the-job (OJT) training prepared them
for the requirements of ODS?

6. DO ,C'-

feel additjional training in Base exercises, deployments and

OJT would improve their proficiency for operating under a Power
Projection Strategy?

7. Did CCOs feel the deployed wing command structure understood
the capabilities and limitations of CCOs and provide support?
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8. Do CCOs feel their current wing command structure understands
contingency contracting capabilities and limitations?

9. What topics do CCOs believe need the most emphasis in preparation
for a Power Projection Strategy?

10. Which medium of training do CCOs perceive is the most effective?

I1. Which tools did CCOs feel were most critical to performing their
mission?

12. What are the perceptions of CCOs regarding training initiatives
implemented since ODS?

13. What experiences did CCOs encounter that they believe would be
beneficial crossfeed information for future training initiatives?

14. What suggestions do CCOs have for improving contingency
contracting training?

Scope and Limitations
The focus of this research will deal strictly with Air Force deployed
contingency contracting officers who deployed during ODS. As such, it will
5

not directly cover natural disasters and mishaps, stateside contracting actions
to support war-fighting efforts, nor Low Intensity Conflict (LIC). The research
will center strictly on the training perceptions of CCOs who deployed during
ODS.
Definition of Terms
To help the reader better understand this research, the following
definitions are offered:
1. Power Projection Strategy (PPS): The political/military strategy
centeied on lean, flexible, combat-ready reserves stationed in the United
States with the capability to quickly mobilize and deploy to a given theater
with sufficient lethality and sustainability t- deter, or qickly defeat ftutre
threats (Crist, 1990:17).
2. Area of Operations (AOR): The general region where friendly forces
are deployed to deter or conduct battle.
3. Contingency: Deployments to overseas theaters in response to a
crisis or actual declaration of war (Robinson, 1992:1).
4. Theater-Based Contingency Cuniracting: The purchase of goods and
services and supplies while deployed inside the area of operations.
5. Deployment Exercise: The relocation of forces to a new area of
operation for training purposes.
6. Base Exercise: A training simulation of a real-world military
scenario.
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7. Formal Academic Training: This includes in-class training such as
Professional Continuing Education (PCE) and introductory technical training
courses.
8. On-the-Job Training (OJT): Training received by doing specific jobrelated tasks.
9. Low Intensity Conflict (LIC): A confrontation which involves the
use of military force that is limited in terms of weapons, tactics, or level of
conflict.
10. Contingency Contracting Officer (CCO): An officer or enlisted
contracting person deployed to an AOR to a support a crisis or actual
declaration of war.

Thesis Overview
The remainder of this thesis takes an in-depth look at Air Force
contingency contracting in a Power Projection Strategy. Chapter Two reviews
current literature to help the reader develop a deeper understanding of the
importance of deployed contingency contracting officers and demonstrates the
need for comprehensive research on theater-based contingency contracting.
Chapter Three defines the methodology used in this research, and the results
of the research are analyzed in Chapter Four. Finally, Chapter Five presents
the conclusions and recommendations to improve preparations for future
theater-based contingency contracting actions.
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L~iterature Reaiew

Chapter Overview
This literature review summarizes information from a variety of
sources on how the Power Projection Strategy (PPS) evolved and is
represented in Operation Desert Shield/Storm (ODS), the key role of deployed
contingency contracting officers (CCOs) in ODS, and why it is necessary to take
a comprehensive look at the equipping and training of Air Force CCOs under
such a scenario.

Power Projection Strategy
As mentioned in the first chapter, the end of the Cold War forced the
United States to take a second look at its defense priorities. The many
changes occurring overseas combined with an increasing budget deficit,
changed the primary defense strategy of the U.S. from Containment to Power
Projection. Such a strategy focusses on rapid mobility and sustainment
capabilities making logistics the centerpiece of an)' scenario. Theatei-based
contingency contracting plays a critical logistics role in making the PPS work.
Development of the PPS. In a speech to the U.S. Senate, Senator Sam
Nunn described the catalysts for the Power Projection Strategy:
At no other time in the past forty years have we had the three
primary forces for change come together -- the change in our
security requirements, the change in technological
opportunities, and the change in budget imperatives. (Nunn,
1992:624)
8
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The end of the Cold War forced the United States Department of
Defense (DoD) to take a second look at its defense priorities. As Secretary of
Defense Dick Cheney noted, "...the threat of a short-warning, global war
starting in Europe is now less likely than at any time in the last 45 yeaxs"
(Cheney, 1991:5). And while the free world claimed victory over
communism, many U.S. allies, such as the Philippines and Spain, began to
ask that the U.S. reduce or eliminate its forward presence on their soil. While
these changes were occurring overseas, the budget deficit began to loom as a
bigger and bigger political issue at home. With a reduced Soviet threat and
fiscal realities hitting home, the military budget became the target of deep
cuts.
Military leaders responded to these new fiscal and political realities by
suggesting a new strategy. This strategy would deal with the changing
military-political nature of the world while realistically dealing with the
cutbacks in acquisition, force structure, and a reduced overseas presence. Just
before his retirement in 1989 as Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Admiral
William J. Crowe outlined a new DoD model that emphasized "force
projection" as the key element (Christman, 1990:50). The primary aspect of
this strategy is the ability to project military power from the U.S.
"Theability to mobilize quickly and fight decisively became the essence
of the new U.S. military strategy. No longer would it rely heavily on overseas
forces trained and in-place to fight World War II. Instead, the U.S. military
would move to a highly-mobile posture prepared to get conventional forces
9

to a crisis region expeditiously, sustain them until the stated political
objectives are achieved, and theni bring them back home (Crist 1990:17-19).
Logistics Challenges of a PPS. With the focus of this new strategy on
quick mobility and sustainment, logistics capabilities became the biggest
question mark in the success of such a strategy. As former Central Command
(CENTCOM) Commander General Crist explained in the early part of 1990,
"The big questions confronting a power projection strategy are: Can we get
there from here, and once 'there', can we sustain ourselves?" (Crist, 1990:22).
Even before this new strategy began to take shape, military
professionals were beginning to see the increased significance that logistics
would play in modern warfare. As General Walter Bedell Smith, Chief of
Staff of the Allied Forces in Europe during World War II, explained:
Any amateur can shove tanks, planes, and infantry around the
map; the real business of war is getting gas, ammunition, and
spare parts to the people that need them, where they need
them...the tail, in the form of logistics will more and more wag
the dog.. .logistics will increasingly become the single greatest
impediment to have real combat capability. (Ulsamer, 1983:60)
Lieutenant General John Winthrop. Hackett pointed t, th .ral I-J

role

of logistics in his book, The Profession of Arms, when he noted:
The primary function of an armed force is to fight in battle. This
is nowadays impossible without a highly complex system of
supporting activities, especially logistics. (Head, 1992:17)
Ten years ago at the 1983 Air Force Association National Symposium,
Lieutenant General James R. Brickel, Deputy Commander in Chief of the now
defunct Readiness Command, expressed doubts whether or not the logistics
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community could handle the demands of the rest of the military's increasing
reliance on mobility and sustainment.
...[the logistics problems are] always the same: getting the right
resources in the right amounts, to the right places, at the right
time, keeping in mind that we don't have enough logistics and
enough lift. (Ulsamer, 1983:64)
On 2 August 1990, President Bush gave a speech outlining the United
States' new Power Projection Strategy. Ironically, this was the same day
Saddam Hussein invaded Kuwait (Cheney, 1991:3). The resulting full-scale
mobility and sustainment efforts would truly test if the U.S. military was
capable of implementing this new strategy. More specifically, ODS would
show that theater-based contingency contracting is a vital part of this strategy.

The Need for Theater-Based Contingency Contracting
Quick analyses of the situation by military leaders, both in the
United States and in Saudi Arabia, led to the conclusion that our
limited-and-precious transport space should be reserved for
combat troops, and for those supplies, such as weapons and
ammunition, that could not be obtained in the theater.
Everything else was our problem, to be found and contracted for.
(Pagonis, 1992:107)
The deployment to, and eventual conflict in, the Persian Gulf was an
excellent place to test the success of implementing the Power Projection
Strategy. Limited strategic lift capabilities would emphasize the need for
acquiring as many goods and services in the theater of operations as possible.
The end result was an appreciation of the importance of CCOs in successfully
deploying and sustaining a large-scale combat force.
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The PPS presumes that moving a credible force to an area at the outset
of a crisis, when stability is threatened, is key to strategic success (Christman,
1990:50). Dedicated airlift and fast sealift efforts indicates that the U.S. military
has some formidable capabilities in meeting its quick mobility needs.
However, it took the full-time commitment of ninety percent of the C-5 fleet
and eighty percent of the C-141 fleet to transport just fifteen percent of the dry
cargo moved during this effort. 85% of the dry cargo was moved by sealift.
Sealift picked up the burden of moving heavy equipment and material to the
Gulf, but for the most part, it was too slow for a Power Projection Strategy.
Fast sealift was the exception. These oversized, roll-on/roll-off vessels were
able to get heavy weapons and equipment to the Gulf in half the time (two
versus four weeks) that it took conventional vessels. These ships were
tremendously valuable in a Power Projection Strategy. In fact, when the first
two fast sealift ships arrived in Saudi Arabia, they carried more tonnage than
the entire airlift up to that point (Johnson, 1991:30).
Other than airlift and fast sealift, moving war supplies by ships was a
long and tedious process requiring at least -, month or more to complete.
Only 12 of the 44 Ready Reserve ships could be activated in the specified 5-day
period (McGehee, 1991:5). In fact, many of the ships used to accomplish this
function were so old that it was hard to find crews to operate their steam
turbines. In one case, an 80-year-old seaman came out of retirement to help
(Mitchell, 1991:42).
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Although the Power Projection Strategy calls for the ability to move
out quickly, Desert Shield clearly showed just how many weaknesses the U.S.
military has in this area. As General Gray noted, "Our forces must have the
ability to get to areas of crisis quickly and by multiple means of deployment"
(Gray, 1991:14). The Gulf War demonstrated that the United States currently
does not have enough airlift and fast sealift forces to, as Confederate Army
General Nathanial Bedford said, "get there the firstust with the mostest,"
unless it has considerable time to build up (Christman, 1992:50).
One of the clearest lessons of the Gulf War is that the Unijed States
cannot rely on airlift and fast sealift alone to support the Power Projection
Strategy. Even though the U.S. staged the largest airlift of troops and
equipment in history, it was still too slow. "If the situation had been slightly
different and Iraq had attacked the 82nd Airborne soon after deployment, the
light rapid deployment forces would have served as little more than a speed
bump for the then-massed Iraqi Army" (Hoffman, 1991:2-3).
Despite their superior numbers and armor, the Iraqi forces chose not to
attack. Instead, the United Stated had six months to build-up and prepare to
take the offensive. It is unclear how the U.S. logistics community would
have responded if it had to start combat operations in August instead of six
months later. General Schwarzkopf noted later that in the event of an attack,
the only option U.S. forces would have had was to "...pull back to an enclave
on the coast and hope we could either reinforce them or get them out"
(Schwarzkopf, 1992: 310).
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The comprehensive mobilization, build-up, and sustainment of ODS
showed that the United States military has tremendous capabilities -- once it
gets them in place. However, it lacks the strategic lift resources to mobilize at
the speed that a Power Projection Strategy dictates. It is also unlikely the DoD
will get considerably more strategic lift resources to make up for this shortfall.
So the question becomes what can be done to reduce our reliance on strategic
lift resources.
Various sources chronicled three major ways that reduced the strain on
the over-burdened lift system. Pre-positioned supplies, highly accurate and
reliable weapon systems, and contracts let within the theater all took some
strain off strategic airlift and fast sealift.
Pre-positioned supplies not only saved airlift missions, but were also a
fast way to support our deployed personnel. Smart planning allowed much
of the initial armor, equipment, and support to come from pre-pos.tioned
supplies in and around Saudi Arabia. These in-place assets saved the
equivalent of 1800 airlift missions. Altogether, prepositioned supplies and
equipment provided the infrastructure to build 21 airfields (Suit, 1991:13).
As many experts noted before and after the war, "Technology is a force
multiplier" (McGehee 1991:10). From a logistical viewpoint, the success of
Frecision weapon systems translated into a reduced need in the number of
people and weapons it took to complete a mission. For example, only 7,400 of
the 67,000 tons of munitions used during the war were "smart bombs," yet
these weapons took an "enormous and disproportionate toll on hard-to14

destroy Iraqi targets" (Suit, 1991:15). Increasing the accuracy of a weapon
reduces the number of weapons systems needed to destroy a target. This fact,
in turn, reduces the logistics tail necessary to support a successful operation.
Technology also transformed itself into reliability, as well. High-tech
systems were as reliable as they were lethal, achieving better than peacetime
mission capable rates in many cases (Hagel,1992: 6-7). As one author noted,
"A point came at which more sophisticated weapons were also inherently
more reliable and even easier to use" (Owen, 1992:52). Like accuracy,
reliability translates into a reduced logistics tail. A reduced logistics tail
translates into a reduction in the need for airlift and fast sealift assets.
Pre-positioned materials quickly brought needed resources into the
theater and high-tech weapons cut down on the manpower and material
needed to accomplish stated objectives. However, the job of finding and
buying needed resources in the theater of operations was left to deployed
CCOs. The age-old practice of an army living off the land continued with the
help of

deployed contingency contractingr o.fficersc. CCOs emnerged as a "keyr

element" in the success of the operation (Pagonis and Raugh, 1991:31). Some
of the actions and stories of deployed CCOs will be outlined in the next few
paragraphs.

Theater-Based Contracting Support During ODS
...contracted support was the key to our survival in the desert.
(Pagonis, 1992:108)
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From the first days of the deployment, contracting officers set up
agreements for food, water, lodging, laundry, sanitary disposal,
communications, construction, vehicles, and equipment (Pagonis, 1992: 107108). Not only did theater-based contracts permit airlift and fast sealift assets
to focus on hauling critical combat-related items, but, in ma.iy cases, they
were also a faster and more efficient way of providing necessities (Griswold,
1991:79). For instance, the primary means of transporting troops - one of the
most critical issues in the theater -- was by contracted busses (Langenus,
1991:43). In fact, 2,500 of the 3,900 vehicles used to haul supplies and
personnel during General Schwarzkopf's famous Hail Mary flanking
maneuver to western Iraq, were contracted busses and trucks driven by
contracted multinationals (Pagonis and Krause, 1992:8). As General
Schwarzkopf noted, "I think guys like me need to be reminded every now
and then that trucks can be as important as tanks" (Mitchell, 1991:42).
Army and Air Force contingency contracting efforts have been
documented in a variety of sources. To help the reader gain an appreciation
for the dynamics of theater-based contracting during ODS, this paper presents
an overview of the Army and Air Force contingency contracting efforts.
Army Contingency Contracting During ODS. The night before he
deployed to Riyadh, General Gus Pagonis, the commander responsible for all
the logistics support for the deployed Army forces, recalled his concern that
contracting would be the "key sustainment issue" (Pagonis, 1992:73). As a
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result, Army contracting officers deployed with the first units arriving in the
theater (Byther, 1991:23). Many CCOs began their stay with "nowhere to live,
no office space to work out of, and plenty of work to do" (Hyde, 1991:28). To
help the lmited number of CCOs accomplish their massive task, the Army
made extensive use of unit ordering officers to purchase small-dollar items
(less than $2,500) that units needed immediately (Byther, 1991:23).
The early arrangements for host.nation support were "spontaneous
reactions to immediate needs" because there was simply not enough time to
follow normal contracting procedures (Pagonis, 1992:105).
Because of the urgency to obtain goods and services, we often
write a solicitation and put it on the street for 3 days. Then we
open bids, determine the competitive range, conduct
negotiations, and award the contract--all in a 2-day period. 1hat
is a total of 5 days to complete the acquisition process! (By!.her,
1991:24)
Over time, as the crisis diminished and our logistical resources
grew, we came into conformance with the doctrinal guidelines
governing bidding and purchasing. But it took time and a great
level of effort to reach that level of organization. (Pagonis,
1992:105)
The first two months were spent leasing equipment and buying goods
and services. Army CCOs recall being frustrated by the large amount of
"inco.nplete, nonspecific, poorly written" purchase requests (Byther, 1991:24).
Regardless of their frustrations, Army CCOs managed to buy or negotiate a
multitude of items.
We leased means of transportation (large trucks, buses, flatbed
trailers, four-wheel-drive vehicles, sedans), refrigerated vans,
water tankers, construction equipment (bulldozers, bucket
loaders, graders, dump trucks, rollers), forklifts, computers, ant.
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photocopiers. We purchased water, tents, lumber, burlap cloth,
latrines, shaving stands, tables, fire extinguishers, food
preparation equipment, recreation equipment, minor
construction, ice beds, lights, generators, cement barricades,
newspapers, chairs, air conditioners, office supplies, cleaning
supplies, and repair parts. We negotiated contracts for laundry,
waste and trash removal, and catering services. (Byther, 1991:24)
In fact, by late December, U.S. CCOs had rented every car, truck, and bus
that was rentable in Saudi Arabia, and still didn't have enough transportation
to meet all the requirements (Pagonis,1992:105).
Despite the urgency involved in the contracting effort, there are some
good examples of cost savings efforts. For instance, one contract bought fresh
and freshly cooked meals from Saudi contractors for $1.95 instead of the $4.00
for the Army's MREs. This Contract not only saved American taxpayers'
dollars, but also improved the quality of life for soldiers (Pagonis, 1992:115).
Air Force Contingency Contracting During ODS. The Air Force
contingency contracting effort did not get as much published notoriety as the
Army effort. However, the literature available detailing the Air Force efforts
in theater-based contingency contracting parallels the Army in many respects.
Like the Army, a small contingent of Air Force CCOs from Central Command
Air Forces (CENTAF) were among the first to arrive in the AOR. The first
Air Force CCO contingent landed at Riyadh, Saudi Arabia on 7 August 1991
just seven days after the invasion of Kuwait (Griswold, 1991:78).
Because CENTAF CCOs were unable to go in to do site surveys or
market surveys before the invasion of Kuwait, they arrived with "no idea
who to buy from or what was available, so we basically had to start from
18
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scratch" (Griswold, 1991:78). After some initial confusion, teams of
contracting officers would go out to help bed-down new arriving units

--

many at nothing more than "just a patch of runway and
some sand and
maybe a source of water." Sometimes a force of twelve to fifteen CCOs were
bedding down up to seven units at one time (Griswold, 1991:79).
Responsiveness outweighed quality and price in the first days of the
deployment as CCOs concentrated on contracting for quarters, transportation,
material handling equipment, food service, potable water, and ground fuels
(HQ USCENTAF, 1991:1). In the early days of the war, the Air Force found it
was "faster and more efficient" to buy necessities off the local economy than
to bring in the kitchens, tents, and other items on prepositioned barges
(Griswold, 1991:79). One article described the Air Force support as follows:
During the early phases of the deployment, while asset flow
problems and backlogs were still being worked out, local
purchase saved the day. When asset shortfalls were identified,
local purchase was accomplished where possible. Contracting
support was superb and greatly enhanced mission support.
(Daly, 1991:5)
The lack of automation tools also caused problems. Manual forms and
an inadequate contract tracking system created an administrative nightmare
as the deployment continued. The Air Force Logistics Management Center
responded later by creating the Deployable Contract Automated Tracking
System that could be installed on laptop computers (Griswold, 1991:79).
Another problem theater-based CCOs had to overcome was the transportation
of goods only available from the United States. They overcame this by using
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the Desert Express airlift that flew daily out of Charleston AFB, South
Carolina to ferry over medical equipment, vehicle paj ts, communication
equipment, electrical items, and other items difficult to find in the AOR (MQ
USCENTAF, 1991:3).
In recognition of the outstanding performance of Air Force CCOs, the
CENTAF Directorate of Contracting received the 1991 Thomas P. Gerrity
Award -- the Air Force Association's highest honor in logistics (Griswold,
1991:78).
CCO Lessons Learned from ODS
...learning is never over, no problem is solved forever, and good
answers may be found in unlikely places. (Pagonis, 1992:194)
Although contingency contracting officers did an outstanding job
during ODS, some veterans have expressed that there are some aspects of
contingency contracting that need to be improved (HQ USCENTAF, 1991:2-5).
Like many areas of logistics, some contingency contracting officers were not
trained and ready to support a wartime environment. If it wasn't for quality
people and several months to work out problems, our Desert Storm logistics
efforts may have been inadequate to support our operational forces (Bird,
1992:20). Numerous sources pointed out that realistic training for logistics
troops in the mud and friction of realistic exercises is critical for developing
the resourcefulness, tenacity, and perseverance necessary for wartime success
(Beauchamp, 1992:12-13). Colonel Bruce Block noted after the war:
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Operational planners and logisticians must be aware of the
increased burden that logistics units will be expected to carry...
Only by peacetime preparation for the difficult task of
mobilization can we expect to perform well when called upon.
(Block, 1992:23)
One of the main reasons the Army logistics effort went as well as it did
was because of advance preparation. General Gus Pagonis in his book,
Moving Mountains gives a detailed account of the entire Army logistics saga.
One of the biggest aspects of his story is the theater-based contracting support
necessary to deploy, sustain, and employ a combat force. He spends a great
deal of time emphasizing contingency planning in all his logistics efforts. As
he notes:
Logisticians deal with unknowns. They attempt to eliminate
unknWr(njsi, I- oine by one, iirutnt til ey are C
ufidCl,t a#?.,
1
,,ly. hiave
done away with the possibility of paralyzing surprises. (Pago.iis,
1992:2)
.1

To facilitate pro-active thinking, Pagonis used a full-time contingency
planning staff throughout ODS to analyze existing plans and come up with
contingency plans for them. Pagonis also made his Support Command
people step through scenarios and potential challenges in a classroom setting.
He wanted to do "Monday-morning quarterbacking on Saturday afternoon-in other words, to use hindsight ahead of time" (Pagonis, 1992:102-104). One
of the results of this type of proactive mind-set was that during the entire
conflict, not a single Army mission was canceled, postponed, curtailed, or
even delayed for lack of logistical support (Pagonis, 1992:150).
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Even good contingency planning, however, could not anticipate all
problems in advance. Cultural issues, for instance, created problems that
CCOs had to overcome as they went. For example, the most challenging
aspect of conducting business in Middle East was the Arab's amazingly casual
approach to time (Pagonis, 1992:111). Or, as Capt Jake Arellano put it: "In the
Army, now means now. In Saudi Arabia, now means 'when I get a chance"'
(Hyde, 1991:29). Saudi businesses were also used to being paid in advance, not
by submitting an invoice (Byther, 1991:23).
Another unplanned event happened in early November 1989 when
the government of Saudi Arabia agreed to pay for all fuel, transportation,
water, food, and ftdiities. This benefit for taxpayers turned into a quandary
for CCOs as they had to transform contracts written according to American
regulations into Saudi contracts. This process created "all kinds of problems
with payments, invoices, and the renegotiation of prices" (Griswold, 1991:79).
Similar cultural frustrations emerged as CCOs tried to write lengthy contracts
with businessmen used to oral agreements (Almas and others, 1992:24).
Fortunately, The Army and Air Force had six months to work through
the various contracting dilemmas they were unprepared for when they
arrived in the theater. Aiihough it is uncertain how the U.S. military would
have responded with less time to prepare, one issue is very clear -- most
authors note that it cannot plan for such a permissive environment in the
future. After the war, Secretary Cheney came to the same conclusion:
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...IDesert Storm l presages very much the type of conflict we are
most likely to confront again in this new era -- major regional
contingencies against foes well-armed with advanced
conventional and nonconventional weaponry... We must
configure our policies and forces to effectively deter, or quickly
defeat, such future threats. (Cheney, 1991:6)
After the war, many after action reports were written summarizing
les-gns learned and pushing for changes in the way the contracting
community conducts itself in wartime. The Air Staff, major commands, and
individual units requiied their people to write down lessons learned in one
format or another. Many of these were recorded in the Joint Universal
Lessons Learned System (JULLS). The JULLS lessons learned were screened
by a team of Air Force Logistics Management Center personnel who noted
that "very few lessons were r..i".dd dicuSSing contracting efforts; however,
we understand many of the lessons and concerns of Air Force contracting
officers and NCOs were collected by CENTAF." Ten lessons learned packages
were provided to CENTAF by deployed CCO teams giving insights primarily
into various individual situations. As a result of these reports and the
experiences of CCOs who returned to staff positions, training guides were
updated or new ones add-i. The regulation governing contingency
contracting, AFR 70-7, the Contingency Operational Contracting Support
Program, was rewritten and expanded. Also, specialized booklets weie
developed by USCENTAF to help CCOs deploying to Southwest Asia. The
Air Force Logistics Management Center (AFLMC) has taken the lead role in
coordinating the publishing of these products.
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Before ODS, the primary guide was the Wartime Contingency
Contracting Handbook (Busch, 1986). Since ODS, AFLMC created the
Wartime Contingency Contracting Handbook Update (Robinson, 1992a),
Statements of Work (SOW) for Contingency Contracting (Robinson, 1992b),
and created the USCENTAF Operational Contracting Guide (Hall & Hauf,
1992) in conjunction with CENTAF. This latter document lays out specific
CCO items of interest for working in Southwest Asia and helpful information
on the major countries in the region. AFLMC also created several software
products; DCATS, mentioned earlier, and the Vendor Source System.
Need for Research on Theater-Based Contingency Contracting
The initial phase of U.S. troop deployment to Saudi Arabia in
operation Desert Shield has underscored Mhe necessily for
realistic training in extreme operating conditions... (Desert
Shield Deployment Shows Need for Realistic Training in Harsh
Conditions, 1990:50)
Even before ODS, past researchers have noted that contingency
contracting training lacks the realism necessary for success in the field and
recomm..ended that improved methods of CCO trainin- be examined (Mason,
1988:14,16). Killen and Wilson, in their thesis research, note that "Few
contracting professionals receive specific training to prepare them for military
contingencies."

As a result, they recommend that additional training courses

be developed for contingency contracting (Killen and Wilson, 1992:106,111).
The chief of CENTAF contracting efforts, Lt Col Bradley Busch, noted that
even those who were trained, were not trained to respond to a PPS like ODS.
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He explained after the war that the way CCOs trained in peacetime
deployments and .he reality of ODS were "inside out." In a peacetime
exercise, the contracting team arrives on the scene perhaps two weeks in
advance, securing contracts for basic necessities. By the time combat units
arrive, everything they will need is already in place. In ODS it was just the
ieverse with flying units arriving before thei1 support (Griswold, 1991:79).
Since ODS, some significant changes have taken place in the creation of
training aids for CCOs and more changes are in progress. However, the
information guiding these decisions appears to be based on personal
experience or a limited number of after action reports. The question of what
is the best way to train and equip CCOs has yet to be answered by a
comprehensive review and analysis of the opinions of those who should
know best -- those who deployed and supported ODS from within the theater.
In addition to lack of a comprehensive gathering of deployed CCO
perceptions, the review of literature revealed a disparity in the amount of
formal documentation of the Air Force's contingency contracting efforts
during ODS. The Army has recorded their accomplishments and lessons
learned in several books, articles, and professional journals. The Air Force
lacked a General Pagonis figure to bring logistics, and specifically CCO efforts,
to the attention of mainstream America. However, the CCO actions unique
to the Air Force need to be recorded and published in an organized fashion
for future reference. The window of opporiunity to accomplish this task has
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almost expired as the third anniversary of Operation Desert Shield approaches.
Overall, the review of the literature on the PPS, logistics and
specifically, the theater-based contracting that took place during ODS, reveals
that despite some heroic efforts, there are many lessons that can be learned.
These lessons, once collected, may be valuable in guiding preparations in
training and equipping our contracting personnel for future power projection
deployments. General Pagonis notes "...in most future conflicts, the first job
of the logistician will be to 'capture' the host-nation infrastructure" (Pagonis,
1992:207-208). To accomplish this task will take a well-trained and equipped
CCO corps. To meet these needs, this research effort provides a
comprehensive study of deployed CCO training and equipping issues.
Summary of Literature Review
The task faced by logisticians can only be described as daunting,
and their success can only be described as spectacular. (Pagonis
and Krause, 1992:2)
General Schwarzkopf's statement above indicates the level of success
the logistics community achieved in 00S. Despite this success, there are
many lessons that one can learn from tl

Gulf War. To prepare for the

future threats that would call on the use of the Power Projection Strategy, the
United States military must take a Joser look at the key areas that contributed
to ODS success and look for ways to improve them. Current literature
indicates that one of those key areas is the effectiveness of contingency
contracting efforts. However, little has been formally chronicled cn the
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efforts of deployed Air Force CCOs. Still, a number of new Air Force training
initiatives were begun after the war and a number of efforts are still under
way. Overall, no comprehensive effort has been made to examine whether or
not current CCO training and equipping efforts are adequate to support a PPS
scenario. Therefore, that is the focus of this thesis. The next chapter explains
the methodology used in this research.
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iI1. Methodology

Introduction
Chapter One identified the focus of this research, and Chapter Two
presented a review of the literature regarding the importance of training to
the contingency contracting community. This chapter describes the methods
used by the researchers to study the opinions of contingency contracting
officers (CCOs) deployed during Operation Desert Shield/Storm (ODS)
regarding the adequacy of CCO training. A description and the rationale for
the research design is offered, as well as a definition of the population of
interest and sample selection. Additionally, the development of the research
instrument is reviewed, its testing explained, and an outline of the final
product is provided. Also, the data collection plan is discussed, including the
unique medium used to gather the data in this study. Finally, the planned
analysis of the quantitative data using statistical tests is discussed, and the
qualitative data receied is evaluated for co"nvergence or divergence of
responses.

Research Design
The research used in this study wis a hybrid, two-stage design making
use of both exploratory and formal research techniques. This method was
selected based on the problem as previously stated. From a research
perspective, it was determined that the most appropriate method to obtain
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data on training of CCOs was through an ex post facto design using an
interrogative survey conducted by electronic mail. The study was ex post
facto because the responses gathered were strictly for reporting purposes. The
researchers had no control over or manipulation of variables.
Due to the nature of this topic and the lack of previous research on this
subject, the hybrid design mentioned above emerged as most effective. The
interrogative survey (Appendix A) was used to capture the opinions of CCOs
who actually deployed to the AOR. It assessed the adequacy of training
received before ODS and the areas they felt needed improvement. A
telephone survey was conducted with organizations responsible for
conducting training in formal academic courses to determine if the
curriculums contained contingency contracting material. Additionally,
interviews were conducted with the heads of contingency contracting
planning and training for Air Combat Command and Air Mobility
Command. These interviews were conducted to explore the concerns, issues,
and ini-tiatives
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as gather inputs for particular topics or areas on which to focus this research
effort.
The consultations and interviews with command personnel classified
this as a two-stage research design. A two-stage design consists of an
exploratory phase, where the focus of the research is defined, and a formal
phase, where the research focus is investigated. This type of research design is
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an efficient method of seiecting pertinent areas of study as well as irntensely
evaluating these factors (Emory and Cooper, 1991:148).
Exploratory research was necessary in order to formulate the
investigative questions and develop the formal research instrument (Emory
and Cooper, 1991:144). The two stage approach to research design assisted in
the crystallization of the research problem. The first phase (exploratory) of a
two-stage design is conducting a preliminary study of limited scope. The
formal stage of the design begins at the point where the exploratory research
ends and the investigative questions are crystallized (Emory and Cooper,
1991;147-148). The second phase of this research effort is considered formal
based on the degree of structure and immediate objective. The problem was
clearly identified and the objective was to apply precise procedures and data
source specifications to answer the investigative questions posed in Chapter
One.
The formal stage of the research can best be described as "descriptive."
Descriptive research focusses on the who, what, when, and how of the
problem rather than the cause (Emory and Cooper, 1991:141). The time
dimension of this study was cross-sectional. It was conducted once and
represented a snapshot of CCO's perceptions regarding training at one point
in time. Additionally, this study was done as a statistical study rather than a
case study. Statistical studies are designed for breadth rather than depth and
attempt to capture adequately the characteristics of a population by making
inferences from a sample of items. Generalizations about findings are
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presented based on the representativeness of the sample and validity
characteristics of the design.
Population
The population of interest for a research effort includes all entities
which meet the parameters of interest defined for the study (Emory and
Cooper, 1991:246). The purpose of this study was to obtain the perceptions
and opinions of Air Force CCOs that deployed to Operation Desert
Shield/Storm (ODS) with regard to contingency contracting training. In order
for the study to be credible, the respondents must be considered experts. To
meet this criteria, the qualified respondents had to be experienced in
operational contracting and have participated in theater-based contingency
contracting during ODS. A contracting officer in the Air Force may be an
officer, civilian, or enlisted. Therefore, the population is defined as all CCOs
that performed theater-based contingency contracting functions in support of
ODS. The identification of the population was established through contact
with the Headquarters USCENTAF contracting staff (LGC) at Shaw, AFB.
CENTAF/LGC was the headquarters element for all theater-based
contingency contracting conducted by the Air Force during ODS. As such,
they were able to supply data on the number of deployed individuals who
acted as CCOF in this effort as well as names and points of contact for most.
The number of deployed CCOs during ODS provided by CENTAF numbered
approximately 140. The majority of information was available through a
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theater telephone list circulated by CENTAF/LGC to all the field locations
during ODS. The relatively small size of the population allowed the
researchers to consider the plausibility of taking a census. It was decided that
if all personnel could be identified and located, a census would be used. Upon
examination of the accessibility of some members of the population it was
decided that a sample would be necessary to conduct the study.
Sample Selection
The sampling plan was a combination of the nonprobability methods
of convenience sampling and snowballing. Convenience samples are
unrestricted non-probability samples, which are among the cheapest and
easiest to conduct (Emory and Cooper, 1991:2.7.,). The phone list collected
from CENTAF/LGC was used as a sampling frame and an attempt was made
to locate and contact as many individuals on that list as possible. Thus, the
personnel contacted were the easiest or most convenient to contact.
Additionally, the snowballing method was used in conjunction with
the phone list. Snowballing is used in situations where respondents are
difficult to identify and are best located through referral networks. In the
initial stage, individuals are discovered and may, or may not, be selected
through probability methods. This group is then used to locate others, who,
in turn, identify others. The snowball gathers as it rolls along (Emory and
Cooper, 277). Using this technique, generic electronic mail messages were
sent to all identifiable operational contracting offices asking them to identify
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personnel in their office who deployed to ODS. Each office responded by
identifying personnel currently at their locations. However, locations also
icientified personnel that had deployed from their office but were no longer
working in their office. Offices also identified personnel they happened to
know that deployed from other locations. This method proved extremely
successful as 42 of the 136 CCOs in the population were referred through
snowballing.
Instrument Design
The investigative questions previously stated were answered primarily
through the use of a questionnaire, with two exceptions. First, to answer the
question regarding contingency contracting

coverage inl

foin--a acadtf"-ft

courses, an informal telephone survey was conducted with those
organizations that teach Professional Continuing Education (PCE), and
introductory technical training courses. The objective of this survey was to
determine whether the PCE or technical training courses have ever, or
currently include contingency contracting and to what extent.
The second exception, the investigative question regarding
implementation of initiatives since ODS, was answered through a review of
literature and interviews with personnel responsible for contingency
contracting at the major operational commands. The remaining questions
were answered by an electronic mail survey. The survey content focussed on
opinions and attitudes of the respondents regarding training of CCOs. The
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survey questions were derived from the investigative ques'tions. The
information gained from the exploratory research interviews with
operational command personnel heiped refine the investigative and survey
questions. Each survey questions was written so that the respondent could
formulate a clear and concise answer. Questions were carefully worded to
provide for uniform understanding, as well as to minimize vagueness, bias,
and unclear abbreviations or definitions.
Once the survey questions were developed, they were added together to
form the complete package. Instructions and an introduction were written,
and the questions grouped for appropriate responses. As much as possible,
questions followed the funneling technique. The questionnaire package was
evaluated as a whole by use of a pretest. Factors considered were size,
complexity, and question order (Emory and Cooper, 1991:370). The draft was
then reviewed for errors and omissions.
Pretest
T,0 check.., ,contet

validity, a pretest of the instrument was

conducted

before sending it to the respondents. Contracting personnel currently
enrolled in AFIT's Contracting Management Master's Program reviewed it to
ensure the survey measured what was intended. Additionally, the electronic
mail delivery system was tested using contracting personnel in operational
offices in the field. These personnel provided survey content feedback
regarding the content of the survey, as well as the time required to respond,
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the clarity of the instructions about how to respond, the appearance of the
survey on a computer screen, and the timeliness of transmission of the
package to the field and back to AFIT. The feedback from this test was
tremendously helpful as it prompted an alteration of the format so the
response scale could be seen on the screen at all times. Based on information
received, the average time to complete the survey was approximately fifteen
minutes.

Final Survey Instrument
The final survey was divided into four different response areas.
Section I questions were designed to capture objective facts (demographic
data). Eight questions were used to identify differences among resonnrdents.
Section II contained twenty-six scaled opinion questions and past training
perceptions and experiences, and the relevance of these issues to improved
performance. This section contained two five point Likert type scales that
respondents used to answer questions. Section III used a single five point
Likert type scale ranging from strongly agree to strongly disagree. Questions
were designed to capture additional subjective feelings, and attitudes
regarding the importance of specific issues to future training efforts. Finally,
Section IV made use of open-ended questions to gather qualitative data from
the CCOs regarding training and topics of interest to them. This section was
designed tc provide insight from the CCO perspective about unique
situations and experiences encountered during ODS that could not be covered
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in other parts of the survey or were unique to individuals. Section IV also
provided data outside the scope of this study. Some questions were added to
provide data to Air Combat Command to enhance their ability to complete
some current initiatives.
Data Collection
A survey was determined to be the most apprepriate method for
obtaining the data required for this research effort. The geographic location of
personnel at bases around the world made personal interviews impractical.
A written survey provides consistency of questioning and understanding. It
is also more impersonal, providing respondents more freedom to express
their views openly. (Emory and Cooper, 1991:333)
The surveys used in the data collection effort were distributed and
received through a new and unique medium. Instead of using regular mail, a
decision was made to attempt the collection via electronic mail (e-mail). All
Air Force Operational Contracting Offices use a computer system called the
Base Contracting Automated System (BCAS). It primarily uses Wang
hardware and software. This system utilizes word processing and interoffice
mail functions that can be distributed through a world-wide DoD network to
all base contracting offices.
The survey was written using the word processing program on a
terminal at the AFIT Civil Engineering complex. The survey was then
transmitted electronically as a mail package to all identified personnel
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currently located at operational contracting activities. This medium had five
distinct advantages over regular mail. First, individuals could be contacted
directly, and if no response was received, follow up reminders could be sent
immediately and directly. Second, the e-mail system allows status tracking of
mail to confirm the respondent received the survey, and to determine if it
was read by them. This was used to determine if follow ups were necessary.
Third, the time for transmittal and response is usually decreased through email as opposed to postal mail. Fourth, if a respondent had moved to
another location the package could be retransmitted instantly, saving time.
This was particularly important because specific personnel were being
targeted. Due to the high mobility of personnel in the military, it was
important to be able to quickly; follow the individuals if they had moved. The
surveys could not be answered by proxy. Finally, if targeted individuals were
no longer in the Air Force (retired/separated), the office would respond to
and prox ide that information via e-mail. This feedback is rarely obtained
using regular mall surveys.
Electronic Survey
In order to gather and analyze the data, some special adjustments were
made to the instrument. The survey (Appendix A) was constructed so that
questions appeared on the left side of the page and all response blocks were
provided at the extreme right, across from each question so that responses
could be downloaded as an ASCII file onto a disk from the Wang mainframe
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system. Then the raw data could be separated from the document as a whole,
reformatted and then analyzed on a personal computer.
All text and data were imported into Borland's Quattro Pro spreadsheet
program. The raw data was separated from the text using the Parse
command. This left all data in a single column string separate from all
extraneous text. The extraneous text was deleted and the raw data copied and
moved into columns corresponding to each respondent's data. Since
statistical analysis cannot be accomplished on alphabetic characters, the
demographic data responses were transformed into numbers.
Although the e-mail method was successful, it did have drawbacks.
First, the Wang system has a 397 line limitation on e-mail messages.
Therefore, the survey had to be sent as three separate messages. The first
message contained the introduction and instructions. The second message
contained the statistical data questions. The third message contained the
open-ended qualitative questions.
For the purpose of data analysis, sending the survey in three parts
actually proved to be advantageous. The instructions of the first message,
when returned, were deleted as unnecessary. The quantitative data portions
were in the second message were downloaded and processed as a group. The
qualitative questions in message three were also do.A:nloaded as a group for
reformatting and analysis.
A second limitation of using the e-mail system was direct access to
targeted individuals. Due to space constraints of the worldwide directory of
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personnel in e-mail, not all users are listed. Those persons whose names
appeared in the worldwide directory were sent surveys directly. The
remaining individuals were accessed indirectly through a person listed in the
directory at that individual's last known location. These e-mail packages
were accompanied by a separate note requesting that the mail be forwarded to
the specific individual in the office. The inability to access all individuals
directly affected the response rate, as reported later.
A third problem, or limitation, was that some bases had trouble
sending the sueveys back. When they tried the "edit" command to respond to
the survey, they received an error message. Attempts to assist them from
AFIT also failed, and the respondents ended up printing the survey at their
location, answering it manually, and mailing the surveys back. This occurred
with six respondents and the data was hand entered into the spreadsheet.
The fourth and final limitation, was that associated with all computer
systems, the possibility of system malfunction. The third round responses
were -,;,-,nifatl,,

lower than usual because of an ART svystm crash which

deleted ten days of e-mail traffic in the system. At least three, and possibly
more, responses were lost but it was impossible to confirm the number or
point of origin of these responses. This same risk was associated with all field
offices. If a base system went down it is possible the respondents never read
the mail package, even though the status indicates the message was delivered.
Despite theses limitations, e-mail was a far better method of data collection
for this study than regular mail. The scale of follow-ups and retransmittals of
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this study could never have been performed in a timely or cost-effective
manner using the regular mail method.
The results of the data collection effort were promising. E-mail
responses confirmed that fifty-four of the 136 personnel in the population
were unacce5sible for a variety of reasons including separations, retirements,
or transfers to unknown locations. The survey was sent to all the remaining
eighty two persons that were accessible by e-mail. Eleven received copies in
more than one round as indicated by number of surveys sent. Round one
sent thirty four surveys, round two sent twenty, and round three sent thirty
nine.
The most significant statistic to note is that eighty-three percent of
persons contacted directly returned their survey responses. Only forty-one
percent of the individuals that had their package forwarded through someone
else in their office responded to the survey. Further results will be discussed
in Chapter Four.
Data Analysis
Analysis of data was conducted through descriptive and analytical
statistical measures using software hosted on a microcomputer. Borland's
Quattro Pro and Analytical Software's Statistix version 3.5 were used to
conduct all analyses. The raw data was saved in Quattro Pro as explained in
the previous section. This same data was also imported into Statistix for
some of the analyses.
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Various stati,;tical measures were used to answer the investigative
questions (Appendix C). Demographic results were arrived at using simple
means, standard deviations, and median calculations to repo:t the
percentages of respondents in each categor-"
The opinion questions, 9-35, were also answered by descriptive
statistics. Measures of central tendency and dispersion were indicated by the
mean and standard deviation. Frequency distributions using bar charts were
conducted to display a graphical picture of respondents' answers.
Measurement questions, 36-120, dealt with the importance of specific
topics in future training efforts. To determine the items CCOs felt were most
sigaificau-i foi training, a student's T-Test was conducted. The mean
response of each question was compared to the value of 4 on the Likert type
scale. This comparison tested whether or not the mean rating of each topic
actually exceeded the value of 4 at the 99% confidence level. The scale value
of 4 and the 99% confidence level were selected in order to provide
conservative (in terms of error probability) but highly significant results. The
T-stat used the following hypothesis:

HO The individual question mean was less than or equal to 4. u I<= 4
Ha The individual question mean was greater than 4.

-

u, > 4

Z=x-4
s

TEST STATISTIC

ý--,
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The questions that rejected the null hypothesis were considered by the
respondents to be significant topics for training future CCOs.
Questions 121-128 asked respondents to rank order the best method to
conduct training and to identify the most critical tools needed to conduct
contingency contracting. The questions were answered using the mean and
standard deviation calculations.
Finally, questions 129-134 contained qualitative responses and were
evaluated for consensus, convergence, and divergence of the responses. After
completing these analyses, the investigative questions were answered based
on the results as reported in Chapter Four.

Summary of Methodology
This chapter described the methodology used in collecting and
analyzing the data required to determine the answers to the investigative
questions which, ultimately, fulfill the research objective. The research was
separated into two phases, exploratory and formal. The exploratory phase
helped guide and define the focus of the research effort- The methodology for
the formal phase was specifically outlined in this chapter. An ex post facto
design was selected that used a survey to gain CCOs opinions about training.
The population of interest was all CCOs that deployed to Operation Desert
Shield/Storm and performed in-theater contingency contracting. A survey
was created and pre-tested, then sent via e-mail to the targeted individuals.
The data was analyzed using descriptive and/or inferential statistics for
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questions 1-128, and qualitative analysis was performed on the open-ended
questions. The results of the data analysis are presented in Chapter Four, Data
Analysis and Discussion. Recommendations, findings, and conclusions based
on the results of these analyses are discussed in Chapter Five.
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IV. Data Analysis and Discussion

Introduction
This chapter provides the results of the research. Discussion is divided
into four sections: electronic mail survey responses, demographics, answers
to the investigative questions (IQs), and summary. Answers to the IQs are
addressed through summary statistics, t-tests, and qualitative analysis. In this
chapter, percentages are rounded and may not sum to 100 percent. Some
respondents did not answer every survey item. Percentages are based on the
total number of respondents to the particular survey item.

Electronic Mail Survey Response
The population of interest consisted of 136 individuals identified as
contingency contracting officers (CCOs) that deployed during Operation Desert
Shield/Storm (ODS). Attempts to locate the 136 individuals revealed that 54
of them were not available. This meant they were retired, separated, enroute
to a new location, at a location not accessible by electronic mail, misidentified,
or not found. As a result, 82 persons were left to sample.
Not all CCOs identified in the sample were directly accessible. To reach
as many CCOs as possible, the same survey was mailed in three different
rounds. Each round targeted a specific type of respondent. In total, 93 survey
packages were sent to 82 people (11 people received follow-up messages in
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subsequent rounds encouraging them to respond). In all, 47 responses were
received for a 57 percent total response rate. Five returned surveys were
excluded because the respondents participated only in Operation Provide
Comfort. Provide Comfort data, although relevant to contingency
*

contracting, did not meet the parameters set forth for this particular study.
Demographics
The demographics portion of the survey consisted of eight questions:
rank, contracting experience, gender, number of months spent in the area of
operations (AOR), stage of participation in the operation, relationship to
deployed wing commander, mobility position number designee, and working
location during the deployment. Demographic data appears in Appendix C.
Demographic analysis revealed that 85% of the deployed CCOs were
enlisted personnel, and 15% were officers. Respondents tended to be well
experienced in the contracting field. The majority (54%) of respondents
indicated they had more than seven years of contracting experience, with 33%
of them indicating more than 10 years. Most (95%) respondents were male.
The average time spent in the AOR for the respondents was 6 months, with
82% serving between 3 and 8 months. Eighty-six percent of respondents spent
time in the AOR during the build up of Operation Desert Shield. As such,
they experienced the problems of the initial stages of contingency contracting
for a Power Projection scenario that this study targeted.
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Only 33% of the respondents indicated that their AOR wing
commander was from their home station. The majority (66%) of respondents
worked for unfamiliar commanders. Additionally, perhaps the most
intriguing demographic statistic was that 45% of the deployed CCOs did not
have primary mobility position numbers. This meant that their home units
had not designated them as deployable CCOs for a national emergency. In
some cases, designated CCOs remained at home while non-designees
deployed. Only 54% of deployed CCOs were designated as the primary CCO.
Finally, the majority (82%) of AOR respondents worked at the
provisional wing level performing contracting activities in direct support of
an operational wing or wings. Fifteen percent of respondents engaged in staff
level contracting activities.
Based on the data received, the average respondent was a male
technical sergeant with eight years of experience, spent six months deployed,
and worked directly for a provisional wing. Because the primary focus of this
research is to examine CCO training, the backgrounds and knowledge base of
the respondents was considered important. Detailed results are available in
Appendix C.
Analysis of Investigative Questions
Investigative questions (IQs) were analyzed by grouping them with the
appropriate survey questions. The survey questions that pertained to each
investigative question were analyzed by using frequency distributions, means,
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and standard deviations. A matrix displaying the survey questions
corresponding to each IQ is provided at Appendix B. Survey respondents
used a five point Likert type scale to answer questions 9 through 128.
Different scales were used for each grouping. The same Likert type scale was
used for each set of survey questions corresponding to a specific IQ. Statistics
for each of these questions are presented in Appendix C. Questions 129
through 133 were open-ended opinion questions on various topics. The
qualitative responses to these questions were analyzed by grouping
convergent answers together. Divergent answers were grouped under the
category Miscellaneous.
This section will list the investigative questions followed by a
summary and analysis of the data collected through the e-mail survey and
several interviews.
IQ-1. What level of experience did deployed CCOs possess with regard
to training received from formal academic courses, base exercises, deployment
exercises, and real world deployments? Analysis of survey questions related
to this IQ revealed that deployed CCOs possessed limited training experience
from the four areas mentioned. 90% of the respondents stated they had never
received training from a formal academic course on contingency contracting.
Additionally, on average, respondents had participated in only one base
exercise that included contracting. 64% of the respondents reported they had
never participated in a base exercise that included contingency contracting.
Also, 64% said they had never participated in a deployment exercise that
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practiced contingency contracting before ODS. 88% said they had no
experience in real contingency operations prior to ODS. These responses
indicate that deployed CCOs lacked the type of experience provided through
contingency contracting training.
IQ-2. How did deployed CCOs perceive the quality of the training they
received prior to ODS? Respondents generally rated the quality of training
received before ODS as poor. The majority rated training received from
formal academic courses, base exercises, and deployments as non-existent.
When rating the coverage of contingency contracting in formal courses, the
mean response was 4.73 or non-existent. Training received from
involvement in base exercises and deployments was rated poor (3.93 and 3.95
respectively). While the means indicate poor quality, the median answer for
all three questions was 5, indicating at least half of all respondents rated them
as non-existent. Also, the mean response (3.81) for OJT training received was
poor. Respondents had more favorable views of their regulatory knowledge.
When asked to rate their own personal knowledge of contingency regulations
before ODS, the mean response was between fair and good (2.78).
These questions revealed that contingency contracting training
received was poor or non-existent in almost every category. The only
category receiving better than poor ratings was knowledge of regulations. It is
worth rioting that this is the only category where respondents can train
themselves by studying the regulations.
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IQs 3 and 4, Did CCOs feel that the training they received from formal
academic courses prior to ODS was worthwhile? Do CCOs feel training from
formal academic courses is necessary? Analysis of survey questions related to
these IQs revealed that respondents did not feel training received from
formal courses prior to ODS was adequate. They also supported the necessity
for formal academic courses to train CCOs in the future. When respondents
were asked whether they thought formal academic courses prepared them for
the duties of ODS, the mean response (1.8) was strongly disagree to somewhat
disagree. 60% of respondents strongly disagreed that formal courses
adequately prepai ed them for ODS. However, poor preparation received
from formal courses did not reflect a negative view of courses themselves.
The mean response for whether CCOs should receive more training from
formal courses in the future was somewhat agree to strongly agree (4.37).
Responses indicate that contingency contracting training received front
formal academic courses before ODS was not worthwhile. This is supported
by answers from previous lQs that assessed training a, non-existent.
However, this did not preclude recommendations for formal academic
courses to prepare CCOs for PPS requirements. A number of qualitative
responses indicated additional support for a formal course (see Appendix D).
IQs 5 and 6. Pid deployed CCOs feel that the training received from
base e .%rcises, deployments, and OJT prepared them for the requirements of
ODS? Do CCOs feel additional training in base exercises, deployments and
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OJT would improve their proficiency for operating under a Power Projection
Strategy?
Base Exercises. Respondents generally felt that base exercises did
not prepare them for the requirements of ODS, yet they felt more exercises
would have improved their proficiency. They indicated more base exercise
training prior to ODS as desirous. When asked if they wished they had more
base exercise experience before deploying to ODS, the mean response (3.35)
was somewhat agree. Additionally, 69% stated base exercise training received
did not adequately prepare them for the requirements of ODS.
These responses indicated training received from base exercises was not
helpful. However, more base exercise participation was desired. Additional
exercises were felt to aide proficiency. There are two plausible explanations
for this. Either the respondents did not receive base exercise training, or if
they did, it was not conducted in a beneficial manner.
Deployment Exercises. Deployment answers were similar to
those for base exercises. Respondents were discouraged with pre-ODS
deployment exercises, yet desirous of more exercise participation. When
respondents were asked if the training received from deployment exercises
prepared them for ODS, the mean response (2.29) was somewhat disagree,
indicating dissatisfaction with pre-ODS deployment exercises. 62% of
respondents stated they wished they had more deployment training before
ODS.
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Similar to base exercises, respondents felt training received was not
helpful but were desirous of more. Again, this indicates training was not
conducted (in which case any participation would be more than previously
received) or training improvement is necessary to make it more useful.
Respondents desired more training, yet the benefits of training received are
not evident.
On-the-Job Training (OJT). Respondents were asked similar
questions about base exercises and deployments that evoked similar
responses. When asked if their base OJT program prepared them for ODS, the
mean was 2.53 or somewhat disagree. 60% wanted more contingency
contracting OJT before ODS. These answers parallel the previous exercise and
deployment training techniques in that respondents seem to question the
value of the training received before ODS, vet wish they had received more.
Responses in the last three sub-sections on base exercises, deployments,
and OJT, all parallel each other. As stated previously, the respondents seem
to question the value of the training received in each category before ODS.
However, they wish they had received more iraining before ODS. It is clear
from previous IQ responses that many CCOs did not participate in some of
these training methods and, therefore, rated their benefits as poor. However,
another plausible explanation for this is that man•y respondents felt training
could be valuable if conducted differently.
The qualitative responses to the question "describe your feelings
regarding the statement, 'We trained like we fought"' (Apl-endix D, Question
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132) support this explanation. Of those who participated in base exercises or
deployments before ODS, 80% felt peacetime training did not prepare them
for wartime realities. Many veteran CCOs expressed strong feelings about the
inadequate preparation they received. Most made comments about the
unrealistic nature of current exercises. CCOs indicated that they typically
process through the mobility line with inadequate real-world deployment
challenges. Several respondents believed wing leaders and exercise
coordinators were uninformed about the valuable role CCOs play in a Power
Projection scenario.
Although the majority of responses were critical of pre-ODS training
effoi Ls, 17% of the respondents expressed some support for the statement "We
trained like we fought." Many of those providing positive responses had
some real-world experience in joint exercises or disasters.
Overall, training conducted before ODS did not prepare the majority of
deployed CCOs for the Persian Gulf PPS. Based on these responses, some
changes may need to be made to the current CCO tr.ining me0h-d0,
tr", "Ke
them more effective.
IQ-7. Did CCOs feel the deployed wing command structure understood
the capabilities and limitations of CCOs and provide support? Most
respondents had positive views of both command support and
understanding. When asked if ,hey had problems getting support from their
deployed wing commander, the mean response (2.0) was somewhat disagree,
with 62% indicating they strongly disagreed. When asked if theiy deployed
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wing commander understood contracting capabilities and limitations when
they arrived in the AOR, the mean response was 3, indicating no clear
agreement or disagreement. This indicates CCOs believed some deployed
wing conmmanders had a good understanding of contracting capabilities and
limitations while some CCOs believed that their deployed wing commander
did not. The mean response for wing commanders gaining an understanding
of contracting capabilities and limitations as time passed (3.68) was somewhat
agree.
As a whole, the respondents did not appear to have problems getting
support from their deployed wing commanders, despite the fact that most
worked for commanders unfamiliar to them before ODS. However,
qualitative responses dealing with war stories indicated several instances of
commanders being unfamiliar with CCO capabilities and limitations (see
Appendix D).
Overall, most commanders were supportive of their CCOs. However,
O- wledgle of contrac"tincg capabilities and
..n la,,some
..........
..... -ofL
....,ke omd•.r'a•
limitations inhibited their CCOs ability to effectively support the wing
mission.
IQ-8. Do CCOs feel their current wing command structure understands
contingency contracting capabilities and limitations? When respondents
were asked if their current logistics group commander understood
contingency contracting capabilities and limitations, the mean response was
3.48 or somewhat agree. tHowever, 51% of respondents rated this response as
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neutral, suggesting some difficulty in assessing the current wing command
structure's comprehension of contingency contracting. When asked if their
current wing commander understands contingency contracting capabilities
and limitations, the mean response was 3.31 with 53% rating it neutrai.
Although the responses seem to indicate wing leadership has some
understanding of contracting capabilities and limitations, there was no clear
pattern of agreement or disagreement on this issue from most respondents.
This may be a function of limited CCO peacetime exposure to that level of
command. Therefore, they are potentially unable to ascertain the level of
expertise the command structure possesses.
IQ-9. What topics do CCOs believe need the most emphasis in
preparation for a Power Projection Strategy? This question was addressed by
survey questions 36 through 120 (see Appendix A). A list of possible CCO
training topics was given to all respondents to rate using a Likert type scale.
The mean, standard deviation, and variance were calculated for each topic.
A t-test was then conducted to determine which topics respondents believed
were most significant. All means calculated were above 3, indicating
agreement. However, to find the most significant items, the test statistic
compared each mean to the value of 4 from the Likert type scale. The value
of 4 was chosen because it represents definite agreement on the scale. This
test measured whether the calculated mean of each item was greater than 4 at
a 99% confidence level. Using this value from the scale and a 99% confidence
level significantly reduced the chance of a Beta error, or finding something is
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significant when it is not. Based on this test, respondents found that fifty of
the eighty five topics were highly significant and should be the most
prominent areas of concentration in any contingency contracting training.
Tabe -1contains the ten topics rated most significant by the respondents in
order of importance. Remaining data is presented in Appendix C.

Table I
Top Ten Significant Training Topics

Topic
1. Services

2.

Comm.nicatio.r Lines

Category
Types of
ContingeLncy

Description
Flow to create and modify
service contracts for short

Contracting
';I'tting ,11
Shop

term

Fax, phone radio, etc)

contingencies.
What communication is

needed immediately and
how to

3. Use of SF 44s

Contracting
Instruments

4. Currency issues

Country Unique
Issues

5.
Use
oftsblanket purchase
agree
men

Contracting
Iln ý,i rir tjc ýi5
I"]:'"

get

it.

How to most effectively
use these forms and what
dol!ar limits apply.

gr~nns

nir

easof

Exchange rates, normal
payment procedures for
business, bank assistance
How to"' setkie.JAM
up and use TI

ciecsnty (i.e. faxing"
...
price

lists and quotes)

6. Host nation support
agreements
7. Commodities

Country Unique
Issues
Typos of
Contingency

What are they, how to
establish and use them.
Rlies and dollar threshold
changes to normal practice"

Contracting

S. Obtaining a vehicle

Settingi up Shop

Where to look, what type

isn,'cessrjy.
9. Finaice issies and

Coordination

lrccedures for carrying

signin,

procedu res

cas'h,

10. Procurement integrity in Planning and
a contingency
Preparation

How to deal with bribes,
kick,'iacks, and other

receipts etc.

quesiýonable situations
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IQ-1O. Which medium of training do CCOs perceive is the most
effective? This IQ was answered by asking respondents to rank order the four
contingency contracting training methods in order of effectiveness. The
results are listed in Table 2 below.
Table 2
Rank of Most Effective Training Method

Deployment
Exercises
Formal
Courses
OJT
Program
Base
Exercises

Rank
__Deviation
1

Mean

Standard

2.30

1.28

Summary of
Ranks
67

_

2

2.60

.99
I

3

3.09

76
I

I

.87

81
I

4

2.03

1.04

I
100

I

The rank order is supported by quantitative? and qualitative data
collected in other parts of the survey. Deployment exercises appear to be
favored the most because CCOs indicate that they create the most realistic
scenarios. Respondents who participated in actual deployments noted that
these were the primary reason they felt prepared for ODS. The second
ranking of formal courses is supported by the many requests for a formal CCO
training course. The base exercises ranking of last is reflected in the
numerous negative comments received about the unrealistic nature of CCOs
requirements in current exercises. It is interesting to note that some of the
more positive comments about now training initiatives (Appendix D,
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Question 129) deal with revamping base exercises to reflect a Power Projection
scenario. Organizations that have restructured CCO base exercise training
through the use of forward operating locations, the use of real work, and
operating under contingency rules suggest that base exercises are now a
valuable method of training.
In summary, the results of this rank order should be interpreted in
light of cuirrent circumstances. Even though base exercises are rated last, they
can still be a valuable training method. Respondents indicated all of these
training methods are valuable when the training includes pertinent topics
under realistic conditions.
IQ-11 Which tools did CCOs feel were most critical to performing their

mission? ODS CCOs went to war facing cumbersome manual information
and contract processing. CCOs were generally not equipped with the proper
tools to support a Power Projection Strategy. This issue was addressed by
asking respondents to rank order the four primary CCO automation tools in
oruer of priority. Tlle resb-ults are lisLed in Table 3.
Although equipment needs appeared to vary depending on individual
situations, respondents strongly indicated the most important piece of
equipment a CCO needs is a cellular telephone. This piece of equipment was
most critical for those who had trouble getting off base to conduct business for
security reasons, and those-whose only off~ce was their vehicle.
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Table 3
Rank of Most Critical Equipment or Tool

Cellular
Phone
Fax Machine

Laptop
Computer
Portable
Copier

Runk

Mean

1
2

1.91

Standard
Deviation
1.16

Summary of
Ranks
65

3

2.47
2.67

.96
1.7

84
85

4

3.32

1.49

_

"
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The second highest rated automation tool was the facsimile machine.
ODS CCOs saved time by faxing requirements descriptions to stores and
receiving quotes instead of driving up to an hour to town and going from
shop to shop to get quotes. Also, many towns near the CCOs base were very
small. It was sometimes necessary to contact larger cities to find the zequhzed
items. Long distance sourcing was facilitated by the fax machine.
Laptop computers were the third highest ranked tool. During ODS
computers were necessary to track and log purchase requests and orders
placed with vendors. Some locations had as many as 1500 open purchase
requests at a time. With this number of open items in the ixanually logged
system, it was practically impossible to give organizations status on their
orders, or find previous purchase histories for items. Many CCO5 did not
deploy with computer support. However, when they returned to their home
unit, they requested that a laptop computer become part of their unit's
deployment kit. This is especially important because a new computer
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program that performs the data tracking functions in a deployed
environment was recently developed by the Air Force Logistics Management
Agency.
The fourth ranked automation tool was portable copiers. ODS CCOs
needed to make copies of documents for files and distribute requests for
proposals (RFPs) and completed contracts to potential bidders and contract
awardees. The portable copier machine ranking does not diminish its
importance. This rank order simply indicates that, given a preference, CCOs
would prefer the tools in the order given.
IQ-12. What are the perceptions of CCOs regarding training initiatives
implemented since ODS? To answer this investigative question, CCOs were
asked to "List any relevant training initiatives your base or command has
implemented since your return from Desert Storm/Shield that you feel are
beneficial to contingency contracting officers." The responses were grouped
into three categories as presented in Table 4.

Most negative responses simply stated that no serious training
programs had evolved since ODS. Those indicating new training initiatives
varied frfcin relatively minor changes such as training more people to major
changes to command-wide training programs. Several responses indicated
they had received the new AFLMC handbooks. Some of the more innovative
piograms included the setting up of forward operating locations where CCOs
worked actual requirements in a deployed environment.
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Table 4
Training Initiatives Implemented Since ODS
Category
No new initiatives
since ODS._
New initiatives since
CDS
Miscellaneous

Number of Rc,ýponses
22

Percentage of Responses
55%
_

16

40%

2

5%

__

_

Interviews with Air Combat Command (ACC) and Air Mobility
Command (AMC) headquarters (see Appendix E) indicated that the warfighting commands are developing comprehensive programs to train, equip,
and structure contingency contracting to meet ODS identified needs. ACC, in
particular, appears to be leading the way in these efforts. Recent
developments include: the creation of new Unit Type Codes (UTCs) for
different CCO team sizes; training Individual Mobility Augmentees (LMAs) to
form quick deployment teams; testing the use of credit cards for contingency
use; prototyping of specialized laptop/fax/cellular phone kits; and
imn'.

p!
1ntI.....
mentation
of a ,-,mman,,-wi,,d,
training pro'•-ram

,
,-,
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Air Education and Training Command (AETC) contracting school at Lowry
AFB indicate that a limited amount of contingency contracting training will
be incorpoiated into the three, five, and seven level courses in the iiext year.
However, no Air Force specific officer training in contingency contracting is
projected (see Appendix E).
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Since a number of comprehensive t:

ning initiatives are being

worked, the negative replies received on tI
concerns. First, many of the new training

question indicate two possible
itiatives have not reached the

CCOs working in the field. The second in- tication is that operational
contracting squadrons are still conducting

usiness as usual instead of

moving beyond the old CCO training para

gm of mobility processing and

augmentee duties. Even bases that are tryi

; to approach CCO training in a

more realistic manner express concern ovw

itill being tasked with mobility

augmentee duties. Those that are integrat:

; realistic CCO training into base

exercises and deployments indicate that st

*

IQ-13. What experiences did CCOs

training is very beneficial.

counter that they believe would

be beneficial crossfeed information for fut

-e training initiatives? To answer

this investigative question, survey particip

ts were asked to "Describe your

most unique contracting challenge from y,

r Desert Shield/Storm experience

and how you dealt with it" and "Describe.

cenario you feel would be useful

for training CCOs during a base exercise oi

eploymeni." The responses to

this question varied greatly.
The first question resulted in the reL

lection of wide variety of war

stories. The responses groupings are sumi

rized in Table 5. The largest

grouping of these responses explained hoA

'COs came up with creative

solutions to difficult problems. Seven CC(

elaborated on difficulties

encountered with their chain of command

i accomplishing tasks. Another

large grouping consisted of stories that dec

with unique cultural issues such
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as the religious observations of Ramadan and the slow pace of Saudi action.
There were several responses that dealt with initial deployment concerns,
host nation support, terminations and claims, situations that raised ethical
concerns, and funding issues.

Table 5
Experiences Suited for Crossfeed
Category
Creative Solutions
Problem Commanders
Cultural Realities
Getting Started
Host Nation Support
Terminations and
Llaims
Compromising
Positions
Money Matters
Miscellaneous

Number of Responses
17
7
7
3
3
3

Percenae _of Responses
36%
15%
15%
6%
6%
6%

3

6%

2
3

4%
6%

The second question resulted in the collection of a number of scenarios
ii cnif (r
(

future

training. The

"c"n "cerioss
w-i grouped into the

gories

ii Table 6.
The largest grouping focussed on scenarios that simulated a bare-base
environment and/or the setting up shop to support an initial deployment.
The other groupings dealt with issues such as promoting cross-functional
interaction and actual working.
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"Table6
Future Training Scenarios
Category
Focus on initial
deployment issues
Simulate a forward
_operating location
Promote crossfunctional interaction
Do actual work
Miscellaneous

Number of Responses
9

Percentage of Responses
26%

5

14%

5

14%

5
11

14%
31%

The war stories and scenarios respondents listed could be used by
trainers at the base, command, and academic levels. Base-level trainers can
tailor these stories and scenarios for use in exercises, deployments, and office
training sessions as case studies. Command staffers can use these stories and
scenarios in preparing command-wide training materials and for use by
Inspector General teams during readiness inspections. Finally, formal
academic course developers can incorporate these stories and scenarios into
•¶* .
suAc
L.as

.

iti-

'-s''

ing
*n

cxmLl

t- stresss real-life aplctorns.

IQ-14. What suggestions do CCOs have for improving contingency
contracting training? This question was answered by the question "List any
further ideas you feel would be beneficial for training contingency officers in
the future" (see Appendix D for complete listing). Resulting categories are
presented in Table 7. fhe typical response recommended the creation of a
formal course on contingency contracting. A number of responses also
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suggested making organizational changes in the way CCOs are assigned and
deployed. Four responses emphasized the need for training logistics and
wing commanders on contingency contracting capabilities and limitations.
There were also four responses that dealt with money matters and two that
encouraged the acquisition of better tools for future deployments. The
remaining replies dealt with a wide variety of divergent issues such as
understanding the military transportation system and attitude necessary to
work as a CCO.

Table 7
Suggested Improvements for the Future

Category
Number of Responses Percentage of Responses
Start a formal class
14
30%
Or anizational Dynamics
7
15%
Train commanders on
4
9%
con tinýgencj con tracting
Money Matters
4
9%
Tools of the Trade
2
4%
Miscellaneous
L
i5
33%

Chapter Summary
This chapter reported the results of a survey instrument and several
interviews. The combined results indicate that inadequacies exist in wartime
contingency contracting training. The final chapter presents some
conclusions regarding these problems and recommends corrective action to
make improvements in these areas.
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V. Conclusions and Recommendations

Introduction
Changing world conditions have forced the U.S. military to adopt and
rsupport the new Power Projection Strategy. This strategy demands that
military forces be able to deploy quickly, iiL overwhelming strength, and
conduct a decisive campaign against an aggressor. The success of this strategy
lies in large part on the logistics capabilities of the forces. This study
demonstrates that one part of the logistics community, theater-based
contingency contracting, needs training improvements due to its critical role
in supporting a Power Projection Strategy. Contingency Contracting Officers
(CCOs) deployed under this strategy must be effectively prepared to provide
the critical support demanded. The following discussion consists of the
major conclusions drawn from this study, recommendations for improving
CCO training, study limitations, and suggestions for further study.

Conclusions
The information provided by the respondents in this study
demonstrated that deployed CCOs were generally not trained to support the
*

requirements of a Power Projection Strategy (PPS). Formal academic course
instruction was almost non-existent, On-the-Job training (OJT) needed
improvement, :,nd parti.'ipation in base and deployment exercises, if
experienced at all, did not provide realistic challenges for CCOs to gain
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proficiency. Several training initiatives are being studied at major
commands, and education centers are considering the addition of contingency
contracting material to cUrrent courses. These initiatives have yet to reach
the field. Based on the data received, CCOs felt that current training does not
meet the needs of a Power Projection Strategy.
Formal Courses. This study confirms the need for formal academic
training on contingency contracting. Formal courses do not cover
contingency contracting, as suggested by education center curriculum reviews.
It is necessary for CCOs to know which regulations and laws change in
contingencies. Also, CCOs must learn how to single-handedly support
deployed units when every request is an emergency and manual record
keeping is required. Finally, CCOs must learn what to expect when doing
business in unfamiliar countries, and how best to prepare for these
circumstances before they arrive.
Respondents ranked formal academic training second only to
deployments as the best training method. Since actual deployments are
limited in number, riot all CCOs get the opportunity to participate in them.
Certain basic contracting courses, on the other hand, are required for all
contracting personnel. Therefore, incorporating contingency contracting
training in enlisted and officer courses would assure that all CCOs receive
exposure to critical CCO topics.
An option to teaching contingency contracting as part of other courses
would be the creation of course covering Air Force contingency contracting.
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Respondents strongly supported the creation of a separate course specifically
targeted at contingency contracting. The number of training topics rated as
significant indicates the need for a comprehensive course. This course could
expose CCOs to a centralized wealth of knowledge which is now scattered
throughout the Air Force in the experiences of individuals. It would also
provide a forum where officers and NCOs can learn as a team.
Base Exercises. Contracting involvement in base exercises consisted
primarily of processing through mobility lines and then returning to the
office while the rest of the base practiced the employment phase. This type of
scenario not only gives CCOs little opportunity to practice contingency
contracting, but also robs other base organizations of interaction with
contracting. Without this practice, everyone starts from scratch in a real
operation. The learning curve is much too steep to start the interaction from
an airstrip in a foreign country. Contracting should play a more practical role
in base exercises, At a minimum, they initiate and educate others on how
CCOs can fill their requirements in a deployment situation.
Deployments. Respondents also suggested that deployments do not
reflect real-world Power Projection Scenarios for contracting support.
Frequently, CCOs are sent to a deployment area weeks in advance of the
exercising population to "get everything ready." When the rest of the players
arrive the CCOs work is finished and he or she spends the remaining time
filling minor requirements.
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Operation Desert Shield/Storm (ODS) demonstrated that this is not the
way real-world deployments occur. In actual Power Projection situations,
CCOs are on one of the first aircraft entering the area (or should be). They
enter an environment with uncertainty and chaos as every organization is
trying to set up shop and hands them emergency requirements on post it note
paper. The CCOs typically have no communication, transportation, office, or
knowledge of the local business community. Although simulation of this
exact type of environment during deployments may not be possible, the
current training methods do not provide realistic training for CCOs.
On-the-Job (OJT) Training. Some base OJT programs provide guidance
on contingency contracting. However, respondents felt that if it was covered
at all, the training was inadequate for contingency requirements. Typically,
base OJT programs consisted of little more than semi-annually meeting
reguiatory requirements.
Base Mobility Preparation. This study revealed that only 50% of the
deployed CCOs were destgnated by their home unit- a• primary CCOs. This
indicates ineffective preparation on the part of contracting units to support
contingencies. In many cases, the people holding primary mobility position
numbers (MPNs), and individuals designated to go to emergencies, were
considered too important to the home office to send. As such, their alternates
(who in most cases had never even practiced processing through a mobility
line) were deployed. This meant that whatever training the primary
individuals had received was ineffective because they did not deploy. Instead,
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individuals that never received training, including basic gas mask training in
some cases, were expected to perfo, . the prinary's duties.
".ostODS Training Initiatives. Although scme major commands are
redirecting their CCO training, equipping, and "struc.ure,the implementation
"process is mo',ing slowly at the base level, it at all. Air Combat Command
has targeted nimercus initiatives for training CCOs. Implementation of
many initiatives has been slow due to attempts to coordinate changes with
other commands and create some uniform guidance fcr all Air Force CCOs.
As such, respondents in the field have seen very slow. spor3dic initiatives on
CCO training. Their responses indicate that no clear path or plan fcr
improving CCO training can be seen at the workinqg level.
Contracting Tools. Deployable automation tools are necessary to
enhance CCOs e(,ecuivene.s in a PPS. Cellular phoines, Japtop computers, and
fax machines are as important to the deployed CCO as precision weapons are
to a fighter pilot These tools he.r) the CCO focus or. creative vays to acquire a
wing's sipport instead of developing elaborate manual filing systems or
wasting precious time traveing from business to business.
Key Areas of Training. Respondents i.idicated a lack of contingency
contracting training in critical areas. These areas are idenaified in Chapter
Four and Appendix C. Examination of the most important issues identified
by respondeuts revealed tLhat they tendcd to be issues encountered in the very
earliest phases of deployments. When units first arrive in a new location
under a Power Projection Strmtegy, they are fAced with confusion and
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disorientation as all organizations scramble to set up operations. It is this
element of uncertainty that CCOs do not receive from current training.
Respondents indicated the need to train CCOs to effectively deal with these
situations and plan for them accordingly. The key training topics for a PPS
are now identified and ready for use in preparing new training initiatives.
Cemmander Awareness. Although most commanders gave needed
support to deployed CCOs, some wing and logistics group commanders were
relatively unaware of CCO capabilities and limitations. This lack of
understanding sometimes became an impediment to the CCO's ability to
adequately support the needs of the commander and his unit. Some
respondents indicated restraints placed on them confounded their ability to
meet the commander's demands. Although not all commanders restrained
CCOs, it is ciea'r that command pe:sonnel need to be aware of what CCOs can
and cannot do for them in a contingency situation.
Use of Electronic Mail for Data Gathering. Although electronic mail (email) is still relatively untested for gathering data, it was an effective method
of collecting data for this research effort. This method increased the
population size through the snowballing technique, was timely, and saved
the postage and printing c.-st! of traditional methods. It also resulted in a
relatively high response rate with individuals accessed directly having
rougnly double the response rate as those accessed through a third person.
The major drawback of an e-mail survey was the inherent risk of lost data
associated with any computer system malfunction.
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Recommendations
Study respondents provided excellent inputs and recommendations
that would greatly improve contingency contracting officer training for a
Power Projection Strategy. Listed below are the recommendations that the
researchers feel should be strongly considered for implementation by
contracting organizations throughout the Air Force.
Create a Formal CCO Course. A formal course should be created to
teach CCOs about the requirements and demands of contingency contracting
for a Power Projection Strategy. The course should incorporate the topics
respondents felt were important as listed in Appendix C and make use of the
scenarios and experiences provided in Appendix D. The course should be
required for all contracting personnel assigned a primary mobility position
number.
Improve On-the-Job (OJT) Training. As demographic data indicated,
the majority of deployed CCOs were enlisted and held the rank of technical
sergeant or abuve. Therefore, a training block on contingency contracting
should be added to five and seven level Career Development Courses. This
would improve the practical knowledge of CCOs gained through the OJT
program and ensure continued currency of that knowledge.
Use Scenarios to Supplement TrairIng Efforts. This study compiled a
wide variety of CCO training scenarios and real-life experiences. These
scenarios and war stories should be dibtributed to command staffs, base level
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trainers, and course developers for use in training programs and creating
inputs to wing exercises and deployments.
Increase CCO Involvement in Exercises. CCOs should be an active
participant in all base deploymcnts L-id exercises that simulate Power
Projection scenarios. Those personnel in contracting units with primary
MPNs should not only process through the mobility line but also set up a
field office to support ail requirements generated as a result of the exercise.
Base organizations should be forced to interact with contracting personnel by
submitting emergency requirements. CCOs should follow waitime
procedures, regulations, and train using the whatever deployable tools they
have available for use.
During deployment exeicises, CCOs should not be sent ahead of
deploying units to prepare for their arrival. Instead, they should arrive with
the unit itself and experience the demands of a realistic deployment.
Review Mobility Assignments. If af all possible, the importance of an
individual to an Organiz."tion should be. determine'd-'well irn advance of any
contingency. If the person is too important to the home office, they sho-uld
not hold a primary mobility number.
Enhance Commander Training. Logistics and wing commanders
should receive training on CCO capabilities and limitations. A brief training
block on contingency contracting should be presi_,hted to senior officers during
professional military education (PME) courses and commander orientation
courses. Additionally, contracting squadrons should brief thcii local
,

4'

commanders on the capabilities and limitations of CCOs in a wartime
environment.
Consider the Use of Electronic Mail for Data Collection. Electronic mail
is recommended for use when the population sample targeted for study is
directly accessible, E-mail is especially useful in applying the snowball
technique io identify sample popula Lions. The ability to download typewritten data also makes it an ideal time saver for surveys that require lengthy
written replies such as the Delphi technique.

Study Limitations
This study specifically focussed on a Power Projection scenario.
Readers should be careful not to make generalizations from this study to
other contingency contracting scenarios such as lisasters and humanitarian
aid efforts. Additionally, ODS may not be a perfect model for all future PPS
scenarios. Although CCOs dealt with vast cultural differences duling ODS,
most of the material and services required were readily available in the
markets of major Middle East cities. Some regions of the world may not have
the same availability of valuable goods and services.

Suggestions for Further Study
This research effoi t was broad in nature due to the relatively small
amount of research previously coaducted on the topic. Many issues
associated with wartime contingency contracting training lend themselves to
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additional study in future research projects. Some of these areas include
adapting automation tools to deployed environments, the structu,'e of initial
CCO deployment teams, pre-deployment training of unit ordering personnel,
and the use of decentralized purchasing vehicles sucb as credit cards. Also, a
comparative analysis of the results of this study to CCO support of
humanitarian efforts such as Operation Provide Comfort in Iraq and
Operation Restore Hope in Somalia may identify different CCO training
needs than this study.
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Appendix A: Survey Insttrunint

The following pages display the survey instrument as it appeared on
the computer screens of the survey participants.

To:
From:
Subject:

WARRIOR AF3
Security:
Date Received:

TSgt Joe Contracting
Capt Jon B. Tigges
CCO Survey (Part 1)

-.. . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . .. . . . . . ..

. . . . . . . . ... . . . .

Limited
03/19/93

. .. . . . . . .. . . . . .

. .. . . . . . . .. . .. .

Air Force Institute of Technology
Survey of Desert Shield/Storm
Contingency Contracting Officers

-.

INTRODUCTION -

You've been identified as one of a group of contracting personnel who
Contingency contracting
deployed to support Operation Descrt Shield/Storm.
Because of
ofticers played a pivotal role in the success or this efrort.
this,
the Air Staff, Air Combat Command, and other kuy organizations are
1interested in lookirq at ways to make contdnqenry contractinq even more
To:
From:
Subject:

WARRIOR AFB
Security:
Date Received:

TSgt Joe Contracting
Capt Jon B. Tigges
CCO Survey (Part 1)

Limited
03/19/93

interested in looking at ways to make contingency contr -ting even more
Therefore, Capt Tom Snycer and myse'lf are
effective in future conflicts.
conducting z research study to aid in improving contingency contracting
training.
We're conducting this survey using electronic mail to decrease postage
Because of space limitations
costs and increase the timeliness of responses.
in the Wang e-mail system, this survey is broken into three separate
messages.
When you've finished reading this introductory section, please go
to the message title
"CCO Survey (Part 2)" and compleLe the questions as
directed.
The purpose of this quescionnaire

is
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to obtain

information about your

To:

TSqt Joe Contracting

WARRIOR AFB

From:
Subject;

Capt Jon B. Tigges
CCO Survey (Part 1)

Security:
Date Received:

Limited
03/19/93

The purpose of this questionnaire is to obtain information about your
deployment experiences during Operation Desert Shield/Storm and to get
your opinion about the training of contingency contracting officers (CCOs)
the Air Force.

in

Be assured that all information you provide will be held in the strictest
Your responses will NOT be provided to your superiors or any
confidence.
other agency.
Study results will presented only in terms of group averages or
consensus opinions.
or groups.

Published results will NOT identify

specific individuals

Please reoly NLT 30 March.

To:

TSgt Joe Contracting

WARRIOR AFH

From:

Capt Jon B.

?•LOrity:

Limited

Subject:

CCO Survey

Date Recuived;

03/19/93

Tigqes

(Part 1)

Please reply NLT 30 March.
Thanks for your help!
Capt Jon Tigges and Capt Tom Snyder
P.S.
If you have any questions,
get you an answer.

-

don't hesitate to send us a message and we'll

PRIVACY ACT

In accordance witn naraoranh 30,

To:
rrom:
Subject:

AFR 12-35,

-

the fol]owino information

WARRIOR AFBI
becurity:
Date Received:

TSgt Joe Contracting
Capt ion B. Tigges
CCO Survey (Part 1)

In accordance with paragraph 30,
provided by the Privacy Act of 1974:
a.

INFORMATION

AFR 12-35,

Limited
03/19/93

the following information

Authority;
(1)

5 USC 301,

Departmental

Regulations;

and

(2)
10 USC 80]2, Secretary of the Air Force,
Delegations by Compensation: and
(3)
Dol) Instruction 1100.13,
Detense Personnel: and

17 Apr 68,
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Powers,

Duties,

Surveys ot Department of

is

To:
From:

TSgL Joe
Capt Jon

Subject:

CCO Survey (Part 1)

(4)
b.

Contracting
B. Tigges

AFR 30-23,

22 Spe 76,

WARRIOR AFB
Security;

Limited

Date Received:

03/19/93

Air Force Personnel Survey Program.

!he survey is

Principle purposes.

being conducted to collect

information for use in research aimed at providing information to solve
problems of interest to the Air Force and DoD.
c.
Routine uses.
The survey data will be used in research of
Results of the research will be included in
contingency contracting training.
published articles, reports, or texts.
Distrioution of results will be
unlimited.
d.

To:
Prom:
Subject:

d.

Participation in this survey in voluntary.

TSgt Joe Contracting
Capt Jon B. Tigges
CCO Survey (Part 1)

NARRIOR AFB
Security:
Date Received:

Participation in this survey is

Limited
03/19/93

voluntary.

e.
No adverse action of any kind may be taken against any individual who
elects not to participate in any or all of this study.

-

1.

KEY DEFINITIONS FOR THE PURPOSE OF THIS SURVEY -

Contingency Contracting:

Contracting

actions taking

place within

the

theater of operations in preparation for and execution of wartime
requirements.

Scenarios acted out at or near a CCO's home base to train
2.
Base Exercise:
individuals for wartime contingencies.
To-,
From:
Subject:

T~gt Joe Contracting
Capt Jon B. Tigges
CCO Survey (Part 1)

WARRIOR AFB
Security:
Dite Received:

Limited
03/19/93

individuals for wartime contingencies.
Scenarios acted out physically deployed from a
3.
Deployment Exercise:
CCO's home base to train individuals for wartime contingencies.
4.
Formal Academic Course:
A classroom couise covering contracting topics
(such as Contract Administration, Contract Law, etc.).
5.
On-the-Job Training (OJT):
Training one recives through the OJT program.
This includes Career Development Courses (CDCs), hands-on training by
experienced personnel, anu informal office training courses.
16.

Area of Rosnonssibility

(AOR) :

The Southwest
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Asia theater of

operations

To:
From:
Subject:

WARRIOR AFB
Security:
Date Received:

TSgt Joe Contracting
Capt Jon B. Tiggos
CCO Survey (Part 1)

Limited
03/19/93

6.
Area of Responsibility (AOR) : The Southwest Asia theater 3f operations
and those provisional bases directly supporting combat operations.

Please go now to your next message titled "CCO Survey (Part 2)."

To:
From:
Subject:

S.. . . . . .

TSgt Joe Contracting
Capt Jon B. Tigges
CCO Survey (Part 2)

. . . . . .

WARRIOR AFB
Security:
Date Received:

Limited
03/19/93

. . . . . . . . . . . . . .--- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....

. . . . . . . . . .

Please take a few minutes now and
DIRECTIONS FOR ANSWERING QUESTIONS:
answer these questions using the Wang E-mail system as follows:
1.

Hit the (shift) •1

2.

Type in

key to edit this message.

"JON TICGGES"

in the "To:"

address block above.

3.
Answer each multiple choice question by entering your selection in the I I
box at the bottom right of each question.
For example, if your answer is "d",
type the letter "d" in the I
so that it looks like [d].

riTo:

TSgt Joe Concracting

WARRIOR AFB

ouojecL:

Capt Jon B. Tigges
CCO Survey iParL 2)

Security:
Ddae RUcUivUe.

rom:

-

BACKGROUND

INFORMATION

Limited 3
01/!9/9

-

This section deals with personal background characteristics.
will be used to obtain a picture of the typical deployed CCO.
1.

This information

Your rank is:
a.
d.

E-1 to E-4
0-1 to 0-3

b.
C.

2.
Total years of experience
your deoloyment was:

L-5 to "-6
0-4 or Dove

c.
d.

F,-7 to E-9
Civilian

in contracting at the time
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..........

[

To:
From:

TSgt Joe Contracting
Capt Jon B. Tiggcs

WARRIOR AFB
Security:

Limited

Subject:

CCO Survey

Date Received:

03/19/93

your deployment
a.
e.
a

3.

(Lart

2)

was:

Less than
7-8 yrs

1 yr

b.
f.

:s
/rs

1-;
9-1

3-4 yrs
d.
5-6 yrs
More than 10 yrs
............

Hale

b.

Female

........................................

4.
Your total time spent
pa
in the
Desert Shield/Storm was:
a.

To:
From:
Subject:

a.
d.

Less than

1 month
e

ot Operations during

.

months

TSgt Joe Contracting
Capt Jon B. Tigges
CCO Survey (Part 2)

Less than 1 month
5-6 months

b.
e.

months
months

c.
f.

WARRIOR AFB

Capt Jon 3. Tigqes

Security:

CCO Survey

Date Received:

2)

Provide ComfoL:

Yes

b.

No.

Before Desert Shield,

}

eyed location was the same commander
ofore deploying.

....

did yeo

Limited
03/19/93

.......................................

6.
Your wing commander at your (
you worked under at your home bea
a.

I

•... .....................................

Subject:

Operation

3-4 months
More than 8 months

i

From-

g.

Limited
03/19/93

)Lm

Contracting
(Part

3-4 months

:-ng;

Desert Shield
Desert Storm
Desert Calm
Desert Shield and Desert
Desert Storm and Desert (
Desert Shield/Storm and (
Operation Provide Comfor'
TSgt Joe

I To:

C.

WARRIOR AFB
Security:
Date Received:

You were deployed to the AOR
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
9.

4%

t

Your sex is:

a.

5.

c.
q.

....................

....................

)la a contingency contracting

I
mobility

position number.
a.
8.

Yes

b.

No

During your deeloyment,

.......
which

.

the followlno
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.......................
best describes your

workinq

To:
From:
Subject:

TSgt Joe Contracting
Capt Jon B. Tigges
CCO Survey (Part 2)

8.
During your deployment,
location:
a.

CENTCOM

b.

WARRIOR AFB
Security:
Date Received:

Limited
03/19/93

which of the following best describes your working

CENTAF

c.
-

Provisional Wing

EXPERIENCE

d,

Other

......

-

The following statements deal with your opinion regarding contingency
contracting training.
Based on your personal experience and opinion, use

[To:

the following scale to indicate your answer to each question.
9.
Before deploying, how many formal academic courses did you attend
that included traininq on contingency contractinq.

From:
Subject:

TSgt Joe Contracting

WARRIOR AFB

Capt Jon B. Tigges
CCO Survey (Part 2)

Security:
Date Received:

Limited
03/19/93

I

that included training on contingency contracting.
a.

None

b.

One

c.

Two

d.

Three

e.

More than three

.

.,

10. Before deploying to the AOR, how many oase exercises did you
participate in which you practiced contingency contracting?
a.

None

b.

One

c.

Two

d.

Three

e.

More than three

11. Before deploying to the ACR, how many deployment exercises did you
participate in as a contingency contracting officer?
a.

lo.
From:
Subject:

a.

None

b.

One

c.

Two

d.

TSgt Joe Conactin
Capt Jon B. Tigges
CCO Survey (Part 2)

None

b.

One

c.

ThrPe

e.

More than three

ARRIOR AB
Security:
Date Received:

Two

d.

Three

e.

]

.

Limited
03/19/93

More than three

.. [

12.
Before deploying to the AOR, how many aeployments did you participate
in that were not exercises (i.e. Grenada, Operation Just Cause)?
a.

None

b.

One

c.
-

Two

d.

QUALITY OF TRAINING

The following scale applies to questions
L 1 -------Excellent

More than three

..

-

9 - 15.

3--------2---------------Fair
Good
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e.

Three

4--------------- 5
Poor
Non Existent

I

To:
From:
Subject:

TSgt Joe Contracting
Capt Jon B. Tiggen
CCO Survey (Part 2)

WARRIOR AFI3
Security:
Date Received:

Limited
03/19/93

13.
How would you describe the coverage of contingency contracting in
the formal academic courses you took prior to Desert Shield?
............

[

-

14.
How would you describe your knowledge of contingency contracting
regulations such as AFR 70-7 prior to Desert Shield/Storm?
..............
15.
How would you describe your training in contingency contracting from
the OJT program at your base prior to Desert Shield/Storm?
..............

[

S----------------2 --------------- 3----------------- 4-------------- 5
Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor
Non Existent
To:
From:
Subject:

TSgt Joe Contracting
Capt Jon B. Tigges
CCO Survey (Part 2)

Excellent

WARRIOR AFB
Security:
Date Received:

Good

Fair

Limited
03/19/93

Poor

Non Existent

16.
How would you describe the training you received in contingency
contracting from your involvement in base exercises?
...................

[

17.
How would you describe the training you received from performing
contingency contracting during a deployment exercise?
..................
- FORMAL ACADEMIC COURSES -

The following scale applies to questions 16 1------------------------------FITo:

TSgr

From:
mJSubject:

31.

3-----------------4 --

Joe Contracting

Capt Jon B. Tigges
CCO Survey (Part 2)

WAR8IOR AFB

t...l/"

Security:
Date Received:

Limited
0019/93

5

1------------------2-----------------3-----------------4------------------5-1 -- - - - - - - -2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 3 -- - - - - - - -4 ------------ ----b
Strongly
Somewhat
Neither Disagree
Somewhat
Strongly
Disagree
Dicagree
or Agree
agree
agree
18.
Formal academic courses prepared me for contingency contracting duties
Juring Desert Shield/Storm..
................
...............................
19.
Contingency contracting officers should receive more training from
formal academic courses to help them prepare tot wartime contingencies.
1---------------- 2 ---------------- 3---------------- 4---------------Strongly
Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neither Disagree
or Agrce

81

Somewhat
Agree

Strongly
Agree

]

To:
From:

TSgt Joe Contracting
Capt Jon 13. Tigges

WARRIOR AFB
Security:

Limited

Subject:

CCO Survey (Part 2)

Date Received:

03/19/93

20.
When contingency contracting is taught in a formal academic course, it
should be taught as a separate course and NOT as a part. of another course.
21.
Additional formal atademic training on contingency contracting is
really worthwhile.
. ......................................................

NOT
[

- BASE EXERCISES -

Strongly
Disagree

Somewhaz
Disagree

To:
From:
Subject:

TSgt Joe Contracting
Capt Jon B. Tigges
CCO Survey (Part 2)

Neither Disagree
or Agree

Somewhat
Agree

WARRIOR AF'
Security:
Date Received:

Strongly
Agree

Limited
03/19/93

22.
More contingency contracting training during base exercises would NOT
have improved my proficiency during Desert Shield/Storm..
................

(1

23.
I wish I had more contingency contracting training from base exercises
before deploying to the AOR.
.. ...........................................
[
24.
The contingency contracting traininq I received during base exercises
prepared me for the requirements of Desert Shield/Storm..
................
I I

- DEPLOYMENT

1-----------------2

From:
Subject:

EXERCISFS

-

---------------3----------------4 ---------------- 5

TSgt Jo, Contracting
Capt Jon B. Tiggets
CCO Survey (Part 2)

...,I,..,D
Security:
DaLe Received:

Limited
03/19/93

1---------------------2--------------------3-----------------4-----------------.
5
1 -- - - - - - - -2 -- - - - - - - -3 -- - - - - - - -4 -----------------Strong Iy
Somewhat
Neiit her [)iscqroe
Somewhat
Strongly
Disagree
Disagree
oL Agree
Agree
Agree
25.
The contingency cnnt racting i.rcining I received during deployment
exercises prepared me for the reLquirements oi Desert. Shield/Storm..
......

[

26.
More contingency contracting training during deployment exercises
would NOT have improveo my proticiency during Desert Shield/Storm........

1

27.
1 wish I had more contingency contracting training from deployments
before deploying to Desert Shield/Storm.
.. ................................

I I
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To:
From:

TSgt Joe Contracting
B. Tiqges
CCC Survey (Part 2)

WARRICR AFB

Capt Jon

Subject:

Security:

Limited

Date Received:

03/19/93

TRAINING PROCRAM

- ON-TH{E-JOB (OJT)

0

-

1---------------- 2 ---------------- 3---------------- 4----------------- 5
Strongly
Somewhat
Neither Disagree
Somewhat
Strongly
Disagree
Disagree
or Agree
Agree
Agree
28.

More OJT would NOT have improved my proficiency during Desert

Shield/Storm ,

............

...............................................

I wish I had received

29.

deplqying to the AOR.

more contingency

.........

contracting OJT before

......................................

To:

TSqt Joe Contracting

From:

Capt

Subject:

CCO Survey

Jon B.

1 ]

[ I

WARRIOR AFB

Tigqes

(Part 2)

Security:

Limited

Date Received:

03/19/93

30.
My home base OJT program prepared me for the requirements
Shield/Storm.
....
....................
. .... .
...................................
-

1-----------------Strongly
Disagree

CUMMANUER

I

32.

When I

-

Neither Disdgree
or Agree

had problems getting
arrived in

support

the ACR,

Somewhat
Agree

from my deployed wing

my denloyed winq commander

TSgt Joe Contracting

WARRIOR AFB

Capt Jon B. Tigges

Security:

Limited

Subject:

CCO Survey

Date Received:

03/19/93

32.
When 1 arrived in
contracting capabilities

34.

My

current

2)

the AOR, my deployed wing commander
and limitatioQns .
..................................

my depioycd wing commander gained an
and limitations.
..............................

Logistics Group Commandur

83

[

understood

I
understanding

or

..............................

35.
My current winq commander understands contingency contracting
capabilities ann limitations..
...........................................
(RAINING TOPICS

.

understands contingency

contracting capabilities and limitations.

-

..

understond

From:

(Part

Strongly
Agree

commander.

To:

33.
As time passed,
contracting capabilities

]

2 ---------------- 3---------------- 4---------------- 5

Somewhat
Cisagree

31.

LNiLEbýACE

of Desert

-

[ ]

To:
From:
Subject:

TSgt Joe Contracting
Capt Jon B. Ticjges
CCO Survey (Pact 2)

-

WARRIOR AFB
Security:
Date Rec~ived:

TRAINING TOPICS

Limited
03/19/93

"

The next section lists
possible topics that could be included in contingency
contracting training.
Using the scale provided, pick the number that hest
reflects your agreement or disagreement with the following statement:
CCO training for a Desert Shield/Storm scenario should include more on:
Category - Planning and Preparation
2 ----------------3---------------- 4---------------- 5
Strongly
Somewhat
Neither Disagree
Somewhat
Strongly
risaqree
Disagree
or Agree
Agree
Agree

To:
From:
Subject:

TSgt Joe Contracting
Capt Jon B. Tigges
CCO Survey (Part 2)

WARRIOR AFB
Security:
Date Received:

Limited
03/19/93

36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.

How to train wing commanders on the role of CCOs .
..................
How to conduct a sitec survey.
......................................
Understanding leqal authority unoer emerqency conditions............
Understanding eperational plans.
...................................
Understanding the mobilization arid deployment process.
.............
Procurement integrity in a contingency.
...........................

1 ]
1 ]
[ I
I

42.
43.

Understanding the role and availability of pre-positioned supplies.
How to establish a pre-deployment listing of critical requirements.

[ ]
[ ]

Category - Country-Unique Issues
1---------------- 2---------------- 3---------------- 4---------------- 5
Stronqly
Somewhat
Neither
isare
Somewhat
tronaly

To:
'Fr m:
Subject:

TSgt Joe Contract ing
Capt Jon 11, TitggeL
CCO Survey WParr 2)

Strongly
Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

WARRIOR AFB
scurily:i
Date Received:

Neither Disagree
or Agree

03/19/93

Somewh2t
Agree

45.
46.
47 .
48.
49.
50.

Host nation support aqgL
mO nts..
...........................................
Basic con-ersatiornal phrases.
.. ......................................
Cultural issue. Ku.e. tacoos, customs) . .. .............................
Dre ss '.ss,' .
.
..............
...... ..................................
Currency issuae .
..........................
........
................
Makeup of local economy.
........
.............
...................
Electricity concerns.
.........
.........................

51.

History of region.

44.

Category

-

.................................................

Coordination

84

Strongly
Agree
I
[
[
[

To:
From:

TSgt Joc Contracting
Capt Jon B. Tiqges

Subject:

CCO Survey

WARRIOR AFBI

Security:
Date Received:

(Part 2)

Limited

03/19/93

Category Coordination
1 ---------------- 2 ---------------- 3----------------- 4 ---------------- 5
Strongly
Somewhat
Neither Disagree
Somewhat
Strongly
Agree
Agree
or Agree
Disagree
Disagree
52.

Working

with

the

U.S.

53.

Working

with

the

other

54.

Mutual

55.

Transportation

56.

Supply

57.

Services

58.
59.

Finance issues and procedures.
.......
...............
MWR issues and Procedures.

support
issues

Embassy..
branches

agreements

with

issues

procedures..

and

and procedures

issues

.

and proce•

To:

TSgt

From:
Subject:

Capt Jon B. Tigges
CCO Survey (Part 2)

b9.
60.
61.
G2.

ures.

the

other

U.S.

nations..
.

]

armed

torces

.............

......................

1 ]

.............................

[

Somewhat
Disagree

...................................

....
.

..........................
............................

[
[

WARRIOR AFB
Security:
sate Received:

3 ----------------

NJithor Disagroe
or Agree

Finding a place to work.
.............
Proximity to critical
or,.,,izox ior s.
Anticipating customer: eon r .rrnt:;.

Limited
03/19/93

.

---------------..

Somewhat
Agree

WARRIOR AFB
Secu.t'v:

Limited

Subject:

CCO Survey

Date ReceiVved:

03/19/93

61.

68.
69.
70.
71.

Anticipating customer roquirements..
.................................
Chain o1 command in a cont inqency
.............................
Establishing
r•view and approval
proccourpses
...................
Communication l nen ti .e. fax, p0on0,
radlio, messages)
Obtaining a vehicle.
......
.........................................
Security issues .. . ..................................................
Obtaininq interpreters.
............................................

category I
Strongly
Disagree

5

I

Capt

2)

I
I

..
.

...........

Locating Sources
2 ---------------.---------------3 ---------------- 44 ---------------- 5
Somewhat
NO Ltner Disaqroe
Somewhat
Strongly
Disagree
or Agree
Agree
Agree

85

[
[.

]

TSgt Joe Contracting
Jon H. Tig'>.:s

.

................................
...............................
................................

From:

65.
66.

[

Strongly
Agree

To:

(Part

]

......................................

MWR issues and procedur.s.
..........
.
.....................
...........
Civil Engineering issue. ana procedures.
...........................
Maintenance issues end procdures..
..............
...................
Operations issues and procedures.
.
..............
................

Strongly
Disagree

#

....................................

Joe Contraccing

Category - Setting Up Shop
1
2-------------------------------

63.
64.
65.

.
of

I
[

TSgt

F;om:
Subject:

Capt Jon B. Tigges
CCO Survey (Part 21

72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.

WARR:OR AF1B

Joe CoitracLing

To:

Se-uLiy:'.imited
Date Res!.ved:

0o1/1/

9

3

...................................
Existing vendor source listings.
........
. ............
......................
Using brokers .
........
Chambers of commerce .
.....
......
.......................................................................
Stateside purchasing networks.
.. ........................................
Intermediate base support.
...............................
Home base support..
.................
.....................
R~eferrals to other in-theater organizations.

[

[
[

e Ce(,!
Category - Transportati"i
1----------------- 2---------------- 3 --------------- 4----------------- 5
Strongly
Somewhat
Somewhat
Neither Disagree
Strongly
Aqree
AQree
or Aoree
Disa.rree
Disaoroe

To:
From:
Subject:

TSgt Joe Contracting
Capt Jon B. Tigges
CCO Survey (Part 2)

Disagree

Disagree

WARRIOR AEB
Security:
Date Received:

or

79.

Organic airlift.

80.

3•

81.
82 .
83.
84.

Express shipping..
..................................................
Sea shipping .
.......
...............................
Methods of tracking shipments .......................................
....................................................
Customs issues..

u u1Ld d illilL .

.........

Agree

Limited
03/19/93

Agree

Agree

........................................

.....................................

I............
f
..............
I

I

Category - Money Matters
1---------------- 2---------------- 3---------------- 4-----------------5
Strongly
Neither Disagree
Somewhat
Strongly
Somewhat.
Aerce
or Acrep
Aqree
Disaaree
Disaaroe
To:
From:
Subject:

TSgt Joe Contracting
Capt Jon 1. ligges
CCO Survey (P(art 2)

Disagree

Disagzce

85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.

WARRIOR AFB
Security:
Date Received:

or Agree

Limited
03/19/93

Agree

Agree

Appropriation sources.
............................................
.. ....................................................Ioprest funds.
Obligation authority (AF Form 616) . . ................................
.................
Duties of a contracting officer as a paying agent.
.......................
Protection of funds uudcr field conditions .
Cash payments..........................................................I
Converting funds......................................................[

Category - Decentraliza.ion of "ontracting Authority
2 --------.----------------------- 3---------------- 4-----------------

86

I
1

_

To:
From:

TSgt Joe Contracting
Capt Jon 13. 'igges

WARRIOR AFL3
Security:

Limited

Subject:

CCO Survey

Date Received:

03/19/93

92.
93.
94.

(Part 2)

Legal limitations
of decentralization.
.............................
Appropriate organizations.
.........................................
Methods of control.
.............
...................................

Category - Types

1 ]

1

of Contingency Contracting

I1 - - - -- - - - 2 ----------------3 . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . 4 --------- --------5

Strongly
Disagree
95.
96.
97 .

Neither Disagree
or Agree

Somewhat
Disagree

Somewhat.
Agree

Commodities..
.......................................................
Construct ion .
...................
..................................
Se rv ice s .
.. . .....
......
........
.... ... ... ... ...

To:
From:
Subject:

TSgt Joe Contracting
Capt Jon B. Tigges
CCO Survey (Part 2)

Strongly
Agree
]

. .. .. . .. . ...

WARRIOR AFB
Security:
Date Received:

.. . ...

..

]I

Limited
03/19/93

Category - Contracting Instruments
1 ---------------- 2------------------ 3 -----------------4 ----------------Somewnat
Strongly
Noitrer Disagree
Somewhat
Strongly
or Agree
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.

Use of SF 44s..
.....................................................
................................
Use of blanket purchase agreements.
Dso' of 1155s .
...................................................
Use of credit cards.
..............................................
Use of letter
contracts..
..........................................
Verbal contracts.
.................................................

To:
From:
ulujuuL;

103.
104.

TSgt Joe Contracting
Capt Jon B. Tigges
COO SuLvUy (P.tu

Verbal contracts..
Writing statements

WARRIOR AFB
Security:
R Ceuivr:d.

105.
106.
107
108 ,
109,

Somewhat
Disagree

Neither Disagree
or Agree

I

1

l.imited
03/19/93

87

[
[

4

----------------

Somewhat
Agree

Fil.ng sysr.em:;.
.....
.......
.....................................
Contract surveillance.
............................................
Modifications .. . ...................................................
Payments .. . ........................................................
Terminations for default..
.........................................

1

I

.................................................
of work..
.......................................

Category - Contract Administration
1 ---------------- 2 ----------------3 ---------------Strongly
Disagree

f

Strongly
Agree

[
I I
I I
I

To:
From:

Tsgt. Joe Contract~ing
Capt Jan 13. Tigges

WkIO
AB
Scui-:

Limited

Subject-

CCO Survey (Part 2)

DaU

03/19/93

109.

Terminatioens

110.

Ratifications.

111.

Manual

Category

for detault

...
..

record keeping Methodo;.

Rcied:

1..I ..................

. . . I. . ' . . .. . ..
.....

. . . .

....

I......

Redeploymont

-

1

--------- 2---------J

--------- 4------------ 5

Strongly

Somewhat

Neit~her Disagree

Disagree

Disagree

or Agroe

112.
113.
114.

.....

Somewhat

Agree

Strongly

Agree

Terminations for convenience..........................................[
Claims.
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
Records oisposition...................................................[ II

To:
From-

TSgt Joe ContractLny
Capt Jon B. Tiqges

WARRIOR AFB'
Security:

Limitod

Subject;

CCO Survey

Dat-e Received;

03/19,93

(Part-

)

Category - Case Studies of Real-World Scenario,;
115.
Product alternatives.....................................................I
116. Changing locations.
.. . . . . . . . . . . . I. . . . . . . . . . .
117.
Limited manpower............................
I
............................. I
118.
Restrictive commandors.
......................
119.
Intorservicre hostility.
......................
120.
Dealing with kickbacks.
......................
-

RANK ORJI&R

-

Please rank order the oiftect iveness o[ the !our methods of coilt inqce [cy
cont~racting training listed
below from 1 to
(1 beinq the most effective

Joe Contract ing

rTo:

TSgt

IPrýO.om:
suojcot.:

Tiqgges21
Jon U. (Pa,ý.
Capt Survey
CCO

WARRIOR AL-B
security;

oontt~acting training listed below from I to I (I being
method, 4 being the least elfective mcther4,
121.
122.
123.

124.

3199

the most

effectiye

Formal Academic Coursos.
.....................
On-the-Job Training Plrogr-am.
...................
Base Exorcises.
.. . . . I.. . . . . . . . .
.. . .1 . . . . . .I [
Deployment E.Kcercise:;.
......................................

Please rank
tOOlS listed

126.

Limited

L~apton

orde, the importance
below (I being mu)st

romr'utor.

of having theit feer cent ingenr-y cent ract-i
imporc-ant.,
4 being least important.).

..

88

126.
127.
123 .

WARRIOR AFB
.ecurity:
Dat.e Kec:ived:

Tsgt Joe Ccntracting
Capt Jon B. Tigqes
CCO Survey (('art 2)

To:
From:
Subject:

Laptop computer
Portable copier .
Cellular phone

.....................
..............
......
.........

Limited
03/19/93

......................
....................................
...................................

......
[

Congratulations'
You've just completed the Pert 2 of this
survey.
Please hit
the Fl key now to send us your results.
Then go to your next
3)" to complete the survey.
"CCO Survey ('art
message titled

WARRIOR AFB
Security:
Date Received:

TSgt jon Contracting
Capt Jon 13. Tigges
CCO Survey (Part 3)

To:
From:
Subject:

*
..

***************************

* **************
*
***************

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Limited
03/19/93

O.K., you've reached the third
and final section of this
survey.
This section
gives you tho opportunity to give specific inputs on issues we didn't
cover
of that you want to tell
us more about.
DIRECTIONS

FOR ANSWERINC QUESTIONS:

1.

Hit

2.

Type "JON
Type

To:
From:

F.S0bjIct:

the

in

(shift)

F,

TIGGES"

koy
in

your response

to edit this

the

":'o:"

in

the

message.

aidres!
space

block

following

above.
each question below.

TSgt Joe Contiact ingj
Capt Jon B. Tigges

WARRIOR AFB
Socuurity:

Limited

COO Survey

Dareo

03/19/93

(lart 3)

4.
If you need more spi,•
thun that given,
additlonal lines a: you nt:0,.

-

CHAN3ES

iN

TRAINING

SINCE

Received:

hit the F6 key to add as many

YOUR RETURN

HOME

-

129,
List any relevant training initiatives
your base or command has
implemented since your return from Desert Storm/Shield that you feel are
beneficial to contingency contracting officers.
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10:
From:

TSyt joe Cant act.i,
Capt- Jon 3. Tiycjes

Subject:

CCO

Wy~
Ah RRIO AF 3
Sec, rit y:

(Part- 3)

Survey

cAR
W
130.

your

De-scribe

l-imite-d

Received:

Date

03/19/93

SIORIICS-

cont-raci. inq c.al longe from your Desert
wit~h 41. loeneri2: versIons of

moort. unique

Arhieid/Storm oxcorience and how vowj doa'0t

To:
From:

TSgt. Joc
CapC Jon

Subject:

CCO

your

story

may

be

LL'o

how

aria

used

-

Dat.o

(Pa1t. 3;

Surve~y

,Shieid/Sterm exper

%AR*ZIOR APB
Sec 1 r it. y

Coot, t oct i y
11. C Ic: yeS

in

ycu

tutute

CCNt.RAC''Oik

eaoat.

Received:

wit-h

FIAL URF

I

JQC Coot. ract. iou

4WRI(R l

Capt-

Jon B.

Scr~y

Subject:

CCO Survey

131.

anoy

host'ilities

Did

of

your

brewkioct

Tiggqes
3)

-

It

w,

01

reftest

how

to

Al-B
Roceived:

Dtate

coot-ract-ots

out..'

vers ions

PiiORýjM-

'l3ot

U'art-

(9eoler ic

it.

training).

Fromt:

!lTo:

Limited
03/19/93

work

3;0 yawI

a

as

leal

direct

Wmth' the

LF'lUECTIV[I;NEtS OF S!MIILAI'IOMS-

90

Lim i ted
03/19/93

re~u!Lt

of

Sit`UatiOn/ý

To:
F I 0m.
Subject:

TS,3L Joe Conl : actL
rg
Capt. Jonl B.
UTigpju
CCO Surveýy (Pazt- 3)

WARR I OR Al-I)
Secu I it~y:
DaL,. 1zeceived:

1limited
0.j119,93

132.
It
you pat ticipateon in bane;, oxor tines or ueLpioymertts
Shield, descr ibe your fccliný tgu rardingq tLr
statement * "W
f oug ht

-YC'1:R

To:
From:
Sub jecL :

nt!ý:As ON

IDA ININ-

-

133.

SCY.:NAR i OS-

WARD IlCRl Al
s'ur
I yDat ,Dcei
ved :

.a[I,)r
TSgt- Jot, Cont
Cafpt Jon IB. T;+Ig-eCO Survey Wait . 3)

be! ore Desertt.rainled like
we2

1,1ini t ed
03/19/93

SO( I N I Nr- -oC I NA R
ARL
' ; ON
YC LuR I CiKA
a ý,ý
y11 af tool' w OUl1d be' unetoul tor
training CC~s dur Ing

DeC'SC
r ibe a Scer
C
abase exercise or d(oflw
ovont

Il

T.;gt

rm:
Sub ject.:

Joe

WARD ICR Al-i3

Caritract.;nq

Capt Jon 1B. Titesceeirit
CCO

Survey

y:

(C't3)

-

134.
training

YOUR

List arny tut thet lit.
jat .0-u
conttingettey Conti let liug oitt

Limited

Pat o

Received:

DIKAS

-

10at
moo,Ml
P
et!
;in

91

ye

Lthe

tl

03/1 9/93

would
'LU~tuj.

be bn!iritor

¶

To:

TSqt Joe Contract ing

WARRIOR AFB

From:

Capt

Socurity:

Subject:

CCO Survo-

Jon

B.

Tigios

(Part 3)

Date Received:

Limited
03/19/93

Pleas" hit F1 now to send your result to us (make
is in the "To:" aodicss block).
******************************************************.******************

This completes the survey.
sure the name "JON TIGCS

we

appreciate

the

time

you

took

to answer

Lhat your responses will make a ditteronce
training etforts.
Thanks!

this

in

survey.

We

can

assure

:;incorely,
Capt Jon Tigges and Capt Tom Snyder

To:
From:
Subject:

TS,]t Joe Contraic! !n(
Caj-t Jon B. 7igqeu
CCO Survey Wiart 3)

WANRRICR AFB
Scu": ty:
DaML Received:

If you want to contact us. our mailing aduiess is:
Capt Jon Tigges and Cai;t
,Snner
AFIT
DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
AFIT/LAA
2950
P. ST
WPAFIB, O) 45433-7768

92

you

tuture contingency contracting

limited
03/19/93

Appendix B; Matrix of SurvCy Questions Related to lOs

Table U-1
Matrix of Survey Questions Related to lQs
IQ

-

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

9,10,11,12
13, 14, 15,16,17,
18, 19, 21
18, 19,21
22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 132
22, 23, 24, 25, 26,27-, 28, 29, 30, 132
31,32,33
34,35
36 through 120
121,122, 123, 124
125, 126,127,128
129
130,133
134

ii

i41

Survey Questions
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Appendix C:
Survey Question 1:

uuy.ev Question Statistics

Your Rank is:
Table C-I
Responses to Question 1

E1-E4

E5-E6

E7-E9

01-03

04+

2

19

15

4

2

75%

45%

3 6%

10%

5%0

Number
Percent

Number
24-

•Number

181614-

12-

/

10-

/l
•//

8-

w/il

6
4-

2-4
E1-E4

E5-.E6

ET-E9

01-03

04+

CMfian

Rank
Figure C-1.

Rank of Respondents at Time of Deployment
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-civ

0

Survey Question 2: Total Years of Experience in
time of your deployment was:

contracting' at

Table C-2
Responses to Question 2

1 year
or less

1-2
years

3-4
years

5-6
years

7-8
years

9-10
years

10+
years

Number

2

2

5

10

6

3

14

Percent

5%

5%

12%

23%

14%

7%

33%

Respondents
1615-

14-/
131211

10
987/

4

2

XI,

Lessan1

9-lO yrs

5-6 yr

1-2y

7-8yrs

3-4yrs

10 or more

Experience

Figure C-2.

Experience of Respondents at Time of Deployment
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the

Survey Question 3: Your Sex is:
Table C-3
Responses to Question 3
Male

Female

Number

40

2

Percent

95%

5%

Respondents

50O
454035-

3025201

10-

Female

Male
Gender

Figure C-3.

Gender of Respondents
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Survey Question 4:

Your Total time spent in the Area of Operations

during Desert Shield/Storm was:
Table C-4
Responses to Question 4
Les6 than

1-2

3-4

5-6

7-8

More than

1 month

months

months

months

months

8 months

1

4

9

11

14

2

2%

10%

22%

26%

34%

5%

Number
Percent

Respondents

18]

16

16-'
14-

12,

10ME

rA

0

1.2 monthts
I month or less
3-

onths

5-6 months

EI/S
1
8months
7-8 monrths

Time inTheatre
077
Figure C-4.

Numiber of Months Spent in AOR
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Survey Question 5: You were deployed to the AOR during:
Table C-5
Responses to Question 5
Desert
Shield

Desert
Storm

Desert
Calm

Desert
Shield
and Storm

Desert
Storm
and Calm

All
three
Phases

6

2

3

16

1

14

15%

5%

7%

38%

2%

33%

Number

Percent

Respondents

201
181
16

_

14-

12IM/

101
86-

4Dese'tStorm
Desert Shield

Figure C-5.

Shield &Storn

I

l Three

Storm & Calm
Desert Calm
Operation Phase

Phase of Operation in Which Respondents Participated
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Survey Question 6: Your wing commander at your deployed location
was the same commander you worked under at your home base before
deploying:
Table C-6
Responses to Question 6

Number

Yes

No

14

28

66%

331%

.Percent

Respondents
40
3530
25
20O

15o
10-

No

Yes
Same Wing Commander

Figure C-6.

Respondents Association with Wing Commander
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Survey

Question

7:

Before

Desert

did

Shield,

you

hold

contingency contracting mobility position number:
Table C-7
Responses to Question 7
Yes

No

Number

23

19

Percent

54%

45%

Respondents

28 1
26
24
20
18

16
14/
12

10/
8/
6

2 --

Yes

No

Held Mobility Positon Number before Desert Shield

Figure C-7.

Respondents that Held Mobility Position Numbers
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a

Survey Question 8: During your deployment,
best describes your working location:

which of the following

Table C-8
Responses to Question a
CENTCOM
Numb

er

Percent

Provisional Wing

CENTAF

Other

1

5

33

1

3%

12%

82%

2%

Respondents

451
40-

35

30
25"J
20-

10
7

5
U.S. CENTCOM

U.S. CENTAF

Provisional Wing

Working location during Deployment

Figure C-8.

Working Location of Respondents
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Other

"Survey Question 9:
Before deploying, how many formal academic
courses did you attend that included training on contingency
contracting.
a.

None

b.

One

c.

Two

d.

Three

e.

More than three

Table C-9
Responses to Question 9
Mean

Standard Deviation

Median

1.21

.72

1

45-1
Respondents

25
2015
10

-

7

None

One

Two

Three

More Than Three

Formal Courses

Pigure C-9.

Number of Formal Courses Respondents Attended that
Included Contingency Contracting
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Survey Question 10:
Before deploying to the AOR, how many base
exercises did you participate in which you practiced contingency
contracting?
a.

One

b.

None

c.

Two

d.

e.

Three

More than three

Table C-10
Responses to Question 10
Mean

Standard Deviation

Median

2.26

1.82

1

Respondents
40
35]
30.4

25
20

k"

15
101

None

One

T*O

Three

More Than Three

Base Fxerdses

Figure C-10.

Number of Base Exercises Respondents Participated
in that Practiced Contingency Contracting
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Survey Question 11:
deployment exercises
contracting officer?

Before
did you

a.

c.

None

b.

One

deploying to the AOR, how many
participate in as a contingency

Two

Three

d.

e.

More than three

Table C-1I
Responses to Question .1

Mean

Standard Deviation

Median

2.24

1.80

1

Respondents
24-

2018
16
14
12/
10
8

El-E4

Figure C-11.

E5-E6

E7-E9
Rank

01-03

04 or above

CMI1an

Number of Deployment Exercises Respondents
Participated in that Practiced Contingency
Contracting

104

how many
Before deploying to the AOR,
Survey Question 12:
deployments did you participate in that were not exercises (i.e.
Greneda, Operation Just Cause)?
a.

None

b.

One

c.

Two

d.

e.

Three

More than three

Table C-12
Responses to Question 12
Mean

Standard Deviation

1 .3 6

1 .0 3

Median,1

.

Respondents

501
451
401
35
30
252015-

None

One

Two,

Three

More Than "Three

Real Deploymonts_

I
Figure C-12.

/
Number of Real World Deployments Respondents--PartCicipated in Before ODS.
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-

Survey Question 13.
How would you decribe the coverage of
contingency contracting in formal academic courses you took prior
to Desert Shield?
1 ----------- 2 ------------- 3---------------4-------------- 5
Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor
Mon-Existent
Table C-13
Responses to Question 13
Mean

Standard Deviation

Median

4.74

.63

5

___

Respondents
45 1
40 J

3530

/

-//

2010

-I

/-

11....

15ý

15
Excellent

Figure C-13.

Good

Far

Poor

Formnal Course Cove rage

Non-existent

Quality of Coverage of Contingency Contracting in
Formal Courses
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Z

How would you describe your knowledge
Survey Question 14:
contingency contracting regulations such as AFR 70-7 prior
Desert Shield/Storm?

of
to

1----------- 2 ------------- 3 --------------- 4 -------------- 5
Non-Existent
Poor
Fair
Good
Excellent
Table C-14
Responses to Question 14
Mean

Standard Deviation

Median

2.79

1.16

3

Respondents
201

161412108-4

Excellent

Good

Fair

Poor

Non-existent

Knowledge of Regulations

Figure C-14.

Respondents'

Quality of Knowledge of Regulations.
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Survey Question 15:
How would you describe your training in
contingency contracting from the OJT program at your base prior to
Desert Shield/Storm?
1 ----------- 2------------- 3--------------- 4-------------- 5
Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor
Non-Existent
Table C-15
Responses to Question 15
Mean

Standard Deviation

3.81

1.27

Median

I

4

Respondents
241
221
2018,
164

14

Excelle~nt

Good

Fair

Poor

Non-existent

On-the-Job Training
Figure C-i5.

Quality ot CCO Training from Base OJT
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How would you describe the training you
Survey Question 16:
received in contingency contracting from your involvement in base
exercises?
2 ------------- 3--------------- 4 -------------- 5
Non-Existent
Poor
Fair
Good

1
Excellent

Table C-16
Responses to Question 16
Mean

Standard Deviation

Median

3.93

1.37

5

Respondents
28
24

20181614
12
10

8
64-

2Excellent

Good

Fair

Poor

Non-existent

Training from Base Exercises

Figure C-16.

Quality of CCO Training Received from Base
Exercises
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survey Question 17:
How would you describe the training you
received
from performing
contingency
contracting
during
a
deployment exercise?
1 ----------- 2----r-------- 3--------------- 4-------------- 5
Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor
Non-Existent
Table C-17
Responses to Question 17
Mean

Standard Deviation

Median

3.95

1.48

5

°1

Respondents
40,

35

3025

20
15/

5Excellent

Fr

Non-existent

Training from Deployment Exercises

Figure C-17.

Quality of CCO Training Received from Deployment
Exercises
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Survey Questioni I8:
Formal academic courses prepared me
contingency contracting duties during Desert Shield/Storm.

for

1----------2------------------------4------------ 5
Strongly
Somewhat
Neither Disagree
Somewhat
Strongly
W Disagree
Disagree
or Agree
Agree
Agree
Table C-18
If

Re-sponses to Question 18
Standard Deviation

Mean

Median

1.181

1.83

Respondents

26,

20

1

18-

161
14 -

12-I
10

/

-

4]

I.A

Somewhat agree
Somewhat Disagree
Strongly Agree
Neither Disagree or agree
Strongly Disagree

Figure C-18.

Preparation Received from Formal Courses

Survey Question 19:
Contingency contracting officers should
recieve more training from formal academic courses to help them
prepare for wartime contingencies.
1 ---------- 2 -------------- 3---------------- 4 ------------ 5
Strongly
Somewhat
Neither Disagree
Somewhat
Strongly
Disagree
Disagree
or Agree
Agree
Agree
Table C-19
Responses to Question 19
Mean

Standard Deviation

Median

4.37

1.09

1

Respondents
40
is]1
30
2520/
15
10 -

0

Somewhat Disaaree
Strongly

Figure C-19.

isagree

Somewhat agree

Neilher Disagree or agree

Respondentz'

Strongly Agree

Views on More Formal Course Training
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Survey Question 20:
When contingency contracting is taught in a
formal academic course, it should be taught as a separate course
and NOT as a part of another course.
1 ---------- 2-------------- 3---------------- 4------------ 5
Strongly
Somewhat
Neither Disagree
Somewhat
Strongly
Disagree
Disagree
or Agree
Agree
Agree
Table C-20

Responses

to Question
20

Mean

Standard Deviation

Median

3.95

1.38

4

Respondents

28
26

241
22.
20-

181
141210:

Somewhat DOisa r•

Strongty Disagree

Figure C-20.

Somewhat agree

Neiler Disagree or agree

Strongtl Agree

Contingency Contracting as a Separate Course
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Survey Question 21:
Additional formal academic
contingency contracting is NOT really worthwhile.

training

1 ---------- 2-------------- 3 ----------------4----------- 5

Strongly
Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neither Disagree
or Agree

Somewhat
Agree

Strongly
Agree

Table C-21
Responses to Question 21
Mean

Standard Deviation

Median

1.64

1.08

1

Respondents
40

351
3025-

15

Somewhat Disagree
Somewhat agree
Strongly Disagree
Neither Disagree or agree
Strongly Agree

Figure C-21.

Worthiness of Additional Formal Course Training
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on

survey Question 22:

more contingency contracting training during
base exercises would NOT have improved mty proficiency during Desert
Shield/Storm.
1---------- 2-------------- 3---------------- 4------------ 5
Strongly
Somewhat
Neither Disagree
Somewhat
Strongly
Disagree
Disagree
or Agree
Agree
Agree
Table C-22
Responses to Question 22

Respondlents
20128

/

14
1210-

8

/

Somwwhat D~reSomewhat

Figure C-22.

agree

Base Exercise Contribution to Proficiency
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Survey Question 23:
1 wish I had more contingency contracting
training from base exercises before deploying to the AOR.
1---------- 2-------------- 3----------------4------------5
Strongly
Somewhat
Neither Disagree
Somewhat
Strongly
Disagree
Disagree
or Agree
Agree
Agree
Table C-23
Responses to Question 23

ILMean

Standard Deviation

3.36

IMedian

1.56

4

Respond"z1
1818141210

/

Somewhat Disagreo
Somewhat agree
StogyIsag roe
Nei oer Disagree or agree
Sbwtroy AgrU

Pirgure, C-23.

Desire for More Base Exercise Training
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The contingency contracting training I
Survey Question 24:
received during base exercises prepared me for the requirements of
Desert Shield/Storm.
1 ---------- 2 -------------- 3---------------- 4 ------------ 5
Strongly
Somewhat
Neither Disagree
Somewhat
Strongly
Agree
Agree
or Agree
Disagree
Disagree
Table C-24
Responses to Question 24
Mean

Standard Deviation

Median

1.88

1.27

1

Respondents
4035
,30
25
20
15-

S~og~Isagree

Figure C-24.

DSomewhat

NefwUareo

Somewhat agree

ge

Base Exercise Preparation for ODS
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tov

oe

Survey Question 25:
The contingency
recieved during deployment
exercises
requirements of Desert Shield/Storm.
1

3---------------- 4------------5
Neither Disagree
Somewhat
Strongly
or Agree
Agree
Agree

-

Strongly
Disagree

contracting training I
prepared me for the

Somewhat
Disagree

Table C-25
Responses to Question 25
Mean

Standard Deviation

Median

2.29

1.27

3

RespondentU
241
221

18

14

12
10-

4-

Strongly

Figure C-25.

Somewhat Dlswree

isagree

Somewhat agre

Nei her Disagree or agree

Stog

Deployment Exercise Preparation for ODS
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Agrev

survey Question 26: More contingency contracting training during
deployment exercises would NOT have improved my proficiency during
Desert Shield/Storm.
1 ---------- 2-------------- 3---------------- 4------------5
Strongly
Somewhat
Neither Disagree
Somewhat
Strongly
Agree
Agree
or Agree
Disagree
Disagree
Table C-26
Responses to Question 26
Mean

Standard Deviation

Median

2.41

1.34

2

Respondents
20]
1816141210

/

/2-

Stbngly

Figure C-26.

Somew at agree
Somewhat Dm
Sbog Agree
"Disagree or agee
No
sree

Deployment Exercise Contribution to Proficiency
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1 wish I had more contingency contracting
survey Question 27:
training from deployments before deploying to Desert Shield/Storm.
1---------- 2-------------- 3---------------- 4------------ 15
Somewhat
Strongly
Neither Disagree
Strongly
Somewhat
Ag-ree
Agree
or Agree
Disagree
Disagree
Table C-27
Responses to Question 27
Mean

Standard Deviation

Median

3.88

1.27

4

Respond"nt
2824Z22
2018.
1412101

HO/
4-/
2/
Somewhat agree

L ~Somewhat Dfsapree

Figure C-27.

Desire for More Training from Deployments
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More OJT would
Question 2E.:
proficiency during ELesert Shield/Storm.

Survey

NOT

have

improved

my

1-----------2---------------3-----------------4-------------5
Strongly
Somewhat
Somewhat
Neither Disagree
Strongly
Agree
or Agree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
Table C-28
Responses to Question 28

Rezpondents

1210-

4141.MEN

Somewhat agree
gee r areeStraVny Agree

1,=rw
SUVV Scomewhat DIro
I i

Figure C-29.

OJT Contribution to Proficiency
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Survey Question 29:

1 wish I had recieved more contingency
contracting OJT before deploying to the AOR.
1-----------2---------------3------------------4-------------5
Strongly
Somewhat
Neither Disagree
Somewhat
Strongly
Disagree
Disagree
or Agree'
Agree
Agree
Table C-29
Responses to, Question 29
Mean

Standard Deviation

Median

3.71

1.20

4

Respondents

16141210

44

0 Soe~tut DlreeSomewh~at agree
Sirongy A~r~ee
Neia or Disagrae or agree
StrorNgy srgm

Figure C-29.

Desire for More OJT Training Before ODS
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Survey Question 30: My home base OJT program prepared me for the
requirements of Desert Shield/Storm.
1 ---------- 2-------------- 3---------------- 4------------ 5
Strongly
Somewhat
Neither Disagree
Somewhat
Strongly
Disagree
Disagree
or Agree
Agree
Agree
Table C-30
Responses to Question 30
Mean

Standard Deviation

Median

2.54

1.52

3

Respondents
2220-

14-

12"

10-

10-

/

/4-

S"Kt"

Figure C-30.

,,o

mareorar

OJT Preparation for ODS
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Survey Question 31:
I
deployed wing commander.

had problems

getting

support

from

my

1 ---------- 2 -------------- 3 ---------------- 4------------- 5
Strongly
Somewhat
Neither Disagree
Somewhat
Strongly
Disagree
Disagree
or Agree
Agree
Agree
Table C-31
Responses to Question 31
Mean

Standard Deviation

Median

2.00

1.41

1

Respondents
4U]

30-

7

2520-

101
5-

/
0

Slly

Figure C-31.

"

Srnewhea
Somea agree
t
me
ieCer Disa g.e or ague
Strongly Agree

Wing Commander Support
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Survey Question 32: When I arrived in the AOR, my deployed wing
commander undEurstooC- contracting capabilities a d liiuitaticns.
1---------- 2-------------- 3---------------- 4------------ 5
Strongly
Somewhat
Nleither Disagree
Somewhat
Strongly
Disagree
Disagree
or Agree
Agree
Agree
Table C-32
Responses to Question 32

Respond"nt

3151
1110
9

/
/

7-

Somemuat DIMsDM

Figure

C-32.

ag c Somewhat agree

Deployed Commnander Comprehension

1.25

Survey Question 33:
As time passed, my deployed wing commander
gained
an
understanding
of
contracting
capabilities
and
limitations.
1 ---------- 2-------------- 3 ----------------- 4 ------------ 5
Strongly
Somewhat
Neither Disagree
Somewhat
Strongly
Disagree
Disagree
or Agree
Agree
Agree
Table C-33

Responses to Question 33
Mean

Standard Deviation

Median

3.68

1.29

4

Respondents
2220]
1816
14.
12
10-

8i
4

7

2ISomewhat Disaree
Somewhat agreeStrongly Agree
Dsagee
StronglyStrngl
Disagree
Ne 1mer Dsgreor agree

Figure C-33.

Deployeid Commander Increase in
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Comprehension

My current Logistics Group Commander
Survey Question 34:
understands contingency contracting capabilities and limitations.
1---------- 2 -------------- 3 ----------------4------------ 5
Strongly
Somewhat
Neither Disagree
Somewhat
Strongly
Agree
Agree
or Agree
Disagree
Disagree
Table C-34
Responses to Question 34
Mean

Standard Deviation

Median

3.49

.93

3

Respondents
2624,
22201816-

14

/

1210

/

,4to"

Figure C-34.

ra

Me Ne

I

IMreSomewhat agree

r Di
Dsagme or agree

I

Current Logistics Commander Comprehension
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survey Question 35:
My current wing commander understands
contingency contracting capabilities and limitations.
1---------- 2 -------------- 3 --------------- 4------------5
Strongly
Somewhat
-Neither Disagree
Somewhat
Strongly
Disagree
Disagree
or Agree
Agree
Agree
Table C-35
Responses to Question 35
Mean

Standard Deviation

Median

3.32

.91

3

Respondents
28

22
"2016 -7/
14121
10,
6-/
2/

Smewvat ODsaqree
Somewhat aGree
roe
Nei oer DLsagme or agree
Strungly Agree

Figure C-35.

Current Wing Commander Comprehension
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T-TEST ANALYSIS OF TOPICS
Quesbon

Mean

Std 0ev

Vanance

T-Sti

9%Wesl

99%test

97
68
98
48
99
44
95
69
58
41
90
120
49
55
84
43
70
89
56
113
54
60
38
46
71
65
66
91
94
112
3
57
72
53
108
47
78
87
104

4 851 C638297872.
4 7659574468085
4.7234042553192
4.7021276595745
4.6808510838298
4.8808510638298
4.6808510638298
4.6595744680851
4.6382978723404
4.6382978723404
4.6170212765957
4.6170212765957
4.6170212765957
4.5957446808511
4 5744680851084
4.574"680851064
4.5531914893617
4.5531914893617
4.531914893617
4.5319118M•517
4 531914893617
4.510632978723
4.4893617021277
4.4M93617021277
4.4893617021277
4.468085106383
4.468085106383
4 468085106383
4.468085106383
4.4468085106383
4.."-6,0.0451,,`30
4.4468085106383
44255319148936
4.4255319148936
4.4255319148936
4.4255319148M6
4.4042553191489
4.4042553191489
4.3953488372093

0.41591823006218
0.47606932074002
0.71329387990641
0.50711861304489
0.66287853758941
0.51526198396389
0.66287853758941
0.78785884149165
0.52855553428326
0.60524992735282
0.767W2871397269
0.79545424510729
0.49136860729306
0.57708316287453
0.65090842376882
0.8273761788034
0.65303674037057
0.74625181197939
0.74749040505074
0 8559526558-.769
0.68686635083093
0.68753941944008
0.85649285957408
0.68753941944008
0.74210893259146
0.85595265588769
0-71781867123484
0.8301666629368
0.68686635083093
0.879933560691
0.74.25.181197,
0.879933560691
0.77304257296185
0.65090842376882
0.74439005819658
0.65090842376882
0.7419004523615
0.90071407585231
0.82055541247322

0.17298797409806
0.22564149814986
0.50878815911193
0.25716928769658
0.43940795559667
0.26549491211841
0439407955559667
0.62072155411656
0.27937095282146
0.36632747456059
0.58925919518964
0.6327474560592
0.24144310823312
0.33302497687327
0.42368177613321
0.6845513413506
0.42645698427382
0.55689176688252
0.55674190564292
0.73265494912118
0.471785383=0379
0.472710453284
0.73358001850139
0.472710453284
0.55966W97502313
0.73265494912118
0.51526364477338
0.68917668825162
0.47178538390379
0.77428307123034
0.55689l7 ,A-22
0.77428307123034
0.59759481961147
0.42365177813321
0.55411655874191
0.423681776131
0.55041628122109
081128584643848
0.67331118493909

12.446723418914
9.7866782295044
6.168980•768511
8.4218478854338
6.247683556983M
8.0375720865614
6.2476835569833
5.0923270120531
7.3457075539206
6.4148944185288
4.889271258957
4.71830268M2634
76382451906435
6.2794648245795
r.,,68424.8277712
4.2234149737865
5.1527480177735
4.5091112803854
4.3264996865587
3.7800127,3M73
4.7105408208285
4.5176922489557
3.4754183786184
4.3294550699992
3.9789272599753
3.3264112522726
3.9665317440955
3.4297336584018
4.1452759229
3.0886764501418
3.641974495%59
3.0886764501418
3.3483402826274
3.9766109835342
3.4772221347299
3.9766109835W42
3.3144461632688
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2.9307138271229
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39

4.1489361702128
4.1304347826087
4.1276595744681

0.85918878333135
0.90942462034883
0.89968644964681

0.73,820536540241
0.82705314009662
0.80943570767808
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4.1086956521739
4.1086956521739

0.92444003157624
1.0376953282168

0.85458937198068
1.0768115942029

0.71521117393634
0.6371521796803
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4.1063829787234

0.81384868140565
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4 1063829787234

1.0474408264534

0.662349676272
1.0971322849214

0.79511389720612
0.61779375069767

2.328
2.326
2.326
2.326

80
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4 10638297872334
4 1063829787234

0.91447401259083
0.93794508398602

0.83625271970398
0.87974098057354

0.70762251075367
0.68991501512913

2.326
2.326

FTR
FTR
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4.0851063829787
4.085106382a787

0.928528M-776F'7
0.82960931701097

0.8621, &4 6 8
0.68825161887142

0.55752 9544,04
0.62400687508185
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..
2.326
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4.0425531914894

0.75057794588182

0.56336725254394

4.0212765957447
3.9148936170213

0.9,660233498887
0.7754322002163

0.93432007400555
0.60129509713229

0.34485553460844
0.12389216503726

2-326
Z326

FTR
FTR

-0.66760435961056
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3.9130434782609

0.98491030514395

-0.5.3703963641299

2.326
2.326

FTR
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79
82
73

3.8297872340426
3.6808510638298
3.6170212765957

0.9399155,59,02345
1.0447879539123
1.3601980592572

0.97004830917874
0 883441258()9436
1.0915818688401
1.850138760407

-1.101549841317
-1.8580872638943
-1.7126686901633

2.326
2.326

FTR
FMR

2326

FMR

1.424316380158
1.1204102592069

20286771507863
1.2553191489362

-1.7264346195328
-2.7728049204

2.326
2.326

FR
FMR

83
45

102
74
103

3 5957446808511
3.489361702127'r7
3.4042553191489

1.67668895339r5

2.8112858484385
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Using the scale provided, pick
survey Questions 36 through 120;
agreement or disagreement with
your
the number that best reflects
for a Desert Shield/Storm
training
CCO
the following statement:
.
.
on.
more
include
should
scenario
Table C-36
Rank Order of Training Topics From T-Test
S

TOPIC

I

CATEGORY

iI

DESCRIPTION

1. Services.

Types of
contingency
ccntracting

How to create and modify
service contracts for
short term contingencies

2. Communication
lines (i.e. fax,
phone, radio,
messages).

Setting up Shop

What communication is
needed immediately and
how to get it

3. Use of SF 44s.

Contracting
Instruments

How to most effectively
use these forms and what
dollar limits apply

4A Currency
issues.

Country Unique
Issues

Exchange rates, normal
payment procedures for
business, bank assistance

5. Use of blanket
purchase

Contracting
Instruments

How to set up and use
efficiently (i.e. faxing
price lists

agreements.

agreements.

7.

Commodities.

What are they, how to
establish them.

Country Unique
Issues

6. Host nation
support

and quotes

I

I

Types of
Contingency

IRules

and dollar
threshold changes to

Contracting

normal practices

8. Obtaining a
vehicle,

Setting up Shop

Where to look, what type
is necessary

9. Finance issues
and procedures.

Coordination

Procedures for carrying
cash, signing receipts
etc

10. Procurement
integrity in a
contingency.

Planning and
Preparation

How to deal with bribes,
kickbacks, and other
questionable situations

11. Cash

Money Matters

Paying vendors with cash

payments.
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Table C-36 Continued
12.
Dealing with
kickbacks (case
study).

Case Studies of
Real World
Scenarios

Examples of unethical
business practices and
how they were handled

13. Makeup of
local economy.

Country Unique
Issues

Is economy, service,
manufacturing,What rules
are he transportation
squadrons working under?

Transportation
issues and

Rules and regulations the
transportation squadrons

Coordination

are operating under

procedures.

15. Customs
issues.

Transportation
of Goods

What clearances are
needed to move items?

16. How to
establish a predeployment
listing of
critical

Planning and
Preparation

Using personal expertise
to create lists of items
needed for other
organizations upon
arrival

17. Security
issues.

Setting up Shop

Problems in a high
threat, closed base
environment

18. Protection of
funds under field

Money Matters

What rules apply and who
is responsible

requirements.

conditions.

19.

Supply issues

What rules are the supply

Coordination

and procedures.

_._

--

.

squadrons operating under

How to handle claims
leaving the AOR

Claims.

Redeployment

21. Mutual
support
agreements with
other nations.

Coordination

Working with agreements
from nations not
participating in the
operation

22. Civil
Engineering
issues and
procedures.

Coordination

Rules the Civil
Engineering Squadron is
operating under

23. Understanding
legal authority
under emergency

Planning and
Preparation

What laws change in
emergencies and who
declares the emergency

20.

conditions.

11

Continued on Next Page
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Table C-36 Continued
24. Cultural
issues (i.e.
taboos,

25.

Country Unique

Local taboos and customs,

Issues

how to conduct business

Setting up Shop

Are they necessary,

customs).

Obtaining

26. Anticipating
customer

Setting up Shop

requirements.

Looking around the base
and asking questions
about what others need

27. Chain of
command in a
contingency.

&

where to find them

interpreters,

Setting up Shop

Streamlined lines of
authority

.....

.

..

28. Converting
funds.

Money Matters

Are exchange rates fixed
or do they fluctuate

29. Methods of
control.

Decentralizing
Contracting

How to monitor
decentralized authority

Authority

30.

Terminations

Redeployment

for convenience.

How to process when its
tire tieo leave

31. Finding a
place to work.

Setting up Shop

Where to establish tVe
contracting office

32. Services
issues and

Coordination

Rules the Services
Squadrons are working
under

procedures.

33. Existing
vendor source

Locating
Sources

Local listings (phone
books, chamber of

listings,

commerce

34. working with
the other
branches of the
U.S. armed
forces.

Coordination

How other departments
conduct contracting and
how to aide each other

35.

Payments.

Contract
Administration

Paying with cash, check,
or monthly billing, and
what currency?

36.

Dress issues.

Country Unique
Issues

Looking as inconspicuous
as possible

37. Referrals to
other in-theater

Locating
Sources

Getting other bases to
buy for you at lower cost

organizations.

__

Continued on Next Page
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Table C-36 Continued
Money Matters

How to set up and track
expenditure of funds

39. Writing
statements of
work.

Contracting
Instruments

Standard formats, how
long or complex should
they be

40. Home base
support.

Locating
Sources

Using home base to buy
goods and ship to you

41. Working with
the U.S. Embassy.

Coordination

What services can the
U.S. Embassy provide and
who to contact

42. Restrictive
commanders (case
study).

Case Studies of
Real World
Scenarios

Examples of problems CCO
had with restrictive
commanders

43. Establishing
review and
approval
procedures.1

Setting up Shop

What level should sign a
request before
contracting accepts it

44. Records
disposition.
45. Legal

Redeployment
Decentralizing

How to close out and
where to send records
Dollar thresholds for

limitations of
decentralization.

Contracting
Authority

decentralizing
contracting authority

46. Proximity to
critical

Setting up Shop

What organizations should
contracting be close to

38. Obligation
authority (AF
Form 616).

organizations.
47 Appropriati nn

on the base

Hw many sources are

Money Mt

there for funds?

sources.
48. Contract
surveillance.

Contract
Administration

How to conduct, what
rules apply

49. Terminations
for default.

Contract
Administration

Applicability of U.S.
laws in a foreign country

50. Intermediate
base support.

Locating
Sources

Using a base as a middle
maD__n back to the U.S.

Continued on Next Page
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Appendix D: Responses to Open-Ended SureyQuetions

This appendix is comprised of responses to survey questions 129 - 135.
The original questions are stated first followed by sanitized versions of each
response categorized by general themes.

- CHANGES IN TRAINING SINCE YOUR RETURN HOME

-

129. List any relevant training initiatives your base or command has
implemented since your return from Desert Storm/Shield that you feel are
beneficial to contingency contracting officers.

NO NEW INITIATIVES SINCE ODS

1. None.

2. None. Although getting inputs from CCOs like this one could be a
teaching tool for future deployments.

3. NONE!

4. Zip, Nada!
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5. We have not implemented any new training programs due to X's
impending base closure. Our mobility taskings went away in Apr 92--we
haven't been tasked since.

6. Having recently returned from a AMC conference, contingency contracting
was discussed briefly. Recommend command superintendents obtain
feedback from their CCOs and send out crosstells. There does not appear to be
any training at HQ level. If we're going to get smart, lets not just talk the talk,
but walk the walk.

7. I PCSd from Langley ývithin seven months of returning home, at the time I
left there had not been changes. Langley had many, many exercises, however
we participated by quality control of load planners, not on contracting
matters!

8. Nothing has been implemented since Desert Storm, however, prior to the
deployment the RM placed CCOs on the Battle Staff during exercises.
Unfortunately, the training was more "eye wash" than anything, but it made
tihe commanders aware of our existence and above all our importance to
them. Since our return we are no longer in the Battle Staff, but operate out of
our office. Again, not very realistic training. Primarily because we don't
have real customers. Typically Command Post or LG provides our
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requirements. This, I suppose is realistic during the initial phase of a
contingency.

9. NONE.

10. No new training initiatives have been established since my return or
since the return of any other contingency contracting officers at Travis AFB.
Little emphasis has been placcd on CCO's responsibilities, you have to be able
to fly by the seat of your pants when you deploy.

11. None as of this survey.

12. None.

13. None.

14- NONE.

15. None.

16. 1 haven't noticed any training geared toward contingency contracting at
my last duty station. Since mny deployment, I have PCSd and I am not a
contingency contracting officer here at RAF Lakenheath.
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17. NONE.

18. NONE.

19. I am not aware of any initiatives by the Air Force to better prepare CCOs
for deployment!

20. NONE.

21. I am now in a different command than I was when deployed (AMC in
lieu of USAFE). Hdwever, I feel fairly confident that both commands have
yet to put together a serious training program for CCOs. However, I do know
that AMC is putting together a guide to assist our CCOs when deployed.

22. Although discussions have been held regarding the need for establishing
a training program, to date, none have been realized.

NEW INITIATIVES SINCE ODS

23. IMPAC card. Other than that, not a damn thing!
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24. Each of the CCO's deployed have come back and briefed the other CCO's
of the experiences that happened to them while being deployed. This has
given us insight to what to expect in case one of us is deployed to that
location'.

25. Contingency Contracting Officers held several training sessions for those
that have not been there. Also, read several "lessons learned" reports.

26. We have gotten all of our seven levels trained in the CCO arena, in lieu
of the required two. This gives us flexibility in the event the primary and
alternate are unavailable.

27. Initiatives we have implemented are to include our five-levels in the
quarterly contingency training.

28. We have implemented more training on CCO requirements,
supplemented by lesson learned by the two persons in the office who had
recently deployed.

29. To date, none have been implemented at the base. ACC has revised 70-7
to include more of what a CCO will need to operate effectively. The addition
of a laptop computer and a cellular phone will go a long way. I experience
problems with O/S vendors not believing I was allowed to act on behalf of the
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US Govt. Some asked for some picture ID proving I was who I said I was and
not some sorry GI.

30. Some pamphlets from the Logistics Management Center, but they deal
mostly with Southwest Asia. The best training I think I've seen came from
SMSgt (CMSgt Select) Mike Davis (HQ ACC) while he was assigned to
USCENTAF. He wrote a very basic, logical article in a TAC/LGC newsletter
about what do as a CCO, especially emphasizing getting yourself set up. If you
don't have a copy, give me a call and I'll get you one. Again, it was excellent!

31. Slowly developing local training scenarios for base level exercises.

32. As the author of the "wartime contingency contracting handbook" in 1986
your Part 2 survey looks awfully familiar!! As you probably know, we got
AFLMA to update this handbook with our lessons learned from ODS. Also,
we had AFLMA publi, h the "USCENTAF Operational contracting Guide"
under project LC922137 that answers many of the questions raised in Parts 2 &
3 so I won't repeat them here. In addition you may want to get a copy of the
USCENTAF Desert Shield/Storm briefing that included war stories, lessons
learned, and pictures 1 took while I was in the AOR. (Tom Snyder is in at least
1 pic!). CENTAF/LGC can be reached at DSN 965-2021. Obviously, I'm very
interested in your product since I've dealt with it a long time.
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33. Developed formal training course for command CCOs.

34. I am a member of the wing inspection team and we now play a vital part
in the wing's OREs.

35. During base exercises, if we aren't too heavily tasked with Mobility, we set
up a contingency contracting office at the FOL. We mart it in shifts and give
the people a chance to feel what its like setting up shop and trying to get
going. Because of manning we've only been able to do this once so far but it
was really great. Currently planning our second effort at this type of training.

36. Training geared toward as if each student were in fact a CCO with
decisions and determinations i.e.: Topics CO Decision (PNM), Type of
Contracts, Sourcing (AFLMC Pamphlet) and minimal carrying of forms &
documents.

37. At X AFB each exercise included a CCO who actually received demands,
funded the documents, wrote BPAs or Contracts or PO's for items such as
truck rentals, road repair, concrete delivery and so forth. Also did things like
rent 10 cars and 10 1-1/2 ton trucks so when the IG blew up the vehicle we
would simulate replacement by placing a sign in the window "RENTAL
VEHICLE #XXX." This was helping the young troops get some idea of how
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WE could help in wartime situations. The important thing is to make all
play (i.e. finance, supply and contracting)!!

38. We have become the first base in ACC to fully integrate contracting into
Phase II (at the deployed location and operating) exercises. It has been a tough
job training other units on how to use us effectively, but we have finally
gotten through. Training during several Phase II's and especially the use of
BPAs and a laptop with the contingency contracting computer program
proved valuable.

MSCE LLANIFl P;U

39. Base X goes TDY all the time and have qualified CCOs and this office had
a Contingency Contracting Flight.

40. Real world training. Preparing them for what to expect when they get off
the plane. Join with finance officer and cash certified checks, get rental car, set
up office, secure phone lines. If two CCO's deployed, one researches local
community for sources and gets familiar with roads & buildings. The other
CCO sets up office and stays in close contact with commander and organizes
requirement for purchase. The CCO's work as a team to determine all the
needs of the deployed unit. CCO's cannot be on a short leash to effectively
perform there duties.
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-

WAR STORIES -

130. Describe your most unique contracting challenge from yoxur Desert
Shield/Storm experience and how you dealt with it (generic versions of your
story may be used in future training).

CREATIVE SOLUTIONS

1. The most unique Contracting challenge was fitting the HUM VEE vehicles
with steel plating. We found a contractor who manufactured and delivered

the plating and the SPs installed them.

2. Needed forklift parts really bad, but transportation and supply didn't seem
to be able to really help me. Had to coordinate nearly all of the organic airlift
from the west coast to my deployed location. In this one order, I had to set up
a "ship to" address, payment address and get people to agree to act in these
capacities on our beha1h, and to simply handle the cargo and to get it
prioritized on organic airlift.

3. Shortly after arriving during Desert Shield I was tasked to locate and
provide oversized deep spline sockets to mount pylons for additional wing
tanks. This was the eve of operation Desert Storm and only two serviceable
sockets were on the installation. A source was contacted by cellular phone
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while enroute to the business district. The parts were in the technicians
hands by 8 PM. The contractor was paid the following day as the Finance
Paying Agent worked all night as a scheduled shift to provide for next day
payments.

4. In the UE1 inspection at X AFB the first item purchased was a color copier
to allow pilots access to important maps. In Desert Shield the actual first
requirement was for a color copier. This item was located and no competition
could be located. The manufacturer in the states was contacted and with
express shipping was $2,000.00 higher, all competition requirements were
raet.

5. Sewage - A service contract was required to haul the waste generated by
tent city which doesn't seem too complex until security, base access, the threat
of terrorist bombings and the actual dumping entered the picture. It was a
very complex requirement that took coordination with the local base,
embassy, host country security and the local host (city) government.

6. The night before Desert Storm started there was some concern on the port
of the pilots with not enough required items for the pilots survival kits and it
was past closing time for all local stores. Luckily the base had established
coniact with the local chamber of commerce and a vendor willing to open for
us to purchase these item was located.
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7. Not only awarding contracts but also determining the needs of the
deployed unit, writing SOW's, insuring services contracted for were being
performed, picking up and delivering supplies.

8. Developing long term commitmen..s were difficult because we had no idea
how long we would be in the AOR. The way we dealt with it is through the
use of BPAs. We advised each vendor that we may not be around tomorrow,
but we could be here forever. For example, rental vehicles; five bidders gave
competitive bids. We ended up with an annual lease with a one month
penalty clause. We showed that after three months, even with a one month
penalty the monthly price could not be beat. The subsequent months were of
course prorated. Unfortunately, this particular vendor only had 80 vehicles.
So we negotiated with the second low and agreed to a daily rate based on an
annual rate divided by 365 days. It was a gamble for the vendor; 8 months
later the vendor had done very wAl tor himself. It was understood by each of
our 84 BPAS holders that we were committed for what we ordered that day
and anything else would be a tour request. The understanding must be up
front and dearly understood by the vendor or a problem could come up. We
probably had 5 BPAs that had an initial three month guaranteed business.
The well over 300 vehicles, including 15 buses were returned at government
convenience without a hitch.
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9. What we called 10 percenter's were a big problem at Dhaharan. We always
had vendors coming in and telling us they could provide anything from a
screw to an F-16. Finding manufacturer's were a big problem. Learning more
about the area helped us to learn what could be made over there and what we
had to get from other countries.

10. A tough contracting issue was cellular phones and getting accounts set up- even U.S. Embassy couldn't always help because they were maxed out on the
number of units allowed. Used private company but usually bought phones.

11. I got there about two weeks into Desert Shield and there were not enough
contracting folks to do the job correctly. It was a state of confusion and
everyone was too busy to set up proper channels for distribution. To coin a
phrase, we just made it happen.

12. Trying to locate a 2-1/2" Tap Thread Chaser in the AOR. Bomb loaders at
KKMC broke theirs. These were used to clean out the threads on the bombs
so that it was a lot easier to screw the bombs on the aircraft a lot easier. I
didn't know what I was looking for or where to look for one. An individual
from CENTAF who knew what we needed went out with me in the local
market. After driving around several places we finally found what we were
looking for, bought three of them, red tag airlifted up to KKMC, and had the
product there in 1/2 day from request. Also, trying to locate magnesium film
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tape for the Apache helicopter. The Army was running Jow on stock, located,
bought, and air freighted the film to AOR.

13. The most unique challenge would be purchasing a DSN upgrade for
Eskan Village at Riyadh AB. How can you justify price fair and
reasonableness when there is only one source of supply when you're in the
kingdom? I finally decided that it was because "I'm over here and you're
not!!!" Besides, he had damn good tea at his office.

14. An F-16 unit ran out of item X a week before the war started and since
they could not fly combat mission without item X for their X systems, it was
necessary to find a company who could provide the correct type of item X and
the large quantities needed. Had to go to a business who could get it and in
the quantities required.

Since Saudi Arabia did not use this type of item X, it

had to be shipped in from out of country.

15. Well, one night on our way back from Zakho, Iraq the weather was so bad
that the helicopters had to land in tlhe middle of Kurdish village. Unable to
speak the language I was able to find lodging and food for all 15 of us. I used
my pocket size Kurdish dictionary to explain what we needed also one of the
people stranded spoke a little Kurdish. It was some experience. The snow
didn't stop until late the foilowing day. Flexibility is a big factor in dealing
with some of these countries.
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16. Not only awarding contracts but also determining the needs of the
deployed unit, writing SOW's, insuring services contracted for were being
performed, picking up and delivering supplies.

17. My time at OPC coincided with changing border conditions between
Turkey and the Security Zone in Iraq. Turks making deliveries into the Zone
were actually making their money by bringing back cheap fuel (around $.05 a
liter).

We quickly faced two problems. First, our contractors had trouble

finding drivers to make the trip if they couldn't cash in on the lucrative fuel
trade. And as this fuel trade always was illegal, we weren't eligible for more
money from us. Then problem #2. The people living on the border who
were making money on the fuel trade didn't like their livelihood cult off.
Even though they, too, were Kurds, they "went on strike," blocking the road,
dragging at least one driver out of his truck and threatening to kill any and
everyone connected with the food deliveries if the relief effort continued. So
food deliveries stopped for a few days. Our answer was to request assistance
from our Turkish General Staff liaison; they provided armed escort for the
final miles of the journey through the trouble areas all the way to the border.
It is my understanding that this problem arose again later and was again
resolved the same way. The above story tells part of the story. We had a
contractor who assured us that he could deliver all quantities on time and
needed no funding assistance. He only wanted his money at the end of the
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contract. "No problem, hobie (Brother)" was his answer to every question.
He had a problem with everything. lie didn't have trucks, didn't have
contracts for the food, didn't have funding and didn't have any idea of how
to do the project. No, I didn't pick this contractor -- I inherited this one. We
had to help the guy orgalize and made partial payments as he delivered and
our people certified receipt.

PROBLEMS WITH COMMANDERS

18. Command pressure to circumvent FAR regulations was extreme even
when hostilities had ceased. CCO did not have appropriate contingency
guidance to deviate from some far regulatory guidance. The word "urgent"
was not clearly defined and often misused. CENTAF forward contracting
personnel were not respected because commanders always outranked them.
Politics superseded professional contracting applications. Some specific
guidance (far deviations) should be developed and indorsed by appropriate
authority which will give CCC more flexibility while operating in wartime
environment. Otherwise, creative inefficiency will continue.

19. Trying to perform my duties with a RM (LG) that was ignorant of CCO
responsibilities, but wanting to micro.-manage the contracting operation. The
only way to operate was to disregard the RM and risk disciplinary action.
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Eventually, involvement of CENTAF/LGC and CENTAF/LG was necessary
to keep the RM from interfering with CCO operations.

20. My most unique experience was convincing the RM that all of niy CCOs
needed their own vehicle. Convinced that we had too many vehicles, the
RM pulled one of three vehicles. The resulting slowdown in obtaining those
goods and services resulting in the vehicle being returned.

21. The biggest problem during my deployment was the nonsupport of the
BCO and LG Commander. They both tried to get things done that were just
not possible by law. Fortunately this did not happen to my knowledge.

22. You can probably mention this to Lt Col Brad Busch and he'll know
exactly who told you, but it was the day I had to drop everything I was doing
to go purchase soccer uniforms for CENTCOM. I just found it strange that in
the preparations for war, our most important concern at the time was soccer
uniforms. And this was not Col Busch's fault for the urgency, it was way
above his pay grade. It really put things in perspective for me!

23. Customers did not want to hear that items were not available. They
thought they were back in the States and that all items were readily available.
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24. There were many acts of "contracting heroism" turned in during
ODS/DS, not oniy in my AOR, but also throughout the theater. So I won't
bore you with another war story. However, I must admit that personally my
biggest challenge was "winning over" those people I worked with (other
DCSs) and some senior leadership. Luckily for me I had an outstanding wing
commander who believed in me. To make a long story short, there were
many who (after realizing just how important CCOs would be in that
operation) thought an enlisted person (TSgt) and a minority (AfricanAmerican) couldn't do the job. i feel proud to say I proved them wrong!

CULTURAL REALITIES

25. Getting the Saudis to buy and deliver items and services they agreed to
support us with was like pulling teeth. It was even worse trying to get them
to pay their bills. They were super slow.

26. My deployment was to a civilian airport to bed down a SAC refueling
wing (provisional). The most unique requirement was the negotiation of prepriced I3PAs for miscellaileous aircraft support equipment/services with the
airport contractor providing services to commercial aircraft. The BPAs
included use of miscellaneous ground equipmePt, (tow trucks, power units,
etc.,) with and without operators. One early morning during deicing
operations, an incorrect mixture was sprayed on one aircraft resulting in a KC.-
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10 popcicle and an aborted mission. This raised some eyebrows, but the cause
was attributed to the language barrier between the civilian operator and the
on scene ground crew.

27. Trying to get some Motorola radios that were confiscated by the Saudis by
using an interpreter in order to communicate with the officials. It took my
entire TDY to retrieve them.

28. I was stationed at X Air Base. The biggest problem that I had was during
Ramadon. There were only two Contracting Officers at this base, another SSgt
and myself. The BCO was a MSgt and did not work on the normal every day
stuff. During Ramadon, I was expected to purchase all local items during the
night and provide customer support during the day. This meant that I
worked all the time. A normal cAuty day for me during that month and a half
was 18 - 20 hours, and I had work as many as 36 hours straight. Now, I know
that this sound unreal, but it did happen. I did not receive any support from
the Msgt. In fact, after working one of the 36 hour shifts the MSgt woke me
up after only 6-8 hours of sleep and told me to go back to work. This is only
one story of many.

29. As one of the first CCO to arrive, one of my most unique challenges was
to learn the Riyadh area. Since most of my business was conducted on a faceto-face basis (for the most part I stayed away from the O&M contractors),
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learning the area was crucial. Learning the area was unique; getting lost and
trying to find your way back was interesting. Most of the contractors spoke
English. However, it seemed whenever 1 got lost, no one spoke English. My
most interesting war story was meeting with a Saudi woman owned
contractor. There's no secret that women in Saudi are second class citizens.
Meeting Dr. Almana was something I'll never forget. I had to go to her place
because she wasn't permitted on the Government compound. The thing
which intrigued me was a skull and cross bones which was in front of an
apartment building which also was her office. Taking a deep breath, I worked
up enough courage to walk in. I was immediately greeted by a woman
(without the robe and veil). She looked really mad and blocked the entrance
way. I mentioned the Doctor's name and she motioned for me to stay where I
was. I met with the Doctor and her partner. Ironically, both were educated in
the United States (Michigan State and Univ. of Miami). Both explained the
commodities and services they provided. At the conclusion of our meeting, I
inquired about the skull and crossbones. Dr. Almana said it was a warning
for men to stay out. (I'm probably one of a handful of American men lo
speak with a Saudi woman). As I said an interesting war story.

30. Trailer drivers had a physical confrontation in the bomb dump over who
was to load first (they WeC e hIungry and it was late in the afternoon during
Ramadan). Transportation NCO and myself calmed them down until SPs
could arrive and control the situation.
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31. CCOs were forced to work all hours due to the varying hours kept by
merchants in the AOR, which was mainly due to religious observances.

GETTING STARTED

____-_____

32. The first challenge to overcome was how to deal with the short notice. I
had less than 10 hour days to prepare myself and my family for my absence. I
understand the Air Force is notorious foi its short notices but when our office
has knowledge of the tasking one month prior, they should do everything
possible to select an individual as quickly as possible. This may be an officeunique problem and not the norm throughout the .ir Force but I've heard
the war stories about others as well.

33. The most unique contracting challenge was when we first arrived in the
Middle East and we had to build the site from the ground up. It was
extremely difficult because the contractors spoke little to no English, COs were
dispersing agents, restricted to base, everyone expected all su.pplies/services to
be bought yesterday and American currency was not accepted.

34. The single biggest problem was finding an effective place to work. The
commander did not want us working in an office off-base because of security,
but with three gates to pass through to get to the contracting office, being
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stopped and inspected at each gate. and contractors not being allowed to enter
at all, all together created a hardship. I finally managed to get the theater
HCA to authorize a cellular phone and I spent most of my day working out of
my vehicle, visiting contractors at their offices or finding neutral ground, at a
hotel lobby.

SHOST NATION SUPPORT

35. Dealing with a host nation to arrange a support agreement and
subsequent items and services proved to be a challenge. I establis.

.,,

-A

of logistic and contracting experts to negotiate the agreement and to work tie
daily requests fo: host nation support. This required us to continuously be on
top of our requirements to the host nation to ensure that they had the same
sense of urgency as U.S. personnel did.

36. Coordinating and understanding host nation agreements. Understanding
these agreements saved the U S. governn'tnt a "bunch" of money. Due to the
fact (Oman) we did not have to write a contract of base refuse, electrical
support, billeting, and gasoline.

37. Dealing with the RSAF Ministry of Defense and Aviation (MODA)
assistance in kind contracts. When I arrived in Dec 91, MODA had refused to
pay approximately $1.6 million for vehicle support at Dhahran. Previous
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CCO had worked diligently but was unable to convince MODA of need to pay.
Working with CENTAF (Forward) at Riyadh and 4404 CW(P)/LGT, we were
able to trace vehicle rentals from Desert Shield through our deployment in
the cease-fire campaign. When we provided MODA with records all the way
back to Aug 91, MODA agreed to pay. They did, request a "down scope" in the
number of vehicles thereafter (reduced price).

TE ,M IN ATIONS/CLAIMIS

38. The hardest part was Termination for Convenience on rental vehicles.
Many contractors purchased new vehicles for rental, and were not happy
When0ri We C" %tA
Lthe .ItiaLItI4tltio clause; ho1vcveie, no claims fro
.-

i. s-

were received, all vehicle rental terminations were negotiated at a cost
settlement of not more than five percent of the remaining contract cost.

39. 1 didn't have any unique purchasing experiences; however, I did
encounter a problem dealing with 0 claim for a stolen or lost rental vehicle.
One of our redeployed bases had one of their vehicles stolen the day before
they left and the CCO didn't think that it was necessary to let the only other
military unit in the area know. I believe i could have handled this problem
more effectively if better lines of cornmunication were open between
deployed forces in the same locat;on-.
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40. One final problem that became a real headache was handling person'nel
claims for lost or damaged laundry against the laundry contract we wrote. It
was constant every day.

COMPROMISING POSITIONS

41. 1 was stationed in Taif, SA and the Saudi liaison Coi. X told me we had to
have our officers leave the Al Gaim complex where the)y lived; because I
wouldn't enter into an agreement which would obligate the government into
a contract over $1,000,00.00. We had plans to build our site up to include a
dining hall, swimming pool, basketball courts, a running track, paved roads,
and ten more double wide trailers. I had someone fly in from Piyadh from
civil engineering to draw up the plans,' but no money had been obligated. He
wanted us to go to his sources, I told him it didn't work that way and he said
he wouldn't let anyone else on the base. We'd been putting him off trying to
get funds together to make this happen, he always threaten us with eviction
he and the base commander both got payoffs from the contractors and by this
time the base comrrander had got fed up and gave us a deadline to leave.
The base commander happened to be a prince so there was not too much we
could do. I called my point of contact in Riyadh, Capt X, and explained the
situation to him and he and another gentlemen flew down to lend me some
assistance. We ended up putting our officers iii a five star hotel because there
was no other hotel in the vicinity of the base.
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42. There were several. Dealing with bribes and kickbacks proved difficult. It
was rampant and the temptations were very strong. Much training is needed
on dealing effectively when placed in a potentially compromising situation.

43. Collusion between the local contractors and vendors seemed rampant.
This became clear when we had an asphalt job for a trailer pad. We made an
award to the low bidder who also had the base maintenance contract
(Dhahran). Several more asphalt jobs were coming up for bid and this guy
had the advantage over the other bidders. When we started to see
performance problems with our current contractor, he was unable get the
material, rental equipment was hard to come by and the all important base
passes for his workers all of a sudden became a problem. As a result, the
current contractor failed on his contract, he was given a poor performance
rating by CE and his once good name was now dirt. We discovered later the
local contractors had the fchling this contractor was getting to big and
receiving an unfair portion of the contracts. They in turn colluded and
successfully cut his legs at the knees. lI le was no longer the low bidder on
future bids even through we still allowed him to bid. One other factor came
into play, that was the role the Saudi officials played. They deliberately
delayed the contractor by not approving base passes for his workers, without
the workers he was unable to perform on time. The OSI informed us the bai-
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security officer was at the root of this problem and had used his position to
put the contractor of his choice in the best position to get the contracts. The
implication was he getting kickbacks.

"-=

-

-MONEY

MATTERS

44. Bedding s.own a unit without cash for payment was accomplished by
using BPAs until funds officer could arrive.

45. Upon arriving at my location, I was unable to provide support for my
wing because I was deployed with no funds or funding instrument. There
was no finance support at my location. The previous wing withdrew and
took their CCO with them. He had been given Treasury checks and was
acting as CCO and as a paying agent using cash to pay for all transactions. I
finally received a funding document from home station but still had no
finance support. My home station finance wanted me to submit all invoices
to them for payment, a process which would take up to 90 days for receipt of
payment if we were lucky and the mail got to us. As it was, I decided to speak
to the Army Comptrollei and request support through ARCENT. After
making arrangements with the Army finance personnel, I needed to set up a
system where I could get checks issued on a weekly basis rather than monthly,
as was customary. My vendors were very slow to accept me since I was
unable to pay with cash as the previous CCO had. Once I set up procedures
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with ARCENT about weekly payments, the vendor response improved
although some still refused to accept payment by check.

MISCELLANEOUS

46. Acted as a filter between wing requirements and an unresponsive Naval
Support Facility contracting office that administers a Base Operating Support
contract.

47. Set up operational wing for Restore Hope out of Taif. Even though there
was already one small contingent of US troops operating from this location,
they were part of a different operation. The pots of money were different.
There were many political issues both internally within the two Air Force
units and externally between US forces and the Saudi Air Force. Lines of
command were not clear. Took a lot of diplomacy, on our part, and support
fromn upper level staff to get all of the players to cooperate. At times, it didn't
seem like we were all on the samne team due to the difference in mission.
Having a separate finance and contracting officer for each unit made all the
difference.

48. Getting people to run their shops the way they do at home. Everybody
wanted to throw out the normal checks and balances. For example, when
equipment such as copiers, water coolers, and miscellaneous office equipment
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was rented, no one wanted to establish accountability. Base Supply, who was
supposed to set up CACRL listings, took a long time to do so and, as a result,
the CCO was not on top of all the equipment he/she had rented. Then some
of the stuff got sent home and we had to negotiate payments for materials we
could not find. Since I was at X, locating supplies and services was no
problem. There were more problems with the people who didn't want to do
the paperwork right or at all.
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CONTRACTOR FAILURE TO PERFORM -

131. Did any of your contractors refuse to work as a direct result of hostilities
breaking out? If so. how did you deal with the situation?

REFUSED TO WORK

I. Contractors failed to perform when scud attacks started. After contractor
employees were issued gas masks they returned to work.

2. Foreign Owned and Operated Manufacturers and suppliers: Sources
refused to do business so we had to use an alternate source (Broker) to
purchase the exact materials (chemicals) without uncovering the exact end
destination. (Desalination Plants) OPSFC. Varied quantities & sources.

3. Yes. Asked the contractor to work longer hours and prioritized our
requirements.

4. Yes, a lot of the principle contractors (the owners) left the country. That in
itself presented problems. Some quit -- most stayed. the Saudis did not
understand the competitive bidding process at first! They quickly learned.
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NO REFUSAL TO WORK

5. No

6. Negative. I had the best support from contractors I'd ever seen.

7. None of our contractors refused to work as a result of the hostilities!

8. Only in that some wanted cash payment right away rather than waiting for
a check. Other than that, they were great.

9. No, but after the hostilities ceased a lot of contractors were afraid we would
leave without paying our bills. Especially the BPAs the Saudi's were paying.
We had to constantly reassure them that final payments would be made
before we left.

10. NO!!

11. No.

12. No.
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13. None.

14. No.

15. One did - but not as a result of hostilities, but from an inability to perform
so many food service contracts. The company was simply saturated and was
unable to obtain the food stuffs and personnel to perform the service. I T4Cd
the contract and pressed-on. The company helped me obtain another firm
who did successfully perform the contract.

16. No, all contractors work diligently and were very cooperative.

17. NO, However when the hostilities broke out we did terminate the
contracted out dining facility, so that there was no chance of any local
nationals poisoning the food.

18. NO.

19. no.

20. No.

1(4

21. Fortunately in fhe UAE everyone felt rather safe. Some Europeans left at
Christmas, but ret',rned soon after the war started. it was never a problem. It
think some contractors felt it was a better vantage poini to watch the planes
take off 3nd land.

22 Was very raie. There was always a contractor to turn to. By the tinme the
hostilities broke cut we had bought at least 12 of everything manufactured in
the world, so we really didn't need anýthing else, but incidentals.

22. Not a player.

24. No, tney were very generous and very cooperative in every manner.

25. No.

26. Contractors were willing and re:icly to sell anything we wanted.

27. Not in the UAF.

28. The aircraft servicing contractor employees threatned to strike in protest
of 'he wai', however, no strike ensued.

29. Ne.

I o5

30. During SCUD missile attacks we went to MREs for lunch, instead of
contract services. This lasted the entire time of Desert Storn. A lot of the
local Saudi merchants left the country and had the third country nationals do
all the contracting.

31. No problems.

32. No. I was there after the war.

33. NO.

1. NO.

35. Since we were no, as close to the front lines as other organizations (Al
Kharj, KSA), we experienced very little problem with the contractors
willingness to perform. Only the contracts wvritten by the Saudi government
for our location had problems.

36. No.

37. No. Never deploycd in an area where hostilities surfaced.

1(6

38. No. Most of them understood Saddam's version of Arab nationalism and
decided that they liked U.S. dollars better.

39. No. It cost more for delivery than before hostilities broke out which the
government paid in order to receive supplies day or night.

40. There was some initial nervousness when hostilities first broke out.
However, luckily no contractors walked out on us.

NOT APPLICABLE

42. Don't know, deployed after hostilities. However, some CCOS made
verbal promises to vendors that they would be paid for services or supplies
rendered under verbal contract. Subsequently, personnel deployed later had
to attend to demands for payment's that subsequent commander refused to
fund.

1"
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- EFFECTIVENESS OF SIMULATIONS -

132. If you participated in base exercises or deployments before Desert Shield,
describe your feelings regarding the statement,"We trained like we fol. ght."

DID NOT "TRAiN LIKE WE FOUGHT"

1. In my experience, we have never trained like we fought

2. I don't think training under base exercises can come close to the real thincg.

3. "NOT!' The way I went to war and the way we practiced were different
except I went on a plane and carried a contingency contracting kit. Of course
mv situation was a bit uniqLlc since I ended up in Diego Garcia.

4. Duriig base exercises, we pretend to train like we fight. However, because

we know that its an exercise, we tend tu just do cnougih to gLt by. Because of
the lessons experienced during the Gulf War, furure exercises will focus
on"training like we will fight" the next war.

5. Wrong! I think wing commanders have either forgotten or weren't there
to realbze how imnportant the contracting function is to his or her abilities to
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survive , literally, and I think that's sad. Hopefully, if we go to war again,
there will be contracting personnel around to get us on that first plane.

6. During exercises we were able to determine requirements and contract
prior to the deployment. Duiing base exercises the exercise participants do
not know the role contracting plays. Therefore, contracting doesn't get much
involvement.

7. Statement was non existent.

8. To me, base exercises are a waste of time for experienced CCO's. Sure, it is a
method of training but, most of the time a CCO spends on a basc exercise is
spent in a holding area. No real scenarios are used for CCO's during base
exercises. Deployments are the best experience for CCO's. This allows them
to take the knowledge they have learned horn on-the-job training and formal
classes and actually go out and use this knowledge.

9. No training prior to my deployment was received.

10. Operations must have coined this phrase. By the time an exercise gets
down to needing support from contracting they are ready to go home and just
say "OK RESUPPLY" was accompli.shed. They don't want to wait for a
realistic time frame to occur before the supplies or services can be put in place.
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Many times the finance office doesn't play and then how realistic is the
exercise? I firmly believe if you have a solid OJT program and t.eacn petople
how to handle PO's/Imprcst Funds/BPAs/write SOW's for basic services yoo
can get the job done when you go into deployments or real world actions.

11. Participation in base exercises was limited primarily to processing in
mobility lines, bag drags, vehicle convoys, etc. Having attended various sitL
surveys for actual deploying units from the states proved to be the best
"training" in preparation for this deployment.

12. We trained for mobility only and when we deployed we didn't even use
the mobility line. You went to legal, mc .ical, base supply mo-bags, etc. on
your own. None of the base exercises reflected on how to be a CCO.

13. 1 don't feel that any training that I have had with bases exercises came
even remotely close to preparing me for Desert Shield.

14. Base exercises and deployments were nothing like the "real thing". From
what I remember of exercises they never tested you. Often times they put you
in a corner and forgot about you. Deployments were another matter. During
deployments the "normal" things were purchased. No real challenge. Since
the real thing happens so seidom, I'm not sure how beneficial it would be to
have training. One suggestion I would recommend is when the ground rules
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come down for an exercise, incorporate wartime contingencies. New CCO
would under the $100,000 small purchase threshold and '1F 44 for $25,000.

15. We never participated as Contracting Officers inr base exei;ises, so there
was not any training in our career field, we were augmenr.ees for briefing
loadirasters and troop commanders. Langley was primarily concerned with
gefting Ie folks to the deployment site, but we never exercisc- on actually
being at the site.

16. No.

17. We did not train like we fought. But we improvised and survived.
Con-tracting personnel are very resourceful. You cannot train foi everything
in life, you have to use your common sense and ingenuity. Training does
help though, especially hands-on training and exeircises.

18. No way! During exercises contracting is usually on the last piane out, and
nobody seems to know why we are there. In the real thing you can't just
simulate that you have everything yoo need to accomplish the rnissioa. Real
requirements come up. All of the sudden contracting becomes the answer to
many questions. Everything that wasn't planned for or forgotten must be
procured usually very quickly. As long as there is m.honey available you can
buy almost anything the commanders need to accomplish the mission.
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19. We did not have that type of training.

20. You have to be kidding. Most of tbe base exercises were one big cluster!!!!
Real world scenarios? Senior- cominanders and exercise controllers need to
get a clue real quick. If we had fought in the Gulf the way that "we" exercised,
there would have either been a lot of dead grunts or POWs!!!!!

21. Not true! Saudi was a whoie new dimension in the aspects of
government contract;ng. I do feel that IHurlburt Field had a better program
than the arrivivg i_,its. We werc better pr-pared, but, we learned that
improvements czuld be rmade. Hurlburt has had specialized "contingency
contracting" flight for years.

22. I nevr pa.-iciated in an actual deployment prior to ODS/DS.. however, I
did participate in ini'ny exercises in previous assignments at Nellis, Upper
Heyford, ancd Torrcjon. But the only thing I ever did was act as an augmentee
for ap to other specialties (i.e. cargo courier, the mobility processing line, etc.).
1 appeared to me that no one (ver thought that contracting would ever be
needed (or else we would've participated in the exercises as a contracting
specialist). In fact, believe it or not, when I was deployed to ODF7'DS I went
on the advance team, but my cominander had to "convince" the wing
commander to take mne aklog. It seems they hadn't even considered tak~rig a
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contracting person even though they had no idea what type of facilities of
sources would be available in country when they arrived.

23. The statement is not totally accurate. Because of necessity, we had to
perform at a level much higher than we were trained to. CWT and weapon
training should be more intense and frequent.

24. Strongly disagree... or Desert Storm was too easy.

MIXED EMOTIONS

25. Deployments participated in before Desert Shield were a couple of
airplane crashes in the UK. The resulting experience paid dividends during
Desert Shield.

26. Sometimes. We occasionally deployed to a bare base. Usually your CCOs
deployed to CONUS locations and provided support on a limited basis
(usually a host contracting office nearby). However, 1 deployed with X AFB
for Joint Exercise FUErZAS UNIDAS 91 to Paraguay and bad a chance to train
as we would fight. EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY AND PRACTICE. I
supported two locations--one required C-130 airlift io get zo. Airlift ControL
Element (ALCE) or Tactical Airlift Control Element (TALCE) exercises
p:ovide the bLst deployment training.
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27. With each scenario being different it's hard to say that all training
situations would be helpful The biggest problem I face is that Contracting is
"simulated". The most exercise we get is dragging the bags around. Up until
recently, CONS hasn't been included in the FOL and hasn't set-up a FOL
office per se. The exercise of setting-up and FOL office and actually obtaining
supplies and services goes a long to way toward effective training. I learned
the hard way. Luckily, the MIGHTY FORCE 88 exercises 1 participated in
provided realistic training. Otherwise, DESERT SHIELD would have been a
shocker!

28. At X AFB I would say it would be true. As I left X and new faces arrived
in key positions, high ranking, the old attitude of we train like we fight was
fading. Someone once said history should never be forgotten, I believe in
some cases it is.

29. A contingency is different than any other type of contracting and in many
ways easier. I have been through a hurricane, a flash flood, seven aircraft
accidents and a war. I really don't know how you could train someone for
areal life contingency, ,'xcept in a classroom. Exercise scenarios can't really be
that realistic withouc involving the public. Simulation in a contracting
scenario isn't helpful. What I would like to see in a classroom environment
.s how our rules change. Remember, the majority of CCOs are stateside. So
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DOL, SBA, synopsis preparations, and IF1 formats go away. Our CCOs need to
know what are the rules in a contingency, how to innovate, and that they a
vital part of the operation. It just can't, in many ways be done without them.
To answer your question we learn contracting in our everyday jobs and in a
contingency we cut the red tape and do pure contracting. I for one, don't want
to see us playing games like the rest of the base.

TRAINED LDKE WE FOUGHT

30. Participated in Bright Star 90, and 1 believe we trained like we fought. A
contracting office was established in a downtown hotel (where all contracting
and finance personnel resided and worked). This was basically the same type
of setup used during the Gulf War at my location--except host nation office
buildings were used with residential compounds.
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- YOUR IDEAS ON TRAINING SCENARIOS -

133. Describe a scenario you feel would be useful for training CCOs during a
base exercise or deployment.

FOCUS ON INITIAL DEPLOYMENT ISSUES

1. Given the infinite possibilities, the scenario which would best prepare a
CCO would be actual participation or deployment to receive and bed down
incoming units. He/she would have to be one of the first on the scene and
have a working knowledge of the units contract support requirements. Short
of an actual deployment, active participation in exercise site surveys is great
training.

2. Most importantly is the first 30 days - finding vendors, getting
transportation and water, and establishing good procedures with base supply
immediately. So, a good scenario - you just arrived; need water and
transportation immediately; base supply has not set up yet, nor has base
transportation and you haven't had time to even think about making BPAs.
You've also got approximately 30 pages of requirements coming at you ever),
day beginning on day 2. This realty happened. Base supply didn't set up for
almost 50 days. We were contracting and base supply and pick-up and
delivery.
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3. Base exercises should have scenarios to duplicate wartime. We in
contracting should have the opportunity to practice dealing with problems
that arise with any deployment, especially on what to do when you first
"arriveat the site and the stress put on the Contracting Officers to get the
immediate necessities.

4. You have landed at base x, with 100 deployed personal, yourself and a
finance person have been told by the commander that they will need food
and shelter for the 100 personal. The town has just a few hotels/motels, 2
grocery stores and 3 or 4 restaurants. You also have the equipment for
cooking meals. The base commander also states that he and a few members
of his staff will need transportation for a few days until the supplies arrive,
also you do not speak the language of the area. (Have fun) P.S. This really did
happen....

5. Something where the CCO had to provide for a bare base environment
would be useful. Oftcn times the deployments at this base the only thing the
CCO did was rent cars and hotel rooms then become the transportation and
billeting officer for the rest of the exercise. The CCO needs to practice being
tasked and performing to provide for setting up a base in the middle of
nowhere.
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6. Bare base or deploying with an ALCE/TALCE on a real world exercise. The
CCO does it all from transportation to troop bed down.

7. Bare base, no electricity, water or quarters for 5000 personnel who will be
arriving in 30 days or less with a language barrier in the AOR.

8. Deploy a CCO with an AFGIG and $100,000 in U.S. currency in an austere
environment. Couple it with major logistics type problems and make the
CCO perform! Buy essentials; water, food, trans, airfield services, utilities, etc.

9. That's easy. 200 tired, hungry an homeless airman arrive at an unknown
location with no prepositioned means of support. The CCO must go out (w/a
paying agent) and secure food, transportation, and billeting in sufficient
quantities until Air Force assets arrive 48 hours later.

SIMULATE A FORWARD OPERATING LOCATION

10. Deploy to another location, set up an operational office, prepare mock
contracts for food service, transportation, etc. Close-out/terminate contracts
and re-deploy.

11. Give more of a real world impression on the subject. For instance instead
of reminding people that this is only an exercise they should just operate as
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the real thing. Take the team to a location away from the home base and
have the personnel operate like the real thing, if possible.

12. Get off the installation and play thc game for real!!!!! Give us real world
"situalions to handle. Only don't let some of these contracting types carry guns
-- they're scary!!!!!

13. Assemble team of CCOs, brief them that they'll be setting up an FOL
Contingency Contracting Office. Place senior team member in charge. Lay
ground rules but arrange for a bare room in some remote building. Tell them
to set up shop. Plant seeds with other organizations for them to send in
urgent requirements. Have the teams get communications, vehicle. office
equipment/furniture, etc. H-lave SNCO act as CCO EET and play a ghost role
to observe and to help them in a bind. While in the FOL they play all the
games, i.e. evacuation and chemn ware fare. Make the teams rotate in shifts,
each shift overlapping and briefing each other. I could go on and on, I think
this type of training has great potential! About a week or so before the
exercise, give a 3-hour CCO training review. Only problem is this takes a lot
of time. Its nearly impossible to do if your CCOs are included in the mobility
portion of the exercise. We did this once when we weren't playing in the
mobility portion. Be sure to coordinate these activities with LG and CVX. I
think this should happen at least semi-annually and attention should be paid
to even the smallest details like setting up a filing system, finding out who
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your customers are, where their 24hr points of contacts are, researching
requirements, and yes, even finding the deployment commander and briefing
him on your role, your office and what your mission is.

14. Don't confine the training to a mobility processing line. Set-up and FOL
office. Make actual purchases. And pair and experienced person (now that
we finally have some) with someone who's clueless. The only way to learn is
by doing it. We're the only AFSC that places more emphasis on our
peacetime mission than our wartime taskings. We need to reverse this trend.
Formal education using realistic scenarios are the key!

PROMOTE CROSS-FUNCTIONAL INTERACTION

15. Have contingencies or events happen that have not been planned for.
Have an air plane carrying most or all of the tools for a maintenance unit be
lost. Now you have a bunch of airplanes and troops that can't function
because they don't have tools. What do you do? You have to get them right
away. So you buy them. Makes the organization look at what do they really
need to function. Puts all the players in the game. Mechanics, Commanders,
Finance, CE, Contracti~tg

-"_ all involved and forced to work together just as

we have to in a contingency type ops.

1Thu

16. PERSCO support training for small forward locations. Air Cargo
Terminal Operations for utilization of pipelines controlled by the Theater
Commander. Cash payments/Foreign currency and monthly (periodical)
reporting. DCATS.

17. Have a finance rep with some monopoly money in the same location
with the CCO when the PR is submitted

18. Train CCOs on consolidating and coordinating requirements with major
customers (i.e. CE) in writing PWS. Working with AF Form 616s. Paying
agent duties. Most importaitly, what's authorized to be purchased with
appropriated funds.

19. 1 think we should work closely with base supply and finance to see how
they operate on a conLingency level. We improvise based on the situation at
the moment, are they as flexible? During war it's not a problem, but during a
deployment we may conflict.

DO ACTUAL WORK

20. Go out to the local market buy an item using a SF44, take along a finance
officer, pay cash, fill out the 44, return the item to the base, check it in with
supply, and take it to the organization needing the actual item. Do not
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simulate this, go through tlii actual steps. Also, practice setting up a BPAS,
putting oni gas mask and chem suit, use of the n•iiiiaay phone (the green one,
we called it the bat phone), more practice with small arms training to protect
resources, I don't need to carry around an N4-16, which I had training on. I
need a 9mm, and training on small arms.

21. Simple taskings:, purchase of water, rental of vehicles, conversion of
money service contracts for hauling wastes and transportation, writing BPAs,
funds security, completion of SF44s.

22. Once every three months or so, take a few CE requirements and have the
CCOs use their kit and take care of the requirements.

23. Anything to do with construction equipment, loss of communications or
the need for transportation would work. A near crisis I ran into was almost
running out of item X. l had to have it shipped from Japan. Aviator's
Breathing Oxygen would become a crisis. The scenarios can't be too long or
you won't be able to realistically carry it out.

24. An actual project to accomplish. Everything is just simulated without it.
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MISCELLANEOUS

25. Any scenario would be better than none. Like I said, I had no idea of what
to expect, I had never been out before and had never participated in any
exercises We have base exercises regularly but Contracting has little
involvement, if any. We, from what I'm told, do nothing more than rent
hotel rooms and vehicles. For the two years I've been here we have not
participated in any deployment exercises.

26. Give a certain disaster or mock war scenario, have the Deployed
Commander brief the CCO of what supplies, services, and construction will be
required during this time and allow them to get quotations on what is
needed.

27. I believe one must develop a scenario on dealing with the host nation;
what to expect when preparing to negotiate and negotiating a host nation
support agreement; and how to deal with the local contractors and
government representatives once the agreement is signed.

28. Use a Desert Shield scenario. Something that requires covering all bases.
(Billeting, Transportation, add a few unknown variables).
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29. Actually deploying to overseas locations and tasked to operate with
limited assistance from established U.S. overseas bases would be the best
training exercise. Next best would be deploying away from your home base
and contract using SF 44s and establishing, BPAs for required supplies and
services. The least desirable is home base exercises -- you are too familiar
with your own' location.

30. Go into a foreign country where American currency is not accepted and
set up form a hotel or bare base to support a deployment.

31. 1 believe that the deployment exercises could be beneficial to CCOs;
however, if a memner of the Contracting Office is trained on deploying, they
should be sent when emergencies occur. There were a few members of my
office that did have the deployment training and management didn't elect to
send them in support of Desert Storm. Just recently our base deployed people
to a remote site in New Mexico for training, but no males were selected to
receive this training and they are not scnding any women to Desert Calm.

32. Sending them to an aircraft crash as I have done. It would allow them to
use the SF44 and the imprest funds that are available. Also, it would put
them in a field condition that they might be in while being deployed.
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33. Send a CCO with deploying units often. Many of the same problems we
encounter overseas can occur nere as well. The CCO should also get involved
with the unit and its mission. The CCO will be better able to anticipate
problems before they happen. Stress Ifter action reports and briefing of other
members of the unit after your return. They need to learn from your
mistakes and your successes.

34. Have fill-in the blank SOW's for some of the services and repair
requirements that can be expecced. Then when you setup your tent you will
have something to train on while everyone else is doing their thing. For
example; have 5 x 7 cards with something that your EET member can give
your people to work on; 600 man force is due to arrive in 24 hours provide
tents, toilet facilities, add aidditional cooks, etc. Many times the command
center is not geared to give you scenario so your contracting eval team
member can create these scenarios for your people while the rest of the
operations group does their tlhing. People from OPS don't think about
resupply in exercises.

35. The only real scenario is that of actual contingency.
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YOUR IDEAS-

134. List an), fvrtlier initiatives or ideas you feel would be Leneficlal for
training contingency contracting officers in the future.

STARr A FORIvAL CLASS

1. A formal school should be established. I know DCATS is out there, but
guess what? - I've never used it. During an emergency is no time to read the
owners manual.

2 A form.al course would be better than 'learn as you go."

3. Develop a CCO training course if possible.

4. 1 think formal training classes would be the most beneficial. In a formal
training or workshop type atmosphere, all the class attendees can share their
most unique experiences because no deployment is the same.

5. Have mandatory classes that are required for any active duty member who
has a mobility number.
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6. Formal classes. Hlave a class at Lowry or use a mobile class to training key
people in contingency contracting. The Air Force also needs to train LGs
about CCOs. In addition, it wouldn't hurt to educate wing commanders on
contingency contracting. CCOs did a good job, but if we have been better
"trained, we could have saved more money.

7. Formal training & OJT would be a huge benefit for future deployments.

8. First of all, you've got to offer a formal class to get out people inundated in
what being a CCO is all about. A week long class at Lowry or a "road show"
would be adequate. Have experienced CCOs teach it, and offer it to any 65iXX
(illy

coxIuiiaMILer iS

ithinkinug abo1u[ putting in a inobiliiy position. Second,

add a "contingency" block to the Basic Contracting Specialty course and to the
5 and 7 level CDCs. Get our airman familiar with the "idea" that day they
enter the field. I think it will help in that they) won't be as intimidated or
ignorant of CCO responsibilities v.,hei their turn to deploy arrives.

9. There should definitely be a course for those who don't have base level
experience before they go r.ncontingencies. Basic understanding of base level
type requirements will really help CCOs.

10. A formalized class wvould be very beneficial.
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11. Use people who h, ve been deployed during Desert Shield/Stormn/Calm to
write and teach any technical courses. Include 7-levcl NCOs that were out
pounding the pavement. The same goes for base exercises. Issue more
limited warrants at the base level to NCOs to gain some CO experience.

12. One initiative might be to develop training scenarios based on actual after
action reports from various contingencies. If formal academic training is
being considered, role playing in theses scenarios would be the way to go.
This would challenge potential CCOs to be flexible, react to different
situations, and think on their feet. Successful completion should result in
the award of a CCO warrior badge.

13. Set up at least one operational level formal school for CCOs.

14. Training should, if not already, be introduced at the school house. l've
aKeln scvcral contra.cting cour s. s and cannot r..m...an

of

on CCO responsibilities. Actual on the job training is good but, in real time
situation, having the pressures of the deployment upon you, is not the best
time.
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ONGANIZATIONAL DYNAMICS

15. 1 feel that a special duty assignment should be established with a 4 year
controlled tour at Headquarters, Air Force Special Operations Command, for
the purpose of an elite contingency contracting team of world-wide
deployments, they could establish pro-arranged agreements for world-wide
situations! "Anytime, Anywhere," The 1st in! As you are aware, special
operations is the wave of the future. They are generally the first people in!
The contingency operations could be tailored for each section/country, with
special CCO teams prepared for that particular sector. They would lead others
in what the necessary kit make-ups. Small, 1/2 pallet, 2 pallet, etc...

16. The tiaining of CCOs is a great idea, however what I fell would be more of
a help in this situation is to deploy the CCOs to one area from the same office.
This helps because you alrcady know the people you are working and you
know what to expect from that person. (There is nothing worse than feeling

that YOU ar Out, on a limb and nco ,,•.

..

17. CCOs should be from other bases, not the home base. Too much pressure

in the rank structure. The LG and Wing CC sign your performance reports
leading CCOs to do what his superiors wrant instead of what is right (or legal).
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18. CCOs should be in%\ olvL'd in all early planning for a deployment to know
what they may be required t,, provide and offer linput to olotaining support
prior to deploying.-

19. 1 feel Strongly that contractLing, squadrons should be field operaiting units,reporting, directly to MN-AJCOM%,/LGC instead Of theQ Win-g CC. This would
solve [Ihe above Problem,

20. Assign CCOs to the deploying unit (ALCE,'TALCF) on a rotational basis.
These units are selIf contaneld (the)' have supply, transportation, aerial po,-rt,
eL(:., troops assigmed on i full time basis). CCOs only play when ask-ed to. It's
hard to pic-k up mid go wvhn the rest oi` your deployod uinit ha-ý trained
togetlvýi all along.

21. One warning: The new UTCs ha~ve Officer/NCO teamis. I thinik this is 1
good idea, bUt I hopo vounw officer:; don't zet the iniL-ression that theii job) is
to act as go between wing leadership aind the enlisted CCO. In a real world
Situadtion' 0hi5 Willi iVCe1onw CXLreC1ClN

frustrating to Your enlisted folks. I

worke-d with- a-BCO for a sho! t. himec duringc the war. He was realy good a~nd a
fine officer but hakving that nedeslayei- imipcded the process in my opinion.

Anyone who goes as, pairt of a CCO tcarn needs to be willing to role up, their
sicov,,- and ,,%rk, even if

this mean,; a IC-iptin hielming, an A1(- fi-om.L

Maite:.ceto fill out an AF formi Q. On the flip side, having an cffi..er

would help sometimes especially when dealing with the Navy who seem to
have a real problem relating to enlisted. Again, though we don't need
someone to give orders and sit in the daily briefing with the commander. I'm
not convinced that its best to send a young officer with 6 or less years as a
"N

team leader with a SNCO who may have 15 years or better.

TRAIN COMMANDE-RS ON CONTINGENCY CONTRACTING

22. The ones that need the training are Wing commanders and LGs that
think anything goes just because they are in a war environment. They tend
to spoil themselves first and other officers and overload the CCOs with nonmission essential requirements. I do not know how you are going to fight
that. ALSO, LGs need to approve each and every requirement; they are the
ones that need training not us.

23. I found that more often than not commanders in general came to
contracting when the original plan fell through and they were in a jam.
Putting their requirements into SOWs and getting what ever goods or
services they needed was difficult. Getting it was not the problem, but writing
the SOW was. Often Commanders didn't really know what they needed and
expected the CO to advise them. With time this was not a problem but at first
it seemed quite overwhelming. I-laving been at base level contracting really
helped.
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24. AFR 70-7 states the CCOs should ditectly report to the Wing CC, but that
was not done in the DESERT! The Wing Kings cared very little about the
CCOs except when they needed something immnediately, they were more
concerned with "flying and fighting."

25. P-epare briefings or training for logistic group commander's explaining
contracting's role. Most often, they are maintenance oriented and do not
fully understand the nature of problems often faced by contracting personnel.
We need their support to do our jobs successfully. Operational commander's
lack respect for centaf forward oflic,.r.. This position needs to be more clearly
defined and this problem addressed because cco's appear to have multiple
bosses in the field. (Causes confusion)

MONEY MATTERS

26. Stress the importance of assigning a paying agent to each CCO to
eliminate potential problems of the CCO purchasing, paying for, and
accepting procured commodities and services.

27. The CCO must ensure funding documents are completed and available
prior to actual deployment. You cannot hit the ground running without
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money. Never believe the line that money will be there when you arrive
because often it is not.

28. Have someone on the finance staff prepare a briefing about funding and
N

who is to do it. At X location the host group from X AFB didn't want to pay
for anything a support unit such as X ECS from X AFB needed. Commander
wanted them to have their own monies. My experiences from Desert Storm
told me that the host unit usually is responsible for all tenants. Took Major
X from X AFB 30 days to convince the pi'ovisional commander we were all
one unit. By the way Col Busch did an outstanding job. I conducted the only
contracting conference of Desert Storm for people outside Saudi and he really
pulled things together for us.

29. Be more aware of kickbacks and not to get yourself caught up in it. I heard
of a couple people getting in trouble because of this.

TOOLS OF THE TRADE

30. I'd like to see everyone go out with a notebook size PC. For that to work, I
would like to see a tutorial to go with the DCATS program. The notebook
should have a tiny printer (i.e. Ink Jet). Any equipment going with the CCO
should require additional training. I also suggest that we think about
including fax/modem capabilities with the notebook along with a hand
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scanner. This would (along with SF 44s) provide an incredible capability for
producing any required documents on the spot and forwarding any required
documents anywhere they are needed.

31. Contracting has to be able to operate. We need space available to
contractors and a cellular phone and fax right away. Security procedures with
host base to allow contracting officers to pass gates quickly was an issue I
worked over and over with no avail.

MISCELLANEOUS

32. it's about time!! Wish you guys the best!!! This is something that has
been needed to hilp with future deployments!! Here in USAFE these type
operations are ongoing and we continue to make the same mistakes over and
over!!

33. Establish structured scenarios to be used by LGX people to be incorporated
into planned for exercises.

34. I think your staff really hit the nail on the head when you addressed
things like tracking shipments, teaching COs the whole picture,
undeistanding the 0 plans. So often we don't understand the mission
requirements of other units within the wing. Makes it difficult to support
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them. We can buy all day but if it doesn't get to the customer on time we
misc-ed the boat.

35. Learn more about how*to use the military transportation in the AOR as
far as the forms, how to fill them out, the different colored tags for different
priority shipments within the AOR.

36. I believe an interpreter would have been a big help and also more contact
with the embassy (if possible). I also believe the finance person should be
armed or have some kind of escort. We didn't due to a mix up, on the SP
rotation the SPs leaving took their 9mm back with them and the SP's
replacing them only had the M-16s which were not permitted downtown.
We had no trouble but it just didn't feel safe.

37. The best experience is hands-on experience in my opinion. I spent almost
7 months over at the AOR and in my opinion that was contracting at its best
and I highly recommend that CCOs go over there for 90 days and see what its
all about.

38. Females can and cIIouIld be given the oppoitunity to provide contracting
support in Saudi Arabia. I ý,aw many examples where women worked
directly with the locals and in every case the locals did not treat them any
differently than they would have a man. i saw women performing duties in
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legal, public relation s and security police. They performed their jobs without
any hindrance by the locals. This holds true for other Arab countries such as
Morocco, Turkey, Pakistan and Egypt. These people are businessmen and will

-

do business with whoever holds the purse strings, including women.

39. It is easy to have someone else fly in and set you down. You have to close
the door, leave a forwarding address and try to get out of there with as little as
48 hours notice. We should be just as available for natural disaster
contingency contracting with the same level of expertise and application of
common sense answers to what is seemingly a highly complex environment.

40. Each time a base deployment takes place the host base should pass
th:ough out the command or even the Air Force contracting community a
lessons learned plan. Thank you for asking.

41. A meeting was conducted with other CCOs on my experiences. Basically, I
explained the FAR is stretched. The rule of thumb is use common sense and
document everything thoroughly. Another meeting is planned for the CCOs
who returned from Restole Hope.
T
42. I think we learn most from actu-l situations. There is no course that
could possibly teach me the things I learned in Desert Shield/Desert Storm.
The basic business practices are required and a dedication to mission
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requirements. At our location we were not there to say what could not be
done we were there to fight a war and by that we had a can do attitude!
ATTITUDE goes a long way!

ký,

43. My last comment concerns military (officers) contracting officers
in

general. In my current assignment I work with officers that have never been
at base level contracting. They have never done a small purchase, and don't
even know what a SF4-1 is! They come from what used to be Systems
Command and have no idea what contingency contracting is about. So with
no experience, they are not tapped for the on-going TDYs to Saudi Arabia.
The poor suckers, like me, are targeted first to volunteer because of our
experience. There is no need for military contracting officers in major
weapons systems acquisition, a prime area to reduce the military manning in
the contracting career field. I am at a disadvantage in my presence job because
I have very limited, high dollar contracting experience -- making

advancement in the organization very difficult. Fortunately I can retire in
two years, taking my experience elsewhere!

44. I feel that each contacting office should have exercises with evaluators. I

have found that when we are sent on an exercise that no one knows are
business but us.
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45. Someone needs to realize that some of our senior airmen and airmen
first class' have a hell of a lot more experience than some of these retread or
R.O.A.D sergeants that were sent to the AOR. Start giving these folks
opportunities. If we don't use them, then someone sure as hell will. You
don't need 5 or 6 contracting officer in one office.

46. Just have people who have gone TDY to debrief all personnel upon their
return on difficulties and just ordinary problems encountered and how they
overcame them. This will give other people who have be in similar
situations a course of action to take which would give a person a better feeling
that just winging it and hoping it works.
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A_•endix E: Interviews

Personal Interview - 18 March 1993

SMSgt (CMSgt Select) Mike Davis
Superintendent of Policies and Procedures
Headquarters Air Combat Command
Langley AFB, VA 23665
DSN 574-5372
TRAINING
- Command-wide CCO training for 5 & 7 level NCOs and officers

- Train senior management on contracting capabilities
--

LGC squadron commander, brief logistics and wing commanders

--

Air War College

--

Air Command and Staff College

--

Commander's courses

--

Customer education during exercises

EQUIPPING
-

Get the right tools (standardize across the Air Force)
-- Laptop PCs
--

Portable fax machines

--

Portable copy machines

--

Cellular phones

--

Prototypi.ig a complete kit

A
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STRUCTURING
- New Unit Tasking Codes (UTCs) for contracting
-- Independent
.

-- Flexible
- Reserve Individual Mobilization Augmentees (IMAs)
--

Will use as advance team to bed down units

--

Experts in specific areas

--

Will train active duty ulits

- New Design of Capability (DOC) statement for contracting sqUadrons
--

If approved, will make contracting squadrons part of Status of
Resources arid Training (SORT) reporting

--

SORT reporting will help get resources for needed tools

CREDIT CARDS
- Teting it three bases with decreased restrictions for wartime use.
--

$200K per mon'th limits

--

Cash advances

--

Ability to contract for telecommunications

T
FUTURE INITIATIVES
jL

- Contingency pamphlet
- Crossfeed of ORI scenarios
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i

II

II

- Logistics group comnlander briefing
- Additional clhanges to AFI, 70-7
- Matrix of plans against new UTCs
-

Standardized contingency contract format

- Determine how best to use guard personnel

- Create a Checkered Flag annex for contracting

I2
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Telephone Interview - 2 July 1993

CMSgt John M. Elliot
Command Superintendent
Headquaiters Air Mobility Command
Scott AFB, I1 62225
DSN 576-8725

TRAIN ING
- Meeting AFR 70-7 requirements

STRUCTURING
-

Using Reserve Individual Mobilization Augmentees (IMAs) to work

contract airlift issues during wartime

FUTURE INITIATIVES
-

Looking at Air Combat Command's initiatives for possible use
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Telephone Interview - 6 July 1993
MSgt Robert C. Gorley
Instructor Supervisor
"3400TCHTS/TTMXIP
325 Yosemite
Lowry AFB, CO 80230
DSN 926-2648
CURRENT CCO TRAINING IN AETC ENLISTED COURSES
- No CCO unique training

FUTURE INITIATIVES
-

Broad coverage of contingency contracting will be incorporated into 3, 5, and

7 level courses
--

Expected completion after move to Lackland AFB in 1994

--

Approximately 2 - 3 hours of coverage

N
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Telephone Interview - 7 J1ly 1993
Capt Marty Bobeck
Instructor
3400 TCHTS/TTMXP
325 Yoscmite
Lowry AFB, CO 80230
DSN 926-4883

-

CURRENT CCO TRAINING IN AETC BASE LEVEL OFFICER COURSE
- No CCO unique training

FUTURE INITIATIVES
-

Devcloping a Defense Acquisition University that wiiJ include AFLMC
Wartime Cotinigency Contracting I andbook as required reading

2I0
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